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ABSTRACT 

 

Effective light energy conversion into other forms of energy in metal and metal 

compound nanoparticles has been of great interest in past decades. Being illuminated by 

incident light, electrons in the nanoparticles can be excited to higher energy states followed 

by deposition of energy into other molecules around their surface and the lattices in the 

following relaxation process. Ultrafine nanoparticles are thus preferred in these processes 

due to their high specific surface areas. Moreover, the portion of excited electrons with 

higher energies is higher in smaller nanoparticles than in larger ones. However, the overall 

light power absorbed by nanoparticles is proportional to the square of particle size, which 

causes the ultrafine nanoparticles not to efficiently absorb the incident light, or to drive 

further chemical or physical processes. 

Light antennae materials are usually employed to enhance the light absorption of these 

ultrafine nanoparticles. Plasmonic nanoparticles, e.g., Ag, Au, Cu, and Al nanoparticles, 

enhance the light absorption of loaded nanoparticles mainly through strong 

electromagnetic fields generated near their surfaces and have been proven to be effective 

light antennae to benefit the light energy conversion of ultrafine nanoparticles. On the other 

hand, spherical dielectric particles, e.g., silicon dioxide nanospheres, represent a different 

type of light antennae with the advantages of low cost, simple synthesis, and negligible 

Ohmic loss when being illuminated. When the sizes of high geometric symmetry dielectric 

nanospheres are comparable with the wavelength of the incident light, Mie scattering can 

happen based on the difference in refractive index between the sphere and the surrounding 

medium, generating size-dependent scattering resonances at various wavelengths. At these 
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wavelengths, strong electric fields can be created on the surface of dielectric spheres to 

enhance the light absorption of the nanoparticles loaded on the surface. Previous works 

have shown that silica nanospheres with a diameter of several hundreds of nanometers can 

effectively enhance the light absorption of ultrafine Pt nanoparticles and benefit 

photocatalytic reactions, e.g., selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol. Over the past few 

years, this concept has been broadened to other ultrafine nanoparticles to study their novel 

photo-to-chemical/physical properties. However, the availability and comprehensive 

understanding of the optical properties of this class of composite particles still need to be 

improved. These challenges limit the further development of these composite materials in 

new light energy conversion processes. This dissertation aims at studying this class of 

novel ultrafine nanoparticles/dielectric sphere composite particles synthesis and optical 

properties. 

In Chapter 2, a synthesis protocol of ultrafine ruthenium oxyhydroxide nanoparticles 

on the surface of silica nanospheres’ surfaces is introduced. Unlike the traditional synthesis 

of nanoparticles in solution followed by a loading process, the method developed in this 

chapter only requires the injection of aqueous ruthenium salt solution into a silica 

nanosphere dispersion. The obtained ultrafine nanoparticles with sizes of 2-3 nm are 

characterized to be ruthenium oxyhydroxide (RuOOH) nanoparticles. The silica 

nanospheres are crucial in stabilizing these ultrafine RuOOH nanoparticles and enhancing 

their light absorption. Due to the presence of ruthenium-oxygen bonds in the nanoparticles, 

the absorbed photons are converted to heat and transferred to the surrounding media with 

a photo-to-thermal conversion efficiency close to the unity. Experimental results have 

shown that heat can be effectively used in accelerating the reaction rate of selective 
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oxidation of benzyl alcohol by molecular oxygen. Kinetics data also have shown that these 

ultrafine RuOOH nanoparticles are able to activate molecular oxygen adsorbed on their 

surfaces, which represents a novel property of these ultrafine RuOOH nanoparticles that is 

not observed in other traditional ruthenium catalysts. 

In Chapter 3, a more general synthesis method of ultrafine metal and metal 

oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on silica nanospheres is developed, inspired by the synthetic 

route in Chapter 2. Instead of functionalizing silica surfaces with silane agents with amino 

groups, the silica surfaces are selectively etched by an aqueous base to create a high density 

of surface hydroxyl groups. These hydroxyl groups can provide basic sites to stabilize 

metal ions in aqueous dispersion, which are nuclei for the further growth of larger metal 

oxyhydroxide nanoparticles. In this chapter, more than ten kinds of metal ions are loaded 

onto silica spheres, forming oxyhydroxide nanoparticles with average sizes below 5 nm. 

Some oxyhydroxide nanoparticles can be reduced by 5% H2/N2 to form metal nanoparticles 

with their ultrafine sizes maintained. The synthesis protocol is promising in preparation of 

bimetallic samples. The composition and optical absorption of all obtained composite 

particles are analyzed, demonstrating the practicability of utilizing the reported method to 

prepare high-quality light-absorbing composite particles. 

In Chapter 4, the optical absorption property of the composite particle is systematically 

studied. Using ultrafine Pt nanoparticles as the light absorbing material, the light 

absorptions of composite particles consisting of silica spheres with diameters from 100 to 

1100 nm loaded with these Pt nanoparticles are studied. Through the combination of 

theoretical calculation based on Mie theory and the measured optical absorption spectra, 

the scattering resonance peaks are successfully located in each sample. It is also found that 
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the photonic crystal effect and the general absorption of Pt nanoparticles can contribute to 

the light absorption spectra, especially at higher wavelengths. The relationship between the 

general absorption of Pt nanoparticles and the packing density of the powder is further 

studied. The successful deconvolution of several components in the absorption spectra can 

guide the further rational design of composite particles in optical-related applications. 

In Chapter 5, the composite particle system is further broadened to using high 

refractive index zinc sulfide nanospheres as a light antenna. The use of a higher refractive 

index light antenna is promising for obtaining higher light absorption enhancement in 

loaded ultrafine nanoparticles, even though the sample is dispersed in organic media with 

a high refractive index as well. After the successful loading of Pt nanoparticles to the 

surface of silica-coated zinc sulfide nanospheres, a protocol for analyzing their light 

absorption spectra in organic media is proposed. Size-dependent scattering resonance 

peaks are observed in bare zinc sulfide nanospheres and can be utilized to enhance the light 

absorption of Pt nanoparticles, even when the sample is sealed in high refractive index 

polymeric matrices. The composite particles are further employed in photothermal tests, 

the results prove that the better light absorption enhancement using zinc sulfide than silica 

nanospheres. 

The results introduced in this dissertation represent the first systematic and 

comprehensive study of ultrafine metal and metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles loaded on 

the surface of dielectric light antenna particles. The conclusions open an avenue to further 

rational design of high-performance light-absorbing composite particles to be used in 

photo-to-thermal/chemical processes. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

(Note: Part content of this chapter is adapted from the publication “Qilin Wei, Siyu Wu, 

Yugang Sun*. Quantum-sized Metal Catalysts for Hot-electron-driven Chemical 

Transformation. Advanced Materials, 2018, 1802082., 

doi.org/10.1002/adma.201802082” with the permission from Wiley-VCH.) 

 
1.1 Light-Matter Interaction 

The study of the behavior of light can be traced back to ancient Greece.1, 2 Empedocles 

is credited with proposing the first theory of light, and Euclid created geometric optics.3 

Over the past 2500 years, scientists have established a relatively mature optical research 

system based on large numbers of observations and experiments. On the other hand, the 

behavior of matter is also continuously studied. In 1869, Dmitri Mendeleev unified the list 

of elements into a rational order, which is known as the periodic table.4 The development 

of these two fields enables more scientists to study the interaction between light and matter. 

A breakthrough was made at the beginning of the 20th century when light and matter were 

quantitatively connected by Einstein and a group of great physicists.5 

In the modern study of light-matter interaction, a substantial number of efforts have 

been devoted to research on condensed matter. Generally, materials are categorized into 

conductors, semiconductors, and insulators, depending on the energy gap between the 

valence band and the conduction band (Figure 1.1). These materials behave differently 

under the illumination of light. With the assistance of thermal energy at a certain 

temperature, the electrons in conductors can be excited to higher energy levels, the 
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electrons in semiconductors can be excited only when the light energy is higher than their 

band gap, while those in insulators cannot be exited.6 The excited electrons carrying the 

energy from the photons can deliver these energies to other matters to drive physical or 

chemical processes. Since the past few decades, studies of light-matter interactions have 

been of great interests, and academic products have benefited electronics, medical sciences, 

and chemical industries.7-11  

 

Figure 1.1 Sketch of band structures of conductor, semiconductor, and insulator.  

 

1.2 Ultrafine Metal and Metal Oxyhydroxide Nanoparticles 

One of the most well-known examples of an artificial nanoparticle products in the 

early stage is the Lycurgus cup, which shows distinct colors depending on whether there is 

light illumination on it. The color change is originated from the gold and silver 

nanoparticles dispersed in the glass media.12-14 The first scientific description of 

nanoparticles was reported in the middle of the 19th century by Michael Faraday.15 The fast 
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development of modern synthetic chemistry and characterizations facilitates the study of 

nanoparticles, and this field has been of great interest since the 1980s. 

Generally, particles with size below 100 nm can be defined as nanoparticles. 

Nanoparticles present plenty of unique properties in thermodynamics, surface structures, 

optical responses, and so on.16 Their large surface energies and unique optical absorption 

properties are especially crucial to applications of metal and metal oxyhydroxide 

nanoparticles. As the size of the particle decreases, its mass-specific surface area increases 

tremendously. This higher surface area allows more active sites to interact with other 

substrates for the following physical or chemical processes. The high surface energy is also 

originated from their non-perfect surface structures. The high curvature of small 

nanoparticles creates plenty of surface defects and high-index facets. These highly 

unsaturated sites have a higher potential to adsorb other chemical species and may lower 

the activation energy of chemical reactions. 

Nanoparticles also present some attractive optical properties.17 One of the well-known 

phenomena in some small noble metal nanoparticles is the localized surface plasmon 

resonances (LSPR). LSPRs result in strong absorption of a certain frequency of light in 

ultraviolet-to-visible light (UV-vis) region in Ag, Au, Cu, and Al nanoparticles. This 

excitation can generate a great amount of high-energy electrons at the excitation frequency, 

and these electrons can be injected into other adsorbed substrates to drive photo-driven 

processes. The utilization of ubiquitous solar energy and converting it into other forms of 

energy with high efficiency is highly favorable in accordance with the goal of overcoming 

the energy crisis and low-carbon production strategies. 
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1.2.1 Chemical synthesis of supported nanoparticles 

 

Figure 1.2 TEM pictures of (a) Pt on SiO2 synthesized using the wet impregnation method. 

Adapted with permission from Ref. 18. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Pd 

nanocubes loaded on zeolite. Adapted with permission from Ref. 19. Copyright 2019, 

Wiley-VCH. (c) Pt nanoparticles synthesized on surface-functionalized SiO2 supports. 

Adapted with permission from Ref. 20. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Even though the synthesis of free-standing nanoparticles has been well-developed, the 

nanoparticles dispersed in liquid media are usually hard to purify and suffer from 

aggregation. Loading metal or metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles onto support materials 

can not only increase their stability but also benefit the application through interaction 

between the nanoparticle and the support materials chemically or optically. The most 

common method used in the chemical industry is the impregnation method, which is based 

on the loading of metal precursors onto the support material, followed by treatments to 

obtain final products.21-23 The loading can be conducted in both dry and wet conditions. 

For example, to load Pt precursors onto porous silica supports, one can mix a certain 

amount of Pt precursor solution with silica powder with thorough mixing or disperse silica 

powder in a larger amount of precursor solution followed by solvent evaporation. The 
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obtained metal-loaded powders are fully dried in the oven, and metal or metal 

oxyhydroxide can be obtained by treating the sample with hydrogen gas or air (Figure 

1.2a).18 Since this method relies on the adsorption of metal precursors in the pores in 

support materials, the obtained nanoparticle morphology is hard to be controlled. If the 

study is related to the effect of nanoparticle sizes, morphologies and crystallinity, 

nanoparticles can be synthesized separately in the solution phase, followed by loading onto 

the surface of support materials through adsorption (Figure 1.2b) or other surface 

interactions (e.g., electrostatic interactions).19, 24, 25 Furthermore, in order to obtain stronger 

interaction between the loaded metal species and the support, the metal ions can be loaded 

first to the support followed by a separate reduction process. The support materials are 

usually functionalized by organic linkers, on which one side is grafted to the support, and 

the other side can interact with free-standing metal ions.26-28 The interaction between the 

metal ion and the support prepared using this method is more direct since no surfactant is 

involved, and can result in higher thermal stabilities during the application, Figure 1.2c.20 

1.2.2 Light Absorption Properties 

When a light wave propagates in media and reaches metal or metal oxyhydroxide 

surfaces, absorption, reflection, and scattering can happen. In a bulk metal material, the 

electric field generated by the oscillation of free electrons in the metal cancels the field of 

the incident light when the angular frequency (ω) of the light is smaller than the plasma 

frequency (𝜔𝑝 = √
𝑛𝑒2

𝜀0𝑚
 with a value of 8.55 eV for Au and 9.60 eV for Ag,29, 30 where n is 

the number density of electrons, e is the electron charge, ε0 is the permittivity of free space 

and m is the effective mass of the electron), resulting in a strong reflectivity of the light in 
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the UV-vis spectral region. However, reducing the size of metal objects to the nanometer 

scale, such as nanoparticles, leads to efficient coupling of light into the metal nanoparticles 

by transferring the photon energy to the spatially confined coherent oscillation of electrons, 

which is termed LSPR.31 Excitation of the LSPRs results in strong optical absorption in 

metal nanoparticles of Au,32 Ag,33 Cu,34 and Al,35 and the intensity and position of the 

corresponding absorption peaks are tunable by controlling the size and shape of the 

nanoparticles.36-40 For example, the El-Sayed group synthesized Au nanoparticles with 

various sizes and aspect ratios. With the increase in particle size and aspect ratio, the 

obtained LSPR peaks were red-shifted, which is essentially the result of the size-dependent 

damping constant of the excited electrons.38 In contrast, platinum-group metals (PGMs) 

and early transition metals are widely used catalysts, yet are generally considered poor 

plasmonic metals because they suffer from large nonradiative damping, which leads to 

broad spectral features and weak absorption across the visible region of the spectrum.41-48 

The calculated absorption maximum of Ru, Rh, Pd, and Pt nanoparticles are above 3.5 eV 

(below 350 nm).49 

Metal oxide and oxyhydroxide nanoparticles more commonly behave as 

semiconductors in the UV-vis region.50, 51 Depending on their band gap values, the 

electrons in the valence band can be excited only when the incident light has higher energy 

than the band gap energy. For example, CuO and TiO2 have band gap energies of ~2 and 

3.2 eV.50 Thus, studies on the photo-response of CuO can be done using visible light, while 

those of TiO2 are usually conducted in the UV region. Decrease of the size of the 

semiconducting metal oxide nanoparticles leads to the increase of band gap energy. The 

change is related to the quantum confinement effect. For example, NiO nanoparticles with 
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various sizes can be synthesized by hydrolyzing Ni2+ ions in basic conditions at various 

temperatures. The optical absorption spectra of NiO nanoparticles with sizes from 4 to 22 

nm were measured, and it was shown that the band gap increased from ~4.3 eV for 22-nm 

sample to ~5.1 eV for 4-nm sample.52 

As for the discussion of works in this dissertation, nanoparticles with smaller sizes 

(e.g., <10 nm) are preferred since the high surface areas can greatly benefit their 

performances. It should be noted that the light absorptivity of nanoparticles decreases in 

smaller particles.36, 53 In metal nanoparticles, according to the Drude-Sommerfeld model, 

the energy distribution of free electrons in a metal follows the Fermi-Dirac statistics, 

showing that most of the electrons occupy the energy states below the Fermi level.54 

However, in nanoparticles with small radii (R) much less than the electron mean free path, 

the Drude model is no longer accurate to describe the electron-phonon coupling since 

electron scattering from the nanoparticle surface barrier becomes dominant. The surface 

electron scattering can be both elastic and inelastic. Only the inelastic portion of surface 

scattering is responsible for injection into surface adsorbate molecules and the 

consequential chemical transformations. Meanwhile, the inelastic portion of surface 

scattering also represents the major process responsible for photon absorption, which can 

be estimated by solving the Schrödinger equation.55 The optical power (W) absorbed in one 

nanoparticle is described by 

𝑊 ≈
64

411
(

𝜇

ℏ𝜔
)

2

(
𝑐

8𝜋
)

𝑉

𝑅
|𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝜔)|2 =

32

1233
(

𝜇

ℏ𝜔
)

2

∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝑅2 ∙ |𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝜔)|2,                     (1.1) 

where ℏ, c, ω, μ, and V represent the reduced plank constant, speed of light, angular 

frequency of light, Fermi energy of the corresponding metal, and the volume of the 
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nanoparticle, respectively. With a given light and a given material of the nanoparticles, eq. 

(1.1) can be simplified to 

𝑊 ∝ 𝑅2 ∙ |𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝜔)|2,                                                                                                   (1.2) 

suggesting that the absorbed optical power is proportional to the square of the radius of the 

nanoparticles and the square of the local electric field in which the nanoparticle locates. 

 

1.3 Absorption Enhancement of Metal Nanoparticles by Nanoantenna Materials 

The weak optical absorption in metal or metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles makes it 

challenging to efficiently drive surface physical or chemical processes with photon-excited 

hot electrons. Since the absorption coefficient of metal nanoparticles is proportional to their 

volume, it becomes even weaker when the particle size is reduced to expose more surfaces 

to benefit their performances. On the other hand, metal nanoparticles with small sizes favor 

the generation of hot electrons with a quantum efficiency inversely proportional to the size 

of the nanoparticles. Such contradictory influences of the nanoparticle size on light 

absorption, and hot-electron generation represents another challenge to using ultrafine 

nanoparticles, which exhibit large surface-to-volume ratios, as high-efficiency optical 

materials. Amplifying light absorption power in ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide 

nanoparticles is crucial to increase their optical performances since the optical power 

absorbed by individual nanoparticles determines how hot the excited electrons can reach 

upon a static illumination (e.g., the sunlight). According to eq. (1.2), an enhancement of 

optical absorption power can be achieved by increasing either the size of the nanoparticles 

or the local electric field. For the interesting ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide 
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nanoparticles that exhibit small sizes, spatially increasing the local electric field represents 

the only way to enhance their absorption power of light. Nanoscale optical antenna (or 

nanoantenna) has been explored to generate local electric fields much stronger than the 

field of the incident light by taking advantage of the unique light-nanoantenna interaction. 

As shown in Figure 1.3a, a nanoantenna that is usually a nanoparticle responds to the 

incident electric field (Ein), resulting in a stronger electric field locally on (or near) the 

surface of the metal or metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticle (i.e., Elocal). The nanoparticles with 

sizes much smaller than the nanoantenna are placed on the surface of the antenna to interact 

with the locally enhanced electric field, leading to an amplified absorption power in the 

loaded nanoparticles according to eq. (1.2). 

1.3.1 Plasmonic Nanoantenna 

Plasmonic metal nanoparticles with well-controlled dimensions and shapes represent 

the mostly studied nanoantenna for amplifying the optical absorption power in metal and 

metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles.56-60 The enhancement of the local electric field near the 

surface of plasmonic metal nanoparticles relies on the excitation of LSPRs in the 

nanoparticles under photoillumination. The LSPR-enhanced local electric fields have been 

extensively applied to amplify light scattering (e.g., surface-enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy),61, 62 photoluminescence,63, 64 and absorption (e.g., surface-enhanced 

infrared absorption).65 The enhanced local electric field near the surface of plasmonic metal 

nanoparticles can reach a magnitude of 104 (or even higher) times of that of the incident 

light.66 Accordingly, the optical absorption power in individual metal or metal 

oxyhydroxide nanoparticles can be improved by more than 108 times when they are placed 

at the appropriate surface positions of the nanoantennae to benefit from the enhanced 
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Figure 1.3 (a) A schematic illustration highlighting a nanoantenna (i.e., the large particle) 

can produce stronger electric field near its surface to enhance optical absorption power of 

the small particles sitting on the surface of the nanoantenna. (b) Upper panel: a sketch of a 

hybrid structure containing a Ag nanodisk (gray, acting as a nanoantenna) and many Pd 

nanoparticles (blue dots) that are separated by a thin layer of Si3N4 (pink). Lower panel: 

Intensity maps of electric field near the surface of an Ag nanodisk with a diameter of 60 

nm and a thickness of 20 nm under the illumination of light with varying wavelengths (450, 

500, 550, and 600 nm, from left to right). The red color and yellow color correspond to the 

low and high electric fields, respectively. The results were obtained from FDTD calculation. 

(c) The absorption enhancement spectra in the Pd nanoparticles measured on Ag nanodisks 

with different diameters of 64 nm (blue), 123 nm (red), and 167 nm (green). The thickness 

of the Ag nanodisks was 20 nm. (b), (c) Adapted with permission from Ref. 56. Copyright 

2015, Wiley-VCH. 
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local electric field. For example, Antosiewicz et al. designed a hybrid structure consisting 

of sub-5 nm Pd nanoparticles anchored on Ag nanodisks with a thickness of 20 nm and a 

diameter of 60 nm, which are separated with a thin Si3N4 layer of 5 nm in thickness (top, 

Figure 1.3b).56 The Ag nanodisks behave as the optical antennae to generate a strong local 

electric field that is wavelength-dependent with an average maximum exceeding 100 times 

of that of the incident light (bottom, Figure 1.3b). However, the enhancement of the local 

electric field is not uniform on the entire surface of each Ag nanodisk because the 

enhancement is strongly dependent on the surface curvature, local dielectric environment, 

and polarization of the incident light. The average enhancement factor of optical absorption 

in the Pd nanoparticles shown in the structure of Figure 1.3b cannot reach 10,000x that 

corresponds to the maximum enhancement of electric field (i.e., 100). Figure 1.3c 

compares the absorption enhancement spectra (i.e., the averaged enhancement factor of 

optical absorption as a function of wavelength) of the Pd nanoparticles on the Ag nanodisks 

with various diameters (64, 123, 167 nm), showing that the average enhancement factors 

are lower than 10,000x. The maximum absorption enhancement factor is always observed 

at the wavelength of the LSPR peak of the Ag nanodisks. For instance, the Ag nanodisks 

with a diameter of 64 nm enable ~30 times stronger in light absorption at ~485 nm in the 

Pd nanoparticles (blue curve, Figure 1.3c). As an alternative to the expensive coinage metal 

nanoparticles traditionally with strong LSPRs, nanoparticles made of Al can also serve as 

plasmonic nanoantennae to amplify the optical absorption in the Pd nanoparticles.59, 60 

However, the design of the hybrid structures consisting of metal or metal oxyhydroxide 

nanoparticles supported on plasmonic nanoantennae has some obvious downsides to fully 

benefit photo-driven physical or chemical transformations. First, the distance and 
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separation layer between the loaded nanoparticles and the plasmonic antennae have to be 

carefully controlled not only to avoid the direct charge transfer from the loaded 

nanoparticles to the antennae but also to place the loaded nanoparticles in the maximum 

local electric field generated near the surface of the plasmonic antennae. Second, the 

amplification of optical absorption in the loaded nanoparticles relies on the excitation of 

LSPRs of the plasmonic antennae at its LSPR frequency, which cannot cover the majority 

of the solar spectrum for a single type of plasmonic nanoparticles. Thirdly, the light 

absorbed by the plasmonic antennae for creating strong local electric field eventually 

decays to heat, and this portion of light cannot be absorbed by the loaded nanoparticles to 

generate hot electrons. 

1.3.2 Dielectric Nanoantenna 

These above challenges can be eased by using dielectric optical antennae, on which 

the nanoparticles can be directly loaded without suffering the electron transfer to the 

antennae. Transparent dielectric silica spheres are also capable of generating enhanced 

electric fields near their surfaces because Fabry-Perot or Whispering Gallery resonances in 

the silica spheres concentrate scattered light near their surfaces.68 Depending on the size of 

silica spheres and resonance wavelength, the enhancement of |E|2 near the silica surfaces 

can reach 103−105, which enables the amplification of optical absorption in the 

nanoparticles attached to the silica surface. Zhang and co-workers have demonstrated the 

enhanced optical absorption in Pt nanoparticles (Figure 1.4a) when they are anchored on 

the surface of silica spherical nanoparticles through electrostatic attraction (Figure 1.4b). 

An aqueous dispersion of the freestanding Pt nanoparticles exhibits broadband optical 

absorption from the UV to visible light region, but no distinct absorption peak in the range 
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Figure 1.4 (a) The UV-vis absorption spectrum of an aqueous dispersion of Pt nanoparticles 

with an average size of 5 nm. The inset shows a typical trans-mission electron microscopy 

(TEM) image and selected-area electron diffraction pattern. The photograph was taken 

from the aqueous dispersion in a vial. (b) TEM image of the Pt nanoparticles loaded on the 

surface of silica nanospheres with a diameter of 255 nm. The inset highlights the geometry 

of the Pt/silica hybrid structure. (c) UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy profiles of 

silica spheres, APTES-modified silica spheres, and Pt/silica with varying weight contents 

of Pt (e.g., 1%, 2%, and 5%). The spectra were plotted as the Kubelka-Munk function of 

the reflectance. The use of absorption-sensitive DRS eliminated the influence of strong 

light scattering caused by the silica spheres, enabling the accuracy of the measured optical 

absorption in the Pt nanoparticles attached to the silica surface. (d) Near-surface electric 

field intensity map of a silica particle (with a diameter of 255 nm) decorated with 48 

equidistant Pt nanoparticles (with a diameter of 4 nm). The scale of amplitude is ln(|Ex|
2) 

and the wavelength of incident light is 450 nm. Adapted with permission from Ref. 67. 

Copyright 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
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of 200-800 nm can be clearly identified (Figure 1.4a).69 The transparent dielectric silica 

spheres exhibit essentially zero optical absorption in the spectral range of 200-800 nm, as 

presented in the absorption-sensitive diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) spectrum 

(Figure 1.4c). In contrast, the DRS spectra of Pt/silica hybrid particles exhibit three distinct 

absorption peaks located at ~240, 290, and 450 nm. The appearance of such distinct 

absorption peaks is remarkably different from the peakless absorption spectrum of the 

monodispersed colloidal Pt nanoparticles, highlighting the important role of the silica 

spheres in influencing the wavelength-dependent absorption cross-sections in the Pt 

nanoparticles. The rigorous finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been used 

to model and calculate the scattering and absorption spectra of the Pt/silica hybrid structure, 

leading to the similar spectral profiles shown in Figure 1.4c. The FDTD calculations also 

provide the electric field distributions for the Pt/silica structure (with diameters of dsilica = 

255 nm, dPt = 4 nm) at wavelengths corresponding to the scattering and absorption maxima 

in the visible region, revealing a distinct modal structure characteristic of Mie scattering 

resonances in a dielectric particle.70 When the Pt/silica structure is illuminated at a 

wavelength close to the scattering resonance frequency of the silica spheres, the field 

maxima stay close to the composite boundary of the particle (Figure 1.4d). This enhanced 

local electric field intensity near the boundaries is responsible for the enhanced optical 

absorption in the Pt nanoparticles. Using the dielectric silica spheres as optical antennae 

can be extended to enhance optical absorption power in semiconductor nanocrystals,67 and 

metal/semiconductor composite particles.71 

Both plasmonic metal nanoparticles and dielectric spherical nanoparticles can serve as 

nanoscale antennae to modulate the incident electromagnetic waves through LSPRs and 
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scattering resonances (e.g., Fabry-Perot or Whispering Gallery mode), respectively. These 

two types of antennae can produce spatially confined stronger electric fields near their 

surfaces, on which the nanoparticles can be placed to achieve enhanced optical absorption 

power according to eq. (1.2). The possible complex interactions between the antennae and 

the loaded metal or metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles as well as the chemical/physical 

stability have to be carefully considered to choose the appropriate antennae for particular 

applications. 

 

1.4 Generation and Retention of Hot Electrons in Metal Nanoparticles and Photocatalysis 

As discussed in the previous section, light absorption in ultrafine metal nanoparticles 

primarily originates from the surface scattering of electrons, in which the excited electrons 

have the energy high enough to scatter off the surface. These energetic electrons are “hot 

electrons”, and they have the potential to interact with adsorbate molecules to drive 

chemical transformations. Hot electrons suffer two major energy decay processes in the 

metal nanoparticles before they undergo a transfer process to molecules adsorbed on their 

surfaces. First, similar to the excited electrons in bulk metal,73 the hot electrons on the 

metal nanoparticle surface can lose energy due to electron-electron scattering. The hot 

electrons on the surface may collide with each other and/or electrons below the Fermi level, 

leading to a redistribution of energy among the ensemble of electrons. The consequence is 

the generation of more low-energy Drude electrons (or lukewarm electrons) at the expense 

of the consumption of hot electrons (Figure 1.5a).73 Second, the hot electrons could be 

cooled down by exchanging energy with the nanoparticle surface lattice normally at the 

temperature of the environment. This process is termed as electron-phonon scattering, 
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Figure 1.5 Excited carrier distributions of metal nanoparticles with various sizes. (a) The 

overview of the energy distribution of electrons, demonstrating most of the excited carriers 

have lower energies (Drude electrons). (b) A small population of electrons exhibits a 

plateau in the region ε < EF + ℏω whereas the excited hole population display an inverted 

plateau for ε > EF − ℏω. Adapted with permission from Ref. 72. Copyright 2016, American 

Chemical Society. 

 

which finally converts the kinetic energy of hot electrons to heat. Under a static 

illumination of light, the energy distribution of hot electrons depends on the competition 

between the generation and energy decay processes (Figure 1.5b). In ultrafine metal 

nanoparticles with a high surface-volume ratio, the generation rate of hot electrons is 

dominated by the surface-scattering process, which determines the light absorption 

efficiency proportional to the surface area of the metal nanoparticles (or R2). The energy 

decay processes are dominated by electron-electron collision and electron-lattice collision, 

the frequency of which is proportional to the volume of the metal nanoparticles (or R3).74 
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Therefore, the retention yield of hot electrons is approximately inversely proportional to 

the size of the metal nanoparticles (or R), again highlighting the necessity of utilizing metal 

nanoparticles with small sizes to efficiently produce hot electrons.72 The quantum 

efficiency in converting the absorbed photons to hot electrons that are ready to scatter off 

the surface of metal nanoparticles becomes higher as the size of the nanoparticles decreases. 

Ultrafine metal nanoparticles have been shown to be outstanding photocatalysts driven 

by hot electrons. Mukherjee et al. studied the dissociation of H−H bond on the surface of 

Au nanoparticles.75 The bond dissociation enthalpy with 436 kJ/mol of H−H bond is too 

large to be induced by thermal processes. However, this process is possible with the assist 

of light illumination. Large amounts of hot electrons can be excited at the plasmonic 

wavelength of Au nanoparticles and can be injected into the H−H bond to deposit their 

energies in the bond. The overall energy of the system is raised up to a high enough state 

followed by spontaneous dissociation of H−H bond. Platinum group metal nanoparticles, 

i.e., Ru, Rh, Pd, and Pt nanoparticles, have been  studied recently as photocatalysts, thanks 

to the development of nanoantenna materials. The Halas group has developed the synthesis 

of Al nanoparticles as a kind of plasmonic nanoantenna material, on which noble metal 

nanoparticles can be loaded. When using Pd nanoparticles as the photocatalyst, hot 

electrons can induce lower hydrogen coverage on the Pd surfaces, favoring the partial 

hydrogenation of acetylene (C2H2) to ethylene (C2H4) that is an important precursor for 

producing polyethylene-based materials.60 Increasing the illumination power density 

significantly increases the selectivity of forming ethylene comparing with dark condition. 

As discussed previously, the absorption of noble metal nanoparticles can also be enhanced 

by loading them onto the surface of dielectric materials. Based on the result of Pt/SiO2 
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composite particles as the photocatalyst, Dai et al. have synthesized ultrafine Rh 

nanoparticles loaded on SiO2 spheres. Similar to the result of reported Pt nanoparticles, hot 

electrons generated on the Rh surface can be injected into oxygen molecules to produce 

superoxide radical anions, which can improve the reaction rate.76 Furthermore, in the 

reduction of nitrobenzene to azoxybenzene on Rh nanoparticle surface, the electrons can 

be injected into the N−O bond to produce nitrosobenzene as the reaction intermediate and 

improve the reaction rate and selectivity toward azoxybenzene.77 

 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The purpose of this dissertation is to (a) improve the synthesis of ultrafine metal or 

metal oxyhydroxide loaded on spherical dielectric nanoantenna; (b) obtain more 

comprehensive understanding of the optical behavior of the composite particles on both 

the aspect of single sphere and ensembles of spheres; (c) utilize optimized composite 

particle materials to conduct photo-to-thermal or photo-to-chemical transformations. This 

dissertation will guide how to achieve these goals by rationally designing the synthesis 

process and the characterization methodologies and will inspire further synthesis of state-

of-art composite particles for high-efficient optical energy conversions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HIGHLY-DISPERSED RuOOH NANOPARTICLES ON SILICA SPHERES: AN 

EFFICIENT PHOTOTHERMAL CATALYST FOR SELECTIVE AEROBIC 

OXIDATION OF BENZYL ALCOHOL 

(Note: Part content of this chapter is adapted from the publication “Qilin Wei, Kiersten G. 

Guzman, Xinyan Dai, Nuwan Attanayake, Daniel R. Strongin, Yugang Sun*. Highly 

Dispersed RuOOH Nanoparticles on Silica Spheres: An Efficient Photothermal Catalyst 

for Selective Aerobic Oxidation of Benzyl Alcohol. Nano-micro Letter, 2020, 12, 41. 

doi.org/10.1007/s40820-020-0375-9” with permission from Springer Nature.) 

 
2.1 Background 

The comprehensive study of metal/metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles deposited on the 

surface of dielectric spheres requires a simple and repeatable loading of metal species onto 

the spherical supports. As for using the loaded nanoparticles as catalysts, the general 

principle of designing a catalyst is to reduce the size of catalyst nanoparticles to maximize 

their surface area, simultaneously increasing their catalytic activity and lowering the usage 

of catalyst materials (in particular precious metals).1-2 Thus, efforts have to be made to 

synthesize ultrafine metal/metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles onto the surface of dielectric 

spheres.  

Selective aerobic oxidation of primary alcohols to corresponding aldehydes is of great 

interest in the chemical synthesis industry because of its environment-friendly and cost-

effective features.3-6 The high bond dissociation energy of α-C-H and weak oxidizing 

power of molecular oxygen (O2) lead to challenges for successful reactions under mild 
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ambient conditions.7-10 The promising solution relies on the use of appropriate catalysts 

and elevated temperatures (80-120 °C, if necessary).3, 11  

In this work, we introduce highly dispersed RuOOH nanoparticles (NPs) with sizes of 

2-3 nm that are synthesized through the simple hydrolysis of Ru(III) salt as a unique 

catalyst for selective aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol (BzOH) to benzaldehyde (BzAD). 

The corresponding oxidation reaction highly depends on the partial pressure of O2, 

significantly different from the hydrated RuO2 and Ru(OH)3 NP catalysts reported in the 

literature, on which the oxidation reactions are independent of the partial pressure of O2.
12-

15 The change in reaction mechanism enables the aerobic oxidation of BzOH at mild 

temperatures and an additional strategy for tuning reaction rate by varying the partial 

pressure of O2. The lowered reaction temperature makes it appropriate to use a more 

energy-efficient approach, such as photothermal effect,16 to heat the reaction solution since 

the RuOOH NPs can absorb light of a broad spectral region, including visible light.17 The 

extremely large surface-to-volume of the ultrafine RuOOH catalyst NPs can significantly 

lower the usage of total RuOOH material compared to the reactions catalyzed with large-

sized NPs. However, the small size of the RuOOH NPs with 2-3 nm in diameters limits 

their light absorption power. This challenge is tackled by loading the RuOOH catalyst NPs 

onto silica nanospheres (SiOx-NSs) with an average diameter of 443 nm, resulting in a 

significant increase in colloidal stability of the RuOOH NPs. The SiOx NSs with the 

maximum geometric symmetry also represent a novel class of dielectric antennae that can 

produce enhanced electric field near the particle surface upon light illumination due to the 

surface light scattering resonances.18 Such antenna effect benefits the light absorption 

efficiency of small nanoparticles loaded on the surfaces of the SiOx NSs to promote light 
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harvesting and the following energy conversion processes, such as hot-electron-driven 

chemical transformation19-21 and photothermal-induced phenomena.22 The RuOOH/SiOx 

composite particles behave as a new class of photothermal catalysts for selective aerobic 

oxidation of primary alcohols using molecular oxygen with an energy conversion 

efficiency of as high as 92.5%.  

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Materials Synthesis 

Synthesis of SiOx NSs: The synthesis relied on the controlled hydrolysis of tetraethyl 

orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and condensation of the hydrolyzates.18 In a 

typical synthesis, 19.6 mL of ammonia hydroxide solution (28-30 wt.% in water, Fischer 

Scientific) was added to a mixture of 32 mL of deionized (DI) H2O and 260 mL of 190-

proof ethanol. To this solution was then injected 17 mL of TEOS. The magnetic stirring at 

a rate of 600 rpm (revolutions per minute) and room temperature were maintained 

throughout the entire synthesis for 2 h. The resulting SiOx NSs were collected by 

centrifugation and washed with ethanol to remove the unreacted species. The collected 

SiOx NSs were dried overnight in an oven set at 60 oC. 

Surface modification of the SiOx NSs: Dispersing 400 mg of the dried SiOx NSs in 

200 mL of ethanol was carried out with the assistance of ultrasonication. The dispersion 

was heated up to 60 oC followed by a dropwise addition of 2 mL of (3-

aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES, 98%, Acros Organics) at a rate of 1 mL/min. The 
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dispersion was continuously incubated at 60 oC for 8 h while a magnetic stirring was 

maintained. This process linked APTES to the surfaces of the SiOx NSs. The APTES-

modified SiOx NSs were then collected by centrifugation and washed with ethanol. The 

powder was dried in the air at ambient conditions.  

Deposition of RuOOH NPs on the SiOx NSs: 100 mg of APTES-modified SiOx NSs 

were first dispersed in 50 mL of DI H2O. To this dispersion was injected 1 mL of an 

aqueous solution containing 3.09 mg (11.88 μmol) of ruthenium trichloride hydrate 

(RuCl3·xH2O, Alfa Aesar). Hydrolysis of RuCl3 in water deposited Ru(III) hydrolyzate on 

the surfaces of the SiOx NSs that provided sufficient nucleation sites for forming 

nanoparticles. After 1 h, the resulting composite particles were collected by centrifugation 

and washed with DI H2O. Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-

OES) was used to analyze the loading of Ru(III) species on the SiOx NSs, showing 1.1 wt.% 

loading of Ru (III) that corresponded to 92 % of the feeding precursor. The composite 

particles were then dried in an oven set at 60 oC for 1 h, followed by mild thermal annealing 

in a tube furnace set at 150 oC for 1 h. The thermal annealing was performed in the ambient 

air atmosphere. The resulting supported RuOOH NPs exhibit very small sizes in the range 

of 2-3 nm.  

Direct synthesis of RuOOH powders: An aqueous solution of APTES was prepared 

by adding 200 μL of APTES to 10 mL of DI H2O under vigorous magnetic stirring. To this 

solution was injected 20 mL of an aqueous solution containing 100 mg of RuCl3·xH2O. 

After the reaction lasted 1 h, the powder was collected by centrifugation and washed by DI 

H2O twice. The as-prepared freestanding RuOOH powder was dried in oven and annealed 

in furnace same as the RuOOH/SiOx composite powders. When the concentration of 
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APTES was significantly increased to 3 mL and the mass of RuCl3·xH2O was decreased 

to 30 mg, the basicity of the reaction solution enhanced to promote the rapid hydrolysis of 

Ru(III) and the high-concentration APTES also promoted its self-hydrolysis to form SiOx 

NSs. As a result, the simultaneous hydrolysis of Ru(III) and APTES formed RuOOH/SiOx 

composite particles with agglomerated RuOOH NPs of large sizes. 

2.2.2 Characterizations 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using a field-emission 

microscope (FEI Quanta FEG 450) operated at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV in high 

vacuum mode. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using JEOL 

JEM-1400 microscope operated at 120 kV. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were 

recorded using a VG Scientific 100 mm hemispherical analyzer equipped with a Physical 

Electronics Mg K X-ray source operating at 300 W. Raman spectroscopy was analyzed 

with a Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram HR800 Evolution confocal Raman spectrometer using 

a 532-nm laser. The Olympus MPlan N 100x microscope objective was used to focus the 

excitation laser down to a spot size of ~1 m. A 1800 g mm−1 grating was used to provide 

a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm−1. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) was analyzed 

with an ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Evolution 220) 

equipped with an integrating sphere detector. 

2.2.3 Selective Oxidation of Benzyl Alcohol Driven by Photothermal Effect 

The photothermal conversion was evaluated by continuously recording the 

temperature variation of dispersion of colloidal nanoparticles under photo-illumination. In 

a typical measurement, 3 mL of nanoparticle dispersion was filled to a 4-mL glass vial. 
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The vial was then wrapped with a layer of glass wool to minimize heat dissipation. 

Illuminating the nanoparticle dispersion with an LED light (Fiber-Lite Mi-LED series 

Illuminator, Dolan-Jenner) of 965 mW in power increased the temperature of the dispersion. 

Once the LED light was turned off, the temperature of the dispersion started to drop. The 

variation of temperature was continuously recorded with a ThermoWorks USB Reference 

Thermometer connected to a computer.  

The selective oxidation of BzOH (Acros Organics) was performed in the presence of 

the as-synthesized RuOOH/SiOx composite particles. Typically, 20 mg of the 

RuOOH/SiOx particles were dispersed in 3 mL of benzotrifluoride (BTF, Alfa Aesar) filled 

in a 4-mL glass vial that was sealed with a rubber septum. BTF was chosen as the solvent 

because of the good dispersity of the RuOOH/SiOx particles and the reasonable solubility 

of BzOH and O2. In a typical reaction, the dispersion was first purged with a N2/O2 gas 

containing varying concentrations of O2 in N2 at 1 atm for 15 min. The atmosphere was 

then maintained above the dispersion, and the dispersion was illuminated with the LED 

light until the temperature became stable. To the photo-illuminated dispersion was injected 

46 μL (0.444 mmol) of BzOH, triggering the selective oxidation of BzOH. The reactions 

in the dark were conducted by immersing the dispersion in a water bath that was used to 

tune the reaction temperature. The concentrations of BzOH and BzAD in a reaction 

dispersion were analyzed by sampling aliquots of 0.2 mL dispersion. The aliquots were 

filtered with a 0.2 μm pore size filter (SEOH) to remove the RuOOH/SiOx particles, and 

the filtrates were analyzed with a gas chromatography (GC) instrument (Agilent 7820A) 

equipped with a HP-5 column and a flame ionization detector (FID). 
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2.3 Results and Discussions 

The SiOx NSs synthesized through the controlled sol-gel process exhibit a uniform 

spherical geometry and uniform size with an average diameter of 443 nm (Figure 2.1). 

Surface modification with APTES does not change their geometrical and dimensional 

uniformity. The APTES-modified SiOx NSs expose amino groups (i.e., a type of Lewis 

 

Figure 2.1 (a) SEM image and (inset) dimensional statistic histogram of SiOx NSs, showing 

monodispersity and variation of 5.5 %. (b) TEM image of partial RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particle, highlighting the monodispersity of ultrasmall RuOOH NPs on the SiOx surface. 

 

base), which can extract protons from water (H2O) molecules to produce hydroxide ions 

(OH−). In other words, concentrated hydroxide ions locally accumulate near the positively 

charged –NH3
+ groups through electrostatic interactions. As a result, adding RuCl3 to the 

aqueous dispersion of APTES-modified SiOx NSs triggers the hydrolysis of Ru3+ primarily 
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near the –NH3
+ groups, leading to the formation and condensation of Ru(OH)3 on the 

surfaces of the SiOx NSs. The heterogeneous nucleation and growth of Ru(OH)3 NPs on 

the SiOx NSs and the localized high concentration of OH− near the SiOx NSs accelerates 

the hydrolysis of Ru3+ to completeness within 5 seconds.  

 

Figure 2.2 Digital photograph of the product formed from the slow hydrolysis of RuCl3 in 

the presence of SiOx NSs without surface modification. Although the SiOx NSs are well 

dispersed, the hydrolysis product of Ru(III) precipitates to the bottom of the reaction vial 

as black powders. 

 

By contrast, without surface modification of APTES, the hydrolysis of Ru3+ cannot 

rapidly and preferably occur on the surfaces of the SiOx NSs due to the low concentration 
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of OH− throughout the reaction solution. Instead, homogeneous hydrolysis slowly proceeds 

in solution resulting in the precipitation of black powders at the bottom of the reactor 

(Figure 2.2).  

 

Figure 2.3 (a) SEM image of RuOOH/SiOx composite particles. (b) TEM image of an 

individual RuOOH/SiOx composite particle, showing good dispersion of the RuOOH NPs 

uniformly distributed on the surface of the SiOx NS. The inset of a blown-up TEM image 

highlights the well-defined and separated RuOOH NPs with diameters in the range of 2-3 

nm. (c) Experimentally measured (black) and fitted (red) XPS spectrum of the Ru 3p peaks 

for the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles. (d) Typical Raman spectrum of the RuOOH/SiOx 

composite particles. 
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Annealing the Ru(OH)3/SiOx composite particles at elevated temperatures (e.g., 150 

oC) in air dehydrates the Ru(OH)3 nanoparticles, forming RuOOH ones by the following 

reaction 

Ru(OH)3 
∆
→ RuOOH + H2O.                                                                                        (2.1) 

The dehydration treatment significantly increases the stability and wettability of the 

nanoparticles towards organic solvents of useful reactions. Figure 2.3a presents a typical 

SEM image of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles, showing their intact monodispersity 

and overall spherical geometry. The TEM images of individual composite particles (Figure 

2.1b and Figure 2.3b) reveal that the RuOOH NPs with sizes of 2-3 nm are uniformly 

anchored to the surface of the SiOx NSs. Ru 3p XPS exhibits 3p1/2 and 3p3/2 features with 

binding energies of 485.3 eV and 463.5 eV (Figure 2.3c), respectively, confirming that the 

oxidation state of Ru is 3.23-24 The consistent oxidation state of Ru in the precursor salt 

(RuCl3) and the synthesized RuOOH/SiOx composite particles indicates the importance of 

mild thermal annealing that can stabilize the hydrolyzed nanoparticles but not over-oxidize 

the metal species.  

In Figure 2.4b, the absence of Cl 2p signal indicates that the synthesized particles are 

free of Cl−. In Figure 2.4c, two O 1s peaks centering at 530.3 and 529.0 eV are assigned to 

oxygen in Ru−OH and Ru−O−Ru, indicating the co-existence of Ru−OH and Ru−O−Ru 

in the synthesized particles with a ratio of peak areas close to 1:1. Therefore, the reasonable 

stoichiometric formula of the synthesized Ru-containing NPs is RuOOH. Also, in Figure 

2.4d, the Ru 3d signals of any specific chemical bonds were fitted by following the 

theoretical spin-orbit splitting of 4.2 eV and the area ratio of 3d3/2 to 3d5/2 of 2:3. Due to 
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the inevitable organic contaminations, the Ru 3d signals are interfered by the more intense 

C 1s signals. In contrast, the XPS signals of organic contaminations do not overlap with 

the Ru 3p peaks, which are presented in Figure 2.3c. The stoichiometric ratio of O in 

Ru−O−Ru and Ru−OH is determined from peak fitting of the O 1s XPS signal (Figure 

2.4c), which shows the ratio close to 1:1. Therefore, the reasonable stoichiometric formula 

of the synthesized Ru-containing NPs is RuOOH.25
  

 

Figure 2.4 XPS characterization of the synthesized RuOOH/SiOx composite particles: (a) 

survey spectrum, (b) high-resolution spectrum in the energy range of Cl 2p signal, (c) high-

resolution spectrum in the energy range of O 1s signal, and (d) high-resolution spectrum in 

the energy range of both C 1s both Ru 3d signals. 
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The Raman spectrum of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles exhibits multiple peaks 

at 482 cm−1, 602 cm−1 and 790 cm−1, corresponding to the Eg, A1g, and B2g modes of Ru−O 

stretch vibrations, respectively.26-27 The strong Ru−O stretching vibrations indicate the 

formation of strong covalent bond between Ru and O in the small NPs (inset, Figure 2.3b) 

loaded on the SiOx NSs, which is consistent with the transformation of ionic-type Ru3+:OH− 

bond in Ru(OH)3 NPs to a more covalent Ru(III)-O bond in RuOOH nanoparticles through 

dehydrogenation reaction of eq. (2.1). The absence of XPS signal near the Cl 2p binding 

energy (Figure 2.4b) confirms the complete removal of possibly adsorbed Cl− ions from 

the synthesized composite particles during the centrifuge/washing cycles.  

 

Figure 2.5 DRS spectra of the synthesized RuOOH/SiOx composite particles (red curve), 

RuOOH powder (blue curve), and SiOx NSs (black curve). 

 

The absorption-sensitive DRS spectrum of the as-synthesized RuOOH powder in the 

absence of SiOx NSs exhibits a broad absorption peak around 430 nm that is attributed to 
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the p→d interband transitions (blue curve, Figure 2.5).28 The two minor sharp peaks at 686 

and 825 nm correspond to the Ru t2g Drude-like intraband transitions. The pristine SiOx 

NSs exhibit essentially no light absorption in the studied spectral region (black curve, 

Figure 2.5). The RuOOH/SiOx composite particles shown in Figure 2.3a, which are 

composed of ultrafine RuOOH NPs uniformly dispersed on the surfaces of the SiOx NSs, 

exhibit a DRS spectrum (red curve, Figure 2.5) significantly different from the sum of the 

spectra of both RuOOH powder and the SiOx NSs. The light absorption intensity of the 

RuOOH/SiOx composite particles becomes much higher than that of the counterpart pure 

particles, indicating the role of the SiOx NSs in enhancing light absorption in the RuOOH 

NPs. Such enhancement intensifies the characteristic absorption peaks of the RuOOH 

nanoparticles, although their appearance may be concealed due to the overlap with other 

newly formed peaks. For example, the Ru t2g intraband transition peaks are embedded in 

the new wide/intense peak around 724 nm. This additional strong peak is ascribed to the 

antenna effect of the SiOx NSs on which strong surface light scattering resonances can 

occur to create significantly enhanced electric fields near the surfaces of the SiOx NSs.18 

The ultrasmall RuOOH NPs dispersed on the SiOx NSs benefit from the locally intensified 

electric fields to enhance their light absorption power, showing strong absorption peaks 

correspondingly.  

As discussed in the Introduction, the weak light absorption in the highly dispersed 

small RuOOH NPs limits their use as an efficient photothermal catalyst for the selective 

aerobic oxidation of BzOH. This challenge is overcome by loading the RuOOH NPs to the 
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Figure 2.6 Emission spectrum of the LED lamp used in the experiments. 

 

SiOx NSs because of the antenna effect of the SiOx NSs as highlighted in Figure. 2. A white 

LED lamp with emission spectrum in the range of 400-700 nm (Figure 2.6) has been used 

to evaluate the photothermal efficiency of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles of Figure 

2.3a.  

The typical heating and cooling profile of a BTF dispersion of the RuOOH/SiOx 

composite particles is presented in Figure 2.7a (red curve) when the LED lamp of 520 mW 

(i.e., power intensity of light passing through the test vial) is alternatively turned on and 

off. At the test condition, the dispersion of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles shows a 
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Figure 2.7 Photothermal effect of RuOOH/SiOx composite particles, RuOOH powders, and 

SiOx NSs. Test conditions: 3 mL of BTF containing 20 mg of RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles (red dots), or same mass of freestanding RuOOH powders (blue dots), or same 

mass of freestanding SiOx NSs (black dots); effective light power of 520 mW. The 

temperature was measured using a thermocouple immersed in the particle dispersions. (a) 

Time-dependent variation of temperature when the LED lamp was turned on and turned 

off. (b) Linear fitting of time (t) and ln ( defined in the following content) according to 

the equation: 𝑡 = −𝜏s × ln𝜃 using the data of RuOOH/SiOx composite particles during the 

cooling period. The slope determines the value of s.  

 

temperature increase of 23.1 °C at equilibrium under the continuous light illumination, 

whereas the dispersion of the same amount of pristine RuOOH powder (in the absence of 

SiOx NSs) shows a temperature increase of only 9 °C (Figure 2.7a, red dots versus blue 

dots). The SiOx NSs do not show observable photothermal effect (Figure 2.7a, black dots). 
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The comparison confirms that both the small size of nanoparticles of a light-absorbing 

material and the antenna effect of the SiOx NSs are beneficial to high photothermal 

efficiency.  

 

Figure 2.8 Photothermally-induced increase in (triangles) temperature of the reaction 

solution and (solid red dots) reaction rate in the presence of the RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles as a photothermal catalyst. Blue triangles indicate the temperature measured by 

the thermocouple probe under the illumination of different effect light powers (Peff), 

showing a linear dependence. Violet triangles correspond to the reaction temperatures 

calculated from the measured reaction rates (solid red dots) according to the Arrhenius 

equation. 
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Because of the importance of aerobic selective oxidation of BzOH to BzAD and the 

catalytic activity of the small RuOOH nanoparticles, the selective oxidation of BzOH to 

BzAD has been chosen to evaluate the efficiency of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles 

as a new class of photothermal catalyst. In a reaction solution containing a given amount 

of RuOOH/SiOx particles, the equilibrium temperature reached under the illumination of 

an LED lamp can be tuned by varying the light power density. The solution temperature 

(T) exhibits a linear dependence, T/K = 294.35 + 45.79P/W, on the effective light power 

density (Peff) in the range of 161-520 mW (Figure 2.8, blue triangles).  

 

Figure 2.9 Reflectance spectrum of the dispersion of RuOOH/SiOx composite particles in 

BTF, same as the dispersion used in Figure 2.7. 
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The photo-to-thermal conversion efficiency of the absorbed light is calculated 

according to the protocol described in the previous report.29 The efficiency is expressed as 

𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠 =
ℎ𝑆(𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟)−𝑄𝐷𝑖𝑠

𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠
,                                                                                            (2.2) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient from the heated reaction solution and reactor (e.g., 

glass vial in this work), S is the surface area of the reactor. TMax is the maximum steady 

temperature enabled by photothermal effect, which was 44.3 °C under the experimental 

condition of Figure 2.8. The surrounding environment temperature, TSurr, was 21.2 °C. QDis 

represents the heat generated by the light absorption and photothermal conversion of the 

reactor (i.e., glass vial) and solvent, which was trivial in this work since illuminating the 

blank solvent in the glass vial only raised the temperature by 0.5 °C even with a light power 

density of 965 mW (Figure 2.7a, black curve). The light power absorbed by the solution 

was measured by using a power meter. A dimensionless parameter, , is defined and 

calculated using eq. (2.3): 

𝜃 =
𝑇−𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟

𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟
,                                                                                                                (2.3) 

in which T represents the temperature of the solution at a given time (t). The system time 

constant s is calculated from eq. (2.4): 

𝑡 = −𝜏𝑠 ln(𝜃).                                                                                                                (2.4) 

Fitting experimental data shown in Figure 2.7b resulted that the value of s was 154.9 

s. The value of hS was determined according to eq. (2.5): 

ℎ𝑆 =
𝑚𝐶

𝜏𝑠
,                                                                                                                         (2.5) 
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where m is the mass of the solution (3.57 g), C is the heat capacity of BTF with the value 

of 0.89 J·g-1·K-1.30 The contribution of RuOOH/SiOx composite particles to hS is ignored 

due to the negligible mass. Therefore, hS is calculated as 20.5 mW·K-1, and 

ℎ𝑆(𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟) becomes 473.55 mW. 

When a particle dispersion is illuminated with a light, the effective incident light 

powder (Peff) is distributed into various fractions, including diffuse reflection (Pdr), both 

Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering (Ps), absorption (Pabs), and transmission (Pt): 

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  𝑃𝑑𝑟 + 𝑃𝑠 + 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝑃𝑡.                                                                                        (2.6) 

In the typical experiment, the power of the LED lamp was measured by Thorlabs 

PM100D equipped with a S305C thermal sensor, showing the value of P0 = 965 mW. 

However, the curved surface of the glass vial reactor reflected a significant amount of light, 

reducing the light reaching to the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles dispersed in BTF. By 

measuring the light reflections on the wall of the glass vial reactor, the effective incident 

light power interacting with the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles was determined to be 

Peff = 520 mW. The diffusion reflection spectrum of the dispersed RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles is presented in Figure 2.9. Because the diffuse reflection coefficient of the 

RuOOH/SiOx composite particles is dependent on wavelength and the emission spectrum 

of the LED lamp also depends on the wavelength, the corresponding power of diffuse 

reflections is calculated from: 

𝑃𝑑𝑟 = 𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓  
∫ 𝑅(𝜆)𝐿𝐸𝐷(𝜆)𝑑𝜆

700
400

∫ 𝐿𝐸𝐷(𝜆)𝑑𝜆
700

400

,                                                                                          (2.7)   
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where LED(λ) and R(λ) are the intensity of LED light (Figure 2.6) and the diffuse 

reflectance at the wavelength, λ, respectively. The calculations returned Pdr = 27.82 mW. 

The power of the transmitted light was Pt = 16 mW. By blocking the specular reflected and 

transmitted light with a black tape attached to the reactor, the scattering light coming out 

from both sides of the reactor was measured, showing Ps = 8 mW. Plugging these values 

to eq. (2.6) led to Pabs = 468.18 mW. According to eq. (2.2), the photothermal energy 

conversion efficiency of the absorbed light in the SiOx NS-supported RuOOH NPs, abs, is 

determined to be ~100%.  

The apparent photothermal energy conversion efficiency normalized against the total 

light reaching the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles is calculated from 

𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
ℎ𝑆(𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟)−𝑄𝐷𝑖𝑠

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓
 × 100% = 91.1%.                                                          (2.8) 

The calculated total was cross-checked with another method. It is well known that the 

relationship between temperature change (T) and thermal power input (Q) into a reactor 

follows:31 

𝑄 = ℎ𝑆Δ𝑇,                                                                                                                      (2.9) 

Therefore, the maximum equilibrium temperature achieved by photothermal heating 

can be expressed with a slight modification of eq. (2.9), following 

𝑇𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟 +  𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓

ℎ𝑆
.                                                                                          (2.10) 

Linear fitting in Figure 2.8 (TMax ~ Peff) shows a slope value of 45.79. The total is then 

calculated using the measured data (TSurr = 294.35 K, hS = 20.5 mW·K−1), giving the value 
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of 93.9%. The high consistence of total determined from fitting two different sets of data 

highlights the fidelity of estimation processes. Averaging the two values of total results in 

92.5%. 

The corresponding photothermal energy conversion efficiency of the absorbed light, 

abs, is close to the unity (or ~100 %), and the apparent total photo-to-thermal efficiency 

with respect to the power of incident light (total) is 92.47%. 

 

Figure 2.10 Time-dependent yield of BzAD generated from the catalytic oxidation of 

BzOH in the presence of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles as catalyst under different 

reaction conditions: (blue) dark and room temperature (24 oC) and (red) photo-illumination 

of visible light with a power of 965 mW. The slopes of the fitted linear lines represent the 

reaction rates, highlighting that photo-illumination indeed accelerates the selective 

oxidation of BzOH to BzAD.  
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The reaction rate of BzOH-to-BzAD in the presence of the RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles is 0.36 M s−1 (Figure 2.10, blue dots), corresponding to a turnover frequency 

(TOF) of 0.5210−3 s−1 normalized against the number of Ru atoms, at 24 oC in the dark 

under the atmosphere of 1 atm O2. Illuminating the reaction solution accelerates the 

oxidation reaction along with the increase in temperature (Figure 2.8, red dots). For 

instance, the reaction rate increases to 1.30 M s−1 (or TOF of 1.8910-3 s−1) under the 

illumination of an effective power of 520 mW (Figure 2.10, red dots), highlighting that the 

photothermally induced temperature increase is indeed capable of accelerating the 

oxidation of BzOH. To further confirm that the reaction rate is solely improved by the 

photothermal effect, the oxidation of BzOH reaction is performed at a constant temperature 

of 35 oC by immersing the reaction vial in a large-volume water bath, while light 

illumination is alternatively turned on and off.  

Table 2.1 Results of control experiments 

Experiment conditions BzAD yield (mmol) 

In the absence of RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles, with light illumination 

0 

In the presence of APTES-modified SiOx NSs, 

without RuOOH NPs, with light illumination 

0 

In the presence of RuOOH powder only, with 

light illumination 

0 

 

In the presence of RuOOH powder/SiOx 

composite particles of Figure. 2.12b, with light 

illumination 

0 
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Figure 2.11 Time-dependent yield of BzAD generated from the oxidation of BzOH by 

maintaining the temperature of the reaction solution at a constant value, i.e., 35 oC, while 

light illumination was alternatively turned on and off. The constant temperature was 

achieved by immersing the reaction vial in a large-volume water bath set at 35 °C. The 

light power was 965 mW. Regardless of the photo-illumination condition, the constant 

slope in the course of the oxidation reaction indicates that hot-electron chemistry is absent 

in the aerobic oxidation of BzOH to BzAD.  
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Regardless of the photo-illumination condition, the reaction exhibits a constant 

reaction rate that is determined from the constant slope of the time-dependent yield of 

BzAD (Figure. 2.11). The unchanged reaction rate in the course of the entire oxidation 

reaction excludes the involvement of hot-electron chemistry that usually significantly 

boosts reaction kinetics. In contrast, the control experiments in the absence of 

RuOOH/SiOx composite particles or in the presence of only SiOx NSs do not show 

detectable formation of BzAD (Table 2.1).  

 

Figure 2.12 SEM images of freestanding RuOOH powders synthesized in the absence of 

SiOx NSs and b RuOOH/SiOx composite particles synthesized through the simultaneous 

hydrolysis of Ru(III) and high-concentration of APTES. 

 

Moreover, both the pristine RuOOH powder of large particles (Figure 2.12a) and the 

agglomerated RuOOH NPs of large sizes on SiOx NSs (Figure 2.12b) cannot catalyze the 

oxidation of BzOH even though the temperature of the reaction solution elevates under 

photo-illumination. Comparison with the control experiments indicates that the small size 
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of the RuOOH NPs is crucial to achieving high catalytic activity, which can be further 

enhanced by the photothermal effect. The long-time stability has been evaluated using the 

RuOOH/SiOx hybrid particles of Figure 2.3 as the photothermal catalyst.  

 

Figure 2.13 Long-term stability of the RuOOH/SiOx composite particles under reaction 

conditions. Reaction condition: 3 mL of BTF containing 3 mg of RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles; 138 μL of BzOH; effective light power of 300 mW. A high concentration of 

BzOH was chosen to maintain the pseudo-zeroth reaction order. The high-quality linear 

fitting indicates that the reaction rate was maintained over the period of 24 hours. The inset 

shows the TEM image of a RuOOH/SiOx composite particle after a 24-h reaction, 

highlighting the intactness of the ultrafine RuOOH NPs. 

 

No obvious decrease in reaction rate is observed even after the reaction lasts 24 h under 

photo-illumination (Figure 2.11). The TEM images of the RuOOH/SiOx composite 
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particles after the 24-h reaction indicate that the composite particles, in particular, the small 

RuOOH NPs are intact (inset, Figure 2.13). Both the rentention of the photothermal 

catalytic activity and the structural geometry/integrity of the RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles after long reaction times highlight the stability of the RuOOH/SiOx catalyst. 

 

Figure 2.14 Dependence of reaction rate (, determined by the production rate of BzAD) 

and the reaction temperature (T) in the dark condition. The reaction rate was determined at 

the very early stage of the reaction (i.e., the conversion of BzOH was below 1%). The 

concentrations of reactants, i.e., BzOH and O2, were considered as constants. Therefore, 

the reaction rate is proportional to the reaction rate constant (k). The apparent activation 

energy (Ea) of the reaction was determined by fitting the experimental data according to 

the Arrhenius equation: ln𝜈 ∝ ln𝑘 = ln𝐴 −
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
 in which A is the pre-exponential factor, 

and R is the universal gas constant with a value of 8.314 J·mol−1·K−1. The fitting line (red) 

gives the value of Ea as 41.75 kJ·mol−1. 
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The activation energy of the selective oxidation of BzOH on the RuOOH NPs is 

determined to be 41.75 kJ·mol−1 from the dependence of reaction rate in the dark on the 

solution temperature according to the Arrhenius equation (Figure 2.14). Inserting these 

reaction rates measured under light illumination of varying power densities into the 

Arrhenius equation, we can estimate the reaction temperatures (Figure 2.8, open violet 

triangles) necessary to support the observed reaction rates. The good agreement between 

the estimated temperatures and the solution temperatures directly measured with the 

thermocouple (open triangles versus solid triangles, Figure 2.8) indicates the acceleration 

of the oxidation reaction in the presence of RuOOH/SiOx composite particles under photo-

illumination is primarily ascribed to the photothermal effect. 

The selective oxidation of BzOH to BzAD in the presence of RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles strongly depends on the partial pressure of O2, i.e., the reaction rate increases with 

the partial pressure of O2. The observation is significantly different from the previously 

reported hydrated RuO2 and Ru(OH)3 catalysts for which the rate-determining step (RDS) 

of oxidation reactions involves the elimination of β-H of BzOH and is independent of the 

partial pressure of O2.
12-15 The difference indicates a different reaction mechanism on the 

ultrasmall RuOOH NPs, where oxygen involves in the RDS of oxidizing BzOH. The 

freestanding molecular oxygen, O2, is inert at mild temperatures towards the elimination 

of β-H of BzOH to drive BzOH-to-BzAD conversion.32-33 The coordination number of Ru 

in the RuOOH solids is 3 and most likely to decrease to 2.34-36 The low coordination number 

of surface Ru(III) in the small RuOOH NPs leads to the easy adsorption of O2 by forming 

coordination bonds between O2 and Ru. Ru(III) possesses the ability to partially donate 

one electron to the antibonding orbital of the flat-on/end-on adsorbed O2, weakening the 
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Figure 2.15 The dependence of reaction rate with a partial pressure of O2 (pO2) in the 

atmosphere, tested under photo-illumination of an effective light power of 520 mW (red 

dots) and dark condition (blue dots). The results are plotted according to the linear form of 

the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model in which oxygen molecules are associatively adsorbed 

on the catalyst surface. 𝜈 represents the reaction rates normalized against the corresponding 

reaction rate under 0.8 atm. 

 

oxygen-oxygen double bonds to increase the reactivity of adsorbed O2. The activated O2 

reacts with β-H of BzOH to form BzAD. Such a reaction mechanism involving the 

activation of adsorbed O2 is supported by fitting the reaction kinetics using the Langmuir-
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Hinshelwood (L-H) mechanism where both BzOH and O2 are adsorbed on RuOOH NPs:37-

38 

𝜈 =
𝛾𝐾1𝐾2[BzOH][O2]𝑠𝑜𝑙

𝑛

[1+𝐾1[BzOH]+𝐾2[O2]𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑛 ]2                                                                                            (2.11) 

where γ is the rate coefficient, K1 and K2 are the adsorption equilibrium constants defined 

by the ratio of rates of surface adsorption and desorption for BzOH and O2, respectively, 

which depend on temperature and the surface chemistry of catalysts. The value of n can be 

taken as 1 and 0.5 for associative and dissociative adsorption of O2, respectively. The 

concentration of O2 dissolved in the reaction solution is proportional to its partial pressure, 

pO2, following the Henry’s law 

[O2]𝑠𝑜𝑙  =  
1

𝐾H
𝑝O2

.                                                                                                        (2.12) 

KH is a temperature (T)-dependent constant determined by 

𝐾H = 𝐾H
ϴexp [−(

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇ϴ)],                                                                                         (2.13) 

where 𝐾H
ϴ and Tϴ are the Henry’s constant and temperature at the standard condition and 

 is a constant.  

When molecular oxygen is associatively adsorbed on the RuOOH NPs, eq. (2.11) can 

be simplified to 

√
𝑝O2

𝜈
=

𝑏

√𝑎
+

𝑐

√𝑎
𝑝O2

,                                                                                                          (2.14) 

where a = K1K2[BzOH], b = 1 + K1[BzOH], and c = K2/KH. At a given temperature and a 
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Figure 2.16 Dependence of reaction rate versus partial pressure of O2 (pO2) under light 

condition (red dots) and dark condition (blue dots). 𝜈  represents the reaction rate 

normalized to the corresponding reaction rate at pO2 of 0.8 atm. 

 

high concentration of BzOH, a, b, and c are considered as constants at the early reaction 

stage when the conversion of BzOH is low (e.g., <5%). Similarly, for a reaction involving 

the dissociative adsorption of O2, eq. (2.11) becomes 

√𝑝O2
4

√𝜈
=

𝑏

√𝑎
+

𝑐

√𝑎
√𝑝O2

.                                                                                                  (2.15) 
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Figure 2.17 Dependence of reaction rate versus partial pressure of O2 (pO2) under light 

condition (red dots) and dark condition (blue dots). 𝜈  represents the reaction rate 

normalized to the corresponding reaction rate at pO2 of 0.8 atm. The data is plotted 

according to the linear form of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model where oxygen molecules 

are dissociatively adsorbed. The non-linear dependence shown in the plots indicates that 

adsorbed oxygen on the surfaces of the RuOOH NPs does not follow the dissociative 

activation mechanism. 

 

The fitting results shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.17 indicate that oxygen is 

associatively adsorbed on the ultrasmall RuOOH NPs. The consistent linear dependence of 

√
𝑝O2

𝜈
 on the partial pressure of O2 in the dark and under photo-illumination (Figure 2.15 
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red dots versus blue dots) indicates that photo-excitation of the RuOOH NPs does not 

change the reaction mechanism. The variation of slope and intercept of the linear fitting 

for the reaction in the dark and under light is ascribed to the increased temperature under 

light-illumination, which influences the constants, a, b, and c in eq. (2.14). The dependence 

of the reaction rate on the partial pressure of O2 offers a new strategy to control the selective 

oxidation of BzOH by simply tuning the reaction atmosphere in the presence of the 

supported ultrasmall RuOOH NPs.  

 

2.4 Summary and Outlook 

Ultrafine RuOOH NPs with sizes of 2-3 nm have been successfully synthesized on the 

surfaces of APTES-modified SiOx NSs through controlled hydrolysis of Ru3+ ions followed 

by mild thermal annealing at elevated temperatures. The ultrafine RuOOH NPs are 

uniformly dispersed on the surfaces of the SiOx NSs, exhibiting a high dispersion to expose 

the large surface area and minimize the usage of Ru as the catalyst. The ultrasmall RuOOH 

NPs become capable of activating molecular oxygen adsorbed on their surfaces to drive 

the selective aerobic oxidation of BzOH under ambient conditions, in contrast to Ru-

containing nanoparticles with larger sizes. The SiOx NSs in the RuOOH/SiOx composite 

particles play two essential functions to benefit the composite particles to be an efficient 

photothermal catalyst. First, the SiOx NSs serve as support to maintain the high dispersion 

of the ultrasmall RuOOH NPs and good colloidal stability even under reaction conditions, 

as shown in this work. Second, the intense surface light scattering resonances on the SiOx 

NSs significantly increase the light absorption power of the RuOOH NPs, and thus their 
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photothermal conversion efficiency even with the reduced amount of Ru. Forming the 

RuOOH/SiOx composite particles, for the first time, enables photothermal catalysis of 

selective aerobic oxidation of BzOH to BzAD with high energy efficiency. The materials 

design and synthesis described in this work open a promising avenue to explore the unique 

properties of functional NPs enabled by the ultrasmall sizes. 

Based on the reported results in this chapter, further research can be focused on the 

hydrolysis dynamics of the Ru3+ ion heterogeneously and guide the loading of more metal 

ions onto the surface of SiOx NSs. Also, the outstanding behavior of ultrasmall RuOOH 

NPs on SiOx NSs is worth to be studied in terms of the adsorption and activation 

mechanism of molecular oxygen, which can be utilized to facilitate more oxidation 

reactions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A GENERALIZED SYNTHESIS OF ULTRAFINE METAL 

NANOPARTICLE/SPHERICAL SILICA COMPOSITE PARTICLES 

 
3.1 Background 

In Chapter 2, a simple and repeatable synthesis method of ultrafine RuOOH 

nanoparticles is reported. The successful loading is based on the controlled hydrolysis of 

Ru3+ ions directly on the silica surface. This observation inspires us to further develop the 

method of loading more metal species onto the surface of silica spheres based on the 

controlled hydrolysis of metal ions in an aqueous solution. 

Ultrafine metal nanoparticles (ufMNPs) with sizes below 10 nm present outstanding 

photocatalytic performance, which originates from their high surface-to-volume ratio and 

the presence of hot electrons under the illumination of light.1, 2 The efficiency of hot 

electron generation is higher in smaller nanoparticles.3-5 However, the light absorption 

power of metal nanoparticles diminishes as the size of the particle decreases, which limits 

the use of ufMNPs as high-efficient photocatalysts. Thus, light antenna materials are 

usually utilized to improve the absorption power of ufMNPs. Plasmonic nanoparticles and 

dielectric spheres represent two main categories of light antennae.2 Dielectric silica 

nanospheres (SiOx NSs) possessing Mie scattering properties can be an outstanding support 

material to improve the light absorption of ufMNPs. Using SiOx NSs with the diameter of 

200-500 nm, strong localized electromagnetic fields can be created at the Mie scattering 

peak wavelengths.6 For example, when Pt nanoparticles with a diameter of 4 nm are loaded 

onto the surface of 255-nm SiOx NSs, the composite particles present light absorption 
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spectra in accordance with the scattering resonance peak of the SiOx NSs and the 

photocatalytic performance of the loaded Pt nanoparticles are improved.6 

Currently, the fabrication of this composite structure is generally realized by either the 

electrostatic assembly between organic silane-functionalized SiOx NSs and colloidal metal 

nanoparticles or the in-situ reduction of metal ion precursors.7, 8 However, the former 

method is limited by the difficult synthesis of high-quality colloidal metal nanoparticles in 

the water phase, and the later one often suffers from aggregation of metal nanoparticles 

during the reduction process.9, 10 More importantly, in these methods the surface 

functionalization of SiOx NSs by organic silane agents and the utilization of surfactants as 

the capping agents for metal nanoparticles are necessary. These molecules not only greatly 

limit interactions of metal nanoparticles with support or with reaction substrate, leading to 

poor thermal stability of catalysts and low catalytic reaction turnover frequencies,11, 12 but 

also pollute the catalytic reaction product through thermal/photocatalytic decomposition of 

these molecules, especially in gas-phase reactions.13, 14 These challenges place obstacles to 

the application of ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles as high-efficiency photocatalysts. 

Therefore, it is of great necessity to develop a facile synthetic method that can be 

compatible with various metals to produce ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles with clean 

metal surfaces and high thermal stabilities. 

In the previous work, we have shown that Ru(III) ion can be effectively hydrolyzed 

with the assistance of localized hydroxyl groups generated in the presence of –NH3
+ groups 

on the surface of amine-functionalized SiOx NSs, forming RuOOH NPs with the size of 1-

2 nm.15 This phenomenon inspires us to further study the hydrolysis of metal ions directly 

on the surface of SiOx NSs. In contrast with amine-functionalized SiOx NSs, the bare SiOx 
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NSs cannot stabilize the nuclei of metal oxyhydroxides (MOy(OH)z) due to the lack of 

active surface hydroxyl groups (−Si−OH).15, 16 As such, it is necessary to create more 

surface hydroxyl groups on SiOx NSs, which can be realized by a controlled surface-

etching process of siloxane bonds (−Si−O−Si−). Compared to HF and concentrated 

NaOH,17-20 hot water has proven to be a milder etching agent of silica to produce well-

defined porous or hollow SiOx NSs through a controlled dissolution of SiOx structures.21-

24 However, it is still challenging to find suitable reaction conditions to prepare hydroxyl-

rich SiOx NSs (HR-SiOx NSs) with both high surface hydroxyl group densities and solid 

internal structures, and use them to anchor various kinds of ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs. 

In this work, a general synthetic protocol is provided to prepare high-quality 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles, as is shown in Figure 3.1a. The surface of SiOx NSs is 

etched by hot water in the presence of ammonium hydroxide, producing HR-SiOx NSs. 

Transition metal ions are successfully hydrolyzed locally and condensed on the surface of 

HR-SiOx NSs under suitable reaction conditions, forming ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs. The 

MOy(OH)z NPs are reduced by forming gas (5% H2/N2) to prepare ufMNPs/SiOx 

composite particles. The ufMNPs possessing sizes in the range of 1-10 nm and are 

uniformly distributed on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs. Various metals and their hydroxides 

present enhanced optical absorption properties due to the antenna effect of SiOx NSs, which 

are recorded by diffuse-reflectance spectra (DRS). Such synthesis is further extended to 

the synthesis of bimetallic alloy nanoparticles/SiOx composite particles, indicating a broad 

application scope of this method in producing high-quality ufMNPs/SiOx composite 

particles. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) The synthetic route to ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles consisting of the 

synthesis of SiOx NSs, controlled etching of SiOx NSs, anchoring of metal ions, and the 

reduction of metal oxyhydroxides. (b) Schematic diagram showing the etching mechanism 

of SiOx NSs in the presence of base and hot water. The hydrolysis process produces 

surfaces containing great amounts of silanol groups. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Synthesis of Silica Spheres 

The synthesis relies on the controlled hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 

98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and condensation of the hydrolyzates.25 In a typical synthesis, 24.60 

mL of ammonium hydroxide solution (28-30 wt.% in water, Fischer Scientific) was added 

to a mixture of 45.45 mL of deionized (DI) H2O and 120 mL of isopropanol (Fisher 

Scientific) under room temperature. Under magnetic stirring at a rate of 400 rpm, the 

solution was then heated to 40 °C by a heating-jacket equipped with a J-type thermocouple. 
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To this solution was then injected 10.88 mL of TEOS. The temperature of 40 °C and the 

magnetic stirring were maintained throughout the entire synthesis for 6 h. The resulting 

SiOx NSs were collected by centrifugation and washed with ethanol to remove the 

unreacted species. The collected SiOx NSs were dried overnight in an oven set at 60 oC. 

3.2.2 Synthesis of Hydroxyl Rich-SiOx NSs 

Dispersing 1 g of the dried SiOx NSs in 200 mL of DI H2O was carried out with the 

assistance of ultrasonication in a 500 mL three-neck round-bottom flask. Monitored by a 

pH meter (Apera Instruments PH700), to the dispersion was dropwise added 28-30 wt.% 

aqueous ammonia hydroxide or 0.1 M nitric acid solution until the pH value reached 11.10. 

Under magnetic stirring at a rate of 400 rpm, the dispersion was heated up to 100 °C 

followed by refluxing for 24 h. After the dispersion was cooled down to room temperature, 

the resulting HR-SiOx NSs were collected by centrifugation and washed one time with 

ethanol. The collected HR-SiOx NSs were dried at room temperature. 

3.2.3 Anchoring and Reduction of MOy(OH)z on HR-SiOx NSs 

40 mg of HR-SiOx NSs were dispersed into 20 mL of DI H2O with the assistance of 

ultrasonication. To this dispersion was added 10 mM of aqueous ammonium hydroxide 

solution dropwise followed by heating to the desired temperature. The optimized reaction 

conditions for each metal precursor are provided in Table 3.1. 0.1 mL of aqueous metal 

precursor solution containing 1 wt.% of metal was injected into the dispersion (2 wt.% for 

Au samples). The hydrolysis of metal ions started in 15 s indicated by the change of color. 

After 1 h of aging, the MOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particles were collected by 

centrifugation, followed by washing with DI H2O and ethanol to remove the unreacted 
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metal precursors. The sample was dried at room temperature. The reduction of 

MOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particles was completed in a tube furnace. Under continuous 

flowing of 5% H2/N2 at a rate of 30 mL/min, the tube containing the sample power was 

Table 3.1 Reaction condition of preparing ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles 

Element Precursor Hydrolysis 

pH value 

Hydrolysis 

temperature (°C) 

Reduction 

temperature (°C) 

Mn Mn(NO3)2· xH2O 10.15 25 550 

Fe FeCl2 8.90 25 550 

Co Co(NO3)2·6H2O 9.63 25 550 

Ni Ni(NO3)2·6H2O 10.15 25 550 

Cu Cu(NO3)2·3H2O 10.17 25 250 

Rua RuCl3·xH2O 8.90 25 250 

Pd Na2PdCl4·xH2O 8.90 25 250 

Rh Na3RhCl6·xH2O 6.35 60 250 

Au HAuCl4·3H2O 10.20 60 250 

Pt Na2PtCl4·xH2O 12.90 60 250 

Mg MgCl2 11.85 25  

Al Al(NO3)2·9H2O 8.90 25  

Zn Zn(NO3)2·6H2O 10.15 25  

CuNi Cu(NO3)2·3H2O 

Ni(NO3)2·6H2O 

10.15 25 550 

RuPd RuCl3·xH2O 

Na2PdCl4·xH2O 

8.90 25 250 

a. 1 mL of DI-H2O was used to better dissolve RuCl3·xH2O 
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heated to a specific temperature at a ramping rate of 10 °C/min. The reaction was 

maintained at this temperature for 2 h followed by cooling to room temperature. The 

resulting powder was obtained as ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles. 

3.2.4 Characterizations 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using a field-emission 

microscope (FEI Quanta FEG 450) operated at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV in high 

vacuum mode. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using JEOL 

JEM-1400 microscope operated at 120 kV. Zeta potential (ζ) of colloidal nanoparticles was 

measured with a zeta potential analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Zetasizer Nano-ZS). 

The synthesized ufMNP/SiOx composite particles were examined with high-energy x-ray 

diffraction (HE-XRD), which was carried out at high-energy beamline 12-ID-B at 

Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The wavelength of 

the x-ray was 0.9322 Å, corresponding to a photon energy of 13.3 keV. The composite 

powders were packed and sealed in a Kapton® tube and measured at the high-energy 

beamline. The scattering signals were collected by an imaging plate detector with a 

resolution of 2048×2048 pixels. The sample-to-detector distance (180 mm) was calibrated 

by fitting the HE-XRD pattern of a standard CeO2 sample. The recorded 2D scattering 

patterns were reduced to 1D XRD curves using Fit2D software, along with the background 

subtraction and intensity normalization. Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra were 

analyzed with an UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Evolution 220), and DRS 

spectra were obtained with the same instrument equipped with an integrating sphere 

detector. 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 

 

Figure 3.2 SEM and TEM images of (a-b) SiOx NSs and (c-d) HR-SiOx NSs. The similar 

average diameter of the NSs from the statistical result indicates that the etching process 

happens only on the NS surfaces. The individual particles in (b) and (d) display its high 

geometric symmetry. The insets in the (b) and (d) represent the blown-up TEM image, 

highlighting the rough surface morphology due to the controlled etching process that is not 

present in pristine SiOx NSs. 
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The modified Stöber method produces highly monodisperse SiOx NSs with an average 

diameter of 356 nm (Figure 3.2a). The TEM picture of a single SiOx NS as shown in Figure 

3.2b shows its smooth surface. Previous experimental results have shown such surface is 

unable to stabilize ultrafine RuOy(OH)z NPs due to the lack of localized hydroxyl groups.15 

A controlled surface-etching process is thus employed to generate subtle surface roughness 

containing greater amounts of surface silanol groups through the reaction shown in Figure 

3.1b. Silica as an acidic oxide can be partially dissolved in weak basic solutions to produce 

surface silanol species and Si(OH)4 (aq) until the reaction reaches chemical equilibrium. 

Since the solubility of SiO2 in hot water increases as an exponential-like function when the 

pH value is larger than 7, the diluted NH4OH aqueous solution is chosen to provide a mild 

etching environment.26, 27 As is shown in Figure 3.2c, the HR-SiOx NSs prepared under the 

pH value of 11.10 can maintain their high spherical symmetry and size uniformity. The 

similar average diameter of the HR-SiOx NSs indicates that the etching process only 

happens on the shallow surface of SiOx NSs. The rough/porous surface structure as 

predicted previously can be observed in the TEM pictures presented in Figure 3.2d. 

The surface chemistry of SiOx NSs can be understood by measuring the zeta-potential. 

The SiOx NSs synthesized by the Stöber method usually present a zeta-potential value of 

–38 to –45 mV in DI H2O.28 As can be seen in Figure 3.3, HR-SiOx NSs also present a 

zeta-potential value of –40 mV in DI H2O. Suspending the sample in an aqueous solution 

containing different amounts of ammonium hydroxide or nitric acid results in different 

zeta-potentials. When the solution is acidified, the zeta-potential is decreased and 

converges to zero at very low pH (i.e., pH = 1). When more base is added to the solution, 
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Figure 3.3 Zeta-potential of the HR-SiOx NSs suspended in aqueous solution as a function 

of pH values adjusted by ammonium hydroxide. 

 

the HR-SiOx NSs present more negative charges, which means a part of surface hydroxyl 

group is further dissociated and exposing –Si–O–. However, further increasing the pH to 

above 10 will lead to a more drastic increase in zeta-potential. It is reported that the SiOx 

NSs synthesized by the Stöber method usually show a gradual decrease of zeta-potential at 

pH above 10.28, 29 Such a drastic drop of zeta-potential indicates that there could be a second 

etching process happening on the HR-SiOx surface, creating more surface hydroxyl groups. 
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Inspired by the anchoring mechanism of Ru(III) ions on the surface of amine-

functionalized SiOx NSs in the previous work, HR-SiOx NSs are also promising in 

anchoring metal ions in a similar process since a large amount of surface silanol groups are 

present, favoring the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs. 

This process can be triggered by injecting an aqueous solution of metal ions into the 

aqueous dispersion of HR-SiOx NSs, but a challenge lies in the fact that various metal aquo 

complexes (M(H2O)n
m+) have different acidities due to the electronic effect.30 By also 

considering the distinct interaction between M(OH)m species and the surface of HR-SiOx 

NSs of each metal, the successful loading of each metal species should be conducted in 

different hydrolysis conditions where the hydrolysis reaction is mainly influenced by pH 

values and temperatures. However, a harsh anchoring condition will result in a rapid 

hydrolysis and cause aggregation of MOy(OH)z NPs. As such, the identification of the 

optimized reaction conditions requires the screening of pH values and temperatures, as is 

listed in Table 3.1. 

Under these conditions, various non-precious (Mn(II), Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II)) 

and precious metal ions (Ru(III), Rh(III), Pd(II), Pt(II), Au(III)) are successfully 

immobilized on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs, as the TEM pictures shown in Figure 3.4 and 

Figure 3.5. Ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs are uniformly distributed on the whole surface of HR-

SiOx NSs. Ultrafine MnOy(OH)z NPs have a diameter of ~5 nm, CuOy(OH)z, RuOy(OH)z, 

RhOy(OH)z, PdOy(OH)z, PtOy(OH)z, and AuOy(OH)z NPs present a size between 1 to 2 

nm. By contrast, a different preference growing mechanism results in the fact that no well-

defined spherical NPs are observed for FeOy(OH)z, CoOy(OH)z, and NiOy(OH)z, and 

instead these species show film-like morphology, as can be clearly seen in Figure 3.5b-d.31  
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Figure 3.4 TEM images of ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs/SiOx composite particles. Scale bars 

represent the length of 50 nm. 

 

Using the same synthesis protocol, we further broadened the metal species to Al(III), 

Mg(II), and Zn(II). As can be seen in Figure 3.6a-c, uniform oxyhydroxide layers can be 

formed on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs with no aggregation. The successful loading is 

confirmed by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES). 

Furthermore, the loaded MOy(OH)z NPs can be processed with other reagents. For example, 

the as-synthesized ultrafine MnOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particles present a light yellowish 

to darker yellowish color due to the partial oxidation of Mn(II) to Mn(III). By dropwise 

addition of H2O2 into the reaction solution, the ultrafine oxyhydroxide can be further 
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oxidized to MnO2. As can be seen in Figure 3.6d, the obtained dark brown powder consists 

of MnO2 sheet layers covering the HR-SiOx NSs without aggregation. The methodology 

described above further broadened the scope of this method to various kinds of metal 

compounds. 

 

Figure 3.5 Blown-up TEM images of ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs/SiOx composite particles 

shown in Figure 3.4. Scale bars represent the length of 20 nm. 

 

Even though the loading of transition metal species is successful based on the 

controlled hydrolysis method, the loading of Ag(I) ion on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs is 
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difficult. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, the hydrolysis of Ag(I) ion is not well-controlled in 

the tested condition. The as-obtained hydrolyzed nanoparticles present agglomerations 

 

Figure 3.6 TEM images of the hydrolyzed (a) Al(III), (b) Mg(II), and (c) Zn(II) on the 

surface of HR-SiOx NSs, and (d) ultrafine MnO2/SiOx obtained by treating ultrafine 

MnOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particle with H2O2. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 TEM pictures of HR-SiOx NSs loaded with Ag(I) ion at pH values of (a) 1.6, 

(b) 6.35, and (c) 7.35. The scale bars are 60, 80, and 20 nm, respectively. 
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on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs. The aggregation of the hydrolyzed nanoparticles is usually 

caused by a fast hydrolysis reaction before the metal ions can be stabilized on the support 

surface, and using a lower reaction pH can avoid this problem. However, decreasing the 

solution pH to below 2 still cannot alleviate the agglomeration. Also, at low pH values, the 

hydrolysis of the metal ion cannot be completed due to the lack of required dissociated 

hydroxyl groups in the solution. The poor stability of Ag(I) ions on the support surface can 

be related to the poor complexation between Ag(I) and the surface silanol group. The 

complexation between the surface silanol and metal ions may be more stable when the 

coordination number of the metal ions is higher. However, Ag(I) ions with the coordination 

number of only 2 may not form a stable complex on the surface. Thus, the successful 

loading of Ag(I) ion is limited. 

The obtained ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs can be simply reduced by using 5% H2/N2 gas at 

elevated temperatures, i.e., 550 °C or 250 °C, producing ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles. 

According to the TEM pictures shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, the distribution 

uniformity of the ufMNPs is maintained after the reduction reaction under elevated 

temperatures. Various ufMNPs experience different changes in sizes after reduction, e.g., 

with similar average diameters of RuOy(OH)z and AuOy(OH)z NPs of 1 to 2 nm, metallic 

Ru ufMNPs maintain the size whereas that of Au ufMNPs is increased to ~5 nm, which is 

originates from their distinct metal-support interactions. It can also be clearly observed 

from Figure 3.9b-d that the 2D-dimensional structures of FeOy(OH)z, CoOy(OH)z, and 

NiOy(OH)z have disappeared after reduction, and their metallic counterparts present 

spherical morphologies. 
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Figure 3.8 TEM images of ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles. Scale bars represent the 

length of 50 nm. 

 

The thermal stability of the as-synthesized ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles is tested 

by heating the sample in 5% H2/N2 at 750 °C using Ni ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles 

as a representative example. It can be seen in Figure 3.10a-b that the Ni ufMNPs are grown 

to larger sizes compared to the one treated at 550 °C. Detailed measurement of the 

nanoparticle sizes reveals that the diameter of Ni ufMNPs changed from 4.3 ± 0.6 nm at 

550 °C to 17.5 ± 2.7 nm at 750 °C, which is the result of sintering at elevated temperatures. 

This sintering problem can be alleviated by coating the metal surfaces with a thin layer of 

silica based on the Stöber method. The TEM picture of the composite particles with silica 

protection is shown in Figure 3.10c. By controlling the amount of TEOS injected into the 
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Figure 3.9 Blown-up TEM images of ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles shown in Figure 

3.8. Scale bars represent the length of 20 nm. 

 

reaction solution, and the thickness of the silica coating is controlled to ~5 nm. Heating the 

sample with silica protection at elevated temperature yields Ni ufMNPs with an average 

diameter of 4.5 ± 0.9 nm. The slight change in the average diameter indicates that the silica 

protection is effective in preventing the sintering of ufMNPs at high temperatures. 

The as-synthesized ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide NPs are then examined by 

synchrotron XRD to illustrate their compositions and crystallinities. The high sensitivity 

and low signal-to-noise ratio allow the detailed analysis of samples with relatively lower 
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Figure 3.10 TEM images of (a-b) Ni ufMNPs/SiOx NSs reduced at 750 °C. (c) Ni 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles that are pre-reduced at 550 °C followed by silica coating. 

(d) Silica-protected Ni ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles heated at 750 °C. The scale bars 

in (a), (c), and (d) are 50 nm, and the one in (b) is 20 nm. 

 

metal loadings, i.e., 1 to 2 wt.%. The obtained XRD of the composite particles are shown 

in Figure 3.11. The HR-SiOx NSs present several broad peaks in the range of q = 2.4 to 7. 

According to the literature, the broad peaks shown in the synchrotron XRD of SiOx spheres 

are dependent on the synthesis method and the post-processing method.32 For example, the 

XRD of an opal contains weak and broad peaks around d values of 1.21, 1.45, 2.00, 2.44 
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Figure 3.11 Synchrotron XRD patterns of the as-synthesized ultrafine metal and metal 

oxyhydroxide NPs loaded on HR-SiOx NSs. The data shown in (a-c) are the raw data 

obtained from the reduction of the 2D scattering pattern with average. The XRD pattern of 

HR-SiOx NSs is then used as the background and is subtracted from other sample data, 

which are shown in (d-f). 

 

Å, corresponding to q values of 5.19, 4.33, 3.14, 2.58 Å–1 when the beam energy is 13.3 

keV. In accordance with the reported data, these peaks are also found in the XRD of HR-

SiOx NSs. As is shown in Figure 3.11a (top panel), peaks are found at q values of 3.17, 

4.42, and 5.18 Å–1. The peaks at 5.18 and 4.42 Å–1 are originated from the pseudo-

hexagonal symmetry of the short-range SiO2 structure, and the one at 3.17 Å–1 is associated 

with the (004) reflection of orthorhombic tridymite and the (222) reflection of β-cristobalite. 

It is reported that treating the amorphous SiOx with solutions with different pH values can 
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lead to the change of relative intensities of these peaks. It should be noted that during the 

metal loading process, the HR-SiOx NSs have been further treated with aqueous solutions 

of various pH values followed by heat treatment at different temperatures. Thus, the 

relative intensities of the peaks originating from the SiOx support are expected to be 

changed between samples. As can be seen in Figure 3.11d-e, the averaged and background-

subtracted data of different reduced metal samples contain various peaks. Even though the 

background is subtracted, some broad residue peaks are still present in the XRD pattern, 

which is due to the subtle structural changes of HR-SiOx NSs during the sample preparation 

process. Mn, Fe, and Co samples do not present any observable peaks due to the high 

affinity of the zero-valence surface to oxygen, forming amorphous oxides, and thus these 

samples are labeled as MOy/SiOx composite particles. The data of Ni, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Pt, 

and Au present distinct peaks over the range of 2.4 to 7 Å–1. The summary of peaks is 

provided in Table 3.2. By carefully comparing the observed peaks and the standard XRD 

patterns of zero-valence metals, it can be found that all above samples except for Cu are in 

the metallic state. The Cu sample is in accordance with the pattern of Cu2O, which indicates 

that the reduction temperature of 250 °C is not enough to fully reduce CuOy(OH)z NPs to 

Cu NPs but its crystallinity is maintained when stored in air, in contrast to Mn, Fe, and Co 

samples. The Al(III), Mg(II), and Zn(II) samples are not treated with hydrogen gas. The 

as-synthesized samples are tested with XRD. As is shown in Figure 3.11f, AlOy(OH)z and 

ZnOy(OH)z do not have well-defined crystal structures. The broad peaks covering the 

tested region indicate the amorphous nature of these oxyhydroxide nanoparticles. In 

contrast, Mg(II) sample shows clear XRD peaks, which correspond to those of Mg(OH)2. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of crystal facets information of ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide 

nanoparticles on HR-SiOx NSs 

q (Å–1) Facet q (Å–1) Facet 

Ni Cu2O 

3.08 (111) 2.58 (111) 

3.59 (200) 2.98 (200) 

5.03 (220) 4.20 (220) 

5.92 (311) 4.93 (311) 

6.16 (222)   

Ru 

2.69 (100) 5.60 (201) 

2.95 (002) 5.88 (004) 

3.07 (101) 6.14 (202) 

4.00 (102) 6.48 (104) 

4.66 (110) 6.99 (203) 

5.18 (103)   

5.38 (200)   

5.51 (112)   

Rh Pd 

2.84 (111) 2.81 (111) 

3.31 (200) 3.24 (200) 

4.69 (220) 4.59 (220) 

5.49 (311) 5.39 (311) 

5.74 (222) 5.61 (222) 

  6.48 (400) 

Pt Au 

2.78 (111) 2.68 (111) 

3.20 (200) 3.10 (200) 

4.57 (220) 4.38 (220) 

5.35 (311) 5.15 (311) 

  5.38 (222) 

  6.76 (331) 

  6.90 (420) 

MgOy(OH)z MnO2 

2.33 (100) 2.57 (100) 

2.68 (101) 2.93 (101) 

3.53 (102) 3.84 (102) 

4.03 (110) 4.45 (110) 

4.24 (111)   

4.61 (103)   

4.83 (201)   

5.34 (202)   
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The MnO2 sample obtained by treating the oxyhydroxide sample with H2O2 presents weak 

XRD peaks that can be assigned to ε-MnO2. 

The pristine SiOx NSs and HR-SiOx NSs exhibit negligible light absorption in the 

studied range of wavelength (300-800 nm). Previous studies of ufMNPs/SiOx composite 

particles have shown that the DRS of the composite particle powders consists of the 

absorption profile of the loaded light absorber superimposed with the Mie scattering 

 

Figure 3.12 (a) DRS of pristine SiOx NSs (dash line) and HR-SiOx NSs (solid line). (b-k) 

DRS of ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs/SiOx composite particles (dash lines) and ufMNPs/SiOx 

composite particles (solid lines). (l) DRS of loaded Al(III), Mg(II), Zn(II), and MnO2 

samples. 
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resonance peaks of SiOx NSs. The obtained DRS usually exhibits several peaks from the 

UV to visible to near-infrared region. The position of each peak is highly dependent on the 

size of the SiOx NSs. Furthermore, the SiOx NSs with uniform sizes can be assembled into 

photonic crystals, and this effect is also present in the composite particles. The photonic 

crystal effect creates a peak valley at ~760 nm of composite particles consisting of SiOx 

NSs with a size of ~350 nm.33 Herein, since each MOy(OH)z species possesses distinct 

optical absorption profiles, the ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs/SiOx composite particles also 

exhibit superimposed DRS profiles composed of the enhanced original absorption peaks 

of MOy(OH)z NPs and the scattering resonance peaks of HR-SiOx NSs, as shown in Figure 

3.12 (dash lines). For example, MnOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particles exhibit peaks 

centered at 381 and 580 nm. According to a previous study, the peak at 381 nm is assigned 

to the scattering resonance of the SiOx NSs. The peak at 580 nm is associated with the first-

order scattering resonance peak at ~540 nm and the photonic crystal reflection at ~740 

nm.33 As specifically for loaded MnOy(OH)z NPs, Mn(II) are quickly oxidized to a mixture 

of Mn(II) and Mn(III) when being exposed to air, showing O2− → Mn3+ charge transfer 

peak at 367 nm,34 and is enhanced by the antenna effect of SiOx NSs. Hence, the relative 

intensities between light absorption peaks are highly dependent on the optical absorption 

properties of the metal species loaded on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs. After the ultrafine 

MOy(OH)z NPs are reduced by hydrogen gas, the overall DRS profiles are maintained, as 

shown by the solid lines in Figure 3.12b-k. Free-standing non-plasmonic ufMNPs (Mn, Fe, 

Co, Ni, Ru, Pd) generally exhibit broad and plain optical absorption.35-39 The DRS of these 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles are mainly composed of peaks with high intensities 

originating from the antenna effect of the HR-SiOx NSs and the photonic crystal effect. 
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Ultrafine Au NPs/SiOx composite particles exhibit a high-intensity peak at 598 and 575 

nm, respectively. This high-intensity peak is directly related to the plasmonic feature of Au 

NPs and the band gap absorption of Cu2O. The high-intensity peak in the DRS spectrum 

of Cu2O sample is not related to its plasmonic property since the plasmonic excitation 

wavelength for Cu2O NPs with a diameter lower than 10 nm is below 500 nm.40 The 

redshift of Au plasmonic peak from ~530 nm in the free-standing particles to ~575 nm is 

due to the change of refractive index of the environment, together with the interparticular 

plasmonic coupling effect when the nanoparticles are closely anchored on the surface of 

HR-SiOx NSs.41, 42 The absorption peak at ~598 nm in Cu2O sample is the excitation of its 

band gap with the value of ~2.01 eV, which is in accordance with reported work.43 

Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 3.12l, the lack of absorption band of ultrafine 

AlOy(OH)z, MgOy(OH)z, and ZnOy(OH)z NPs results in almost zero absorption of the 

composite particles. Oxidation of the ultrafine MnOy(OH)z NPs to MnO2 NPs also results 

in the appearance of a high-intensity peak at ~380 nm and is close to the reported free-

standing MnO2 NPs with an absorption peak at 355 nm.44 This observation clearly indicates 

the formation of MnO2 with a well-defined band gap structure. 

The facile synthetic method described in this work exhibits a broad application scope 

of single-component ufMNPs. It is thus necessary to explore the possibility of loading 

multi-component ufMNPs on the HR-SiOx NSs. CuNi and RuPd alloy ufMNPs are 

employed to further evaluate the feasibility of synthesizing bimetallic ufMNPs/SiOx 

composite particles using this protocol. As for CuNi samples, a mixture of Cu2+ and Ni2+ 
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Figure 3.13 TEM images of (a-c) CuNiOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particles with different 

Cu/Ni ratios; (d-f) The corresponding ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles after reduction. 

The feeding ratios between Cu(II) and Ni(II) are 1:4, 1:2.5, and 1:1 in (a), (b), and (c), 

respectively, and the total metal loadings are 2 wt.%. The insets are blown-up images of 

the individual sphere. The scale bar is 50 nm and 20 nm for insets. 

 

aqueous solution is injected into the dispersion of HR-SiOx NSs to synthesize MOy(OH)z 

NPs containing both Cu(II) and Ni(II). The feeding weight ratio between Cu(II) and Ni(II) 

varies from 1:4 to 1:2.5 to 1:1, yielding CuNiOy(OH)z NPs/SiOx composite particles with 

different Cu/Ni ratios. It can be seen from Figure 3.13a-c that two-dimensional 

morphologies are observed for CuNiOy(OH)z NPs. The 2D nanostructures fully cover all 

HR-SiOx NSs, leading to good distribution uniformity of CuNi bimetallic ufMNPs after 

being reduced by hydrogen gas (Figure 3.13d-f). 
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Ru(III) and Pd(II) are also loaded together on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs using the 

same protocol. The successful loading is confirmed by ICP-OES test. As can be seen from 

Figure 3.14a-b, the loaded oxyhydroxide nanoparticles present particle morphologies with 

similar size to the single metal Ru and Pd oxyhydroxide samples. After reduction, the 

ultrafine RuPd ufMNPs also possess ultrasmall sizes (2-3 nm). 

 

 

Figure 3.14 TEM images of (a-b) RuPdOy(OH)z/SiOx composite particles and (c-d) RuPd 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles. 
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Figure 3.15 Synchrotron XRD result of the CuNi ufMNPs/SiOx and RuPd ufMNPs/SiOx 

composite particles. (a) Raw data obtained from the reduction of the 2D scattering pattern 

with average. (b) Background-subtracted data using the XRD pattern of HR-SiOx NSs. 

 

The composition of these bimetallic NPs can be evaluated by the XRD patterns shown 

in Figure 3.15. In all CuNi ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles, no Cu2O peak is observed, 

while the metallic fcc pattern is observed. The main peaks at ~3.03 to 3.08 Å–1 are assigned 

to the (111) facet of the fcc structure. The position of the peak shifts from low q values to 

high q values as a function of the amount of Ni in the sample, which indicates the formation 

of CuNi alloy ufMNPs. Such result also indicates that the addition of Ni into the Cu sample 

facilitates the formation of metallic CuNi alloys. The composition of the CuNi alloy 

ufMNPs can be obtained based on the Vegard’s law since metallic Cu and Ni possess 

similar atomic sizes and crystal structures.45 The ratio between Cu and Ni can be calculated 

based on the position of the (111) peak, which results in Cu0.17Ni0.83, Cu0.62Ni0.38, and 

Cu0.87Ni0.13 when the feeding ratio is controlled at 1:4, 1:2.5 and 1:1, respectively. The 

XRD pattern of RuPd alloy ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles exhibits several peaks, in 
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which the ones at q values of 2.72, 2.93, and 3.08 Å–1 are assigned to the (100), (002), and 

(101) facets of metallic Ru, and the weak and broad peaks at 2.83 and 3.2 Å–1 are associated 

with (111) and (200) facets of Pd. Since Ru and Pd metal are only partially miscible in the 

bulk state, the new peak appearing at 2.89 Å–1 is associated with the RuPd alloy structure.46 

The formation of alloy structure in the nanoscale is related to the ultrasmall size of the 

nanoparticles. 

The bimetallic samples are then evaluated by DRS to reveal their optical properties. 

The presence of both Cu and Ni elements in a single ufMNP gives different DRS profiles 

compared with the single metallic samples. The synchrotron XRD data have shown that 

the Cu atoms are present in metallic state in the CuNi sample instead of Cu(I) in the Cu-

only sample. This change is also embodied in the DRS of CuNi alloy samples. It can be 

seen from Figure 3.16a-c that the absorption intensities at 600 nm are clearly lower 

compared with the Cu2O sample due to the lack of Cu2O band gap absorption. With 

increasing Cu/Ni ratios over three samples, the alloy ufMNPs containing a higher amount 

of Cu exhibits higher absorption values at 600 nm. This originates from the plasmonic 

properties of metallic Cu ufMNPs. This phenomenon is consistent with a previous study 

showing that Ni atoms can cause the disappearance of the plasmonic peak of Cu atoms.47, 

48 The presence of Ru and RuPd alloy structures in the RuPd bimetallic sample can result 

in a mixed DRS profile. In the spectra shown in Figure 3.16d, RuPd bimetallic 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles also exhibit similar DRS profiles with the single metal 

samples, while the absorption intensities in the visible light region lie between the one of 

Ru-only and Pd-only sample, which is due to the modified electronic structure by 

introducing Pd into Ru ufMNPs. 
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Figure 3.16 DRS of (a-c) CuNi samples and (d) RuPd samples before and after reduction. 

 

3.4 Summary and Outlook 

HR-SiOx NSs containing great amounts of surface silanol groups are prepared through 

a mild etching of spherical SiOx NSs by NH4OH and hot water. Various ultrafine 

MOy(OH)z NPs are successfully synthesized on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs through the 

hydrolysis reaction of their aqueous ions, which can be simply reduced by 5% H2/N2 gas 
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at elevated temperatures to produce ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles with average sizes 

below 10 nm. As-synthesized MOy(OH)z NPs and their metallic counterparts exhibit good 

size distributions and spatial distribution uniformity on HR-SiOx NSs. Highly geometric 

and compositional symmetric HR-SiOx NSs as the support not only stabilize ultrafine metal 

species but also enhance their optical absorption through the light scattering resonances. 

The further successful synthesis of CuNi and RuPd bimetallic ufMNPs/SiOx composite 

particles indicates the feasibility of using this protocol to prepare various multi-component 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles. This facile and surfactant and silane-free synthesis of 

ufMNPs/SiOx composite particles opens a door for further studies of this group of materials 

as high-efficiency photocatalysts. 

Continuing from the results in this chapter, further studies can be focused on the 

illustration of the heterogeneous nucleation of metal ions on the surface of SiOx NSs and 

monitoring the growth of MOy(OH)z NPs. Extra effort is expected to be devoted to loading 

Ag(I) on the SiOx NSs by utilizing other silver precursors or by using other stabilization 

agents. Beyond reported bimetallic samples, one can employ the same synthesis protocol 

for preparing other bimetallic or trimetallic metal samples, especially those supposed to be 

loaded at different pH values. The strategy of multi-step loading is suggested. More focus 

is also suggested to be made on the determination of the particle composition using 

synchrotron XRD. The influence of the signal from SiOx NSs is preferred to be removed 

to reveal the signals from ufMNPs. Since all composite particle samples exhibit absorption 

peaks in the visible light region, it is expected that various photocatalytic reactions can be 

studied by using synthesized metal catalysts to obtain higher reaction yields and 

selectivities. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DECIPHERING THE OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF ULTRAFINE 

METAL NANOPARTICLES DISPERSED ON SUBMICRON SILICA SPHERES 

(Note: Part content of this chapter is adapted from the publication “Qilin Wei, Matas 

Simukaitis, Siyu Wu, Jonathan Foley IV, Yugang Sun*. Deciphering the Optical Absorption 

Spectra of Ultrafine Metal Nanoparticles Dispersed on Spherical Silica Powders. Journal 

of Physical Chemistry C 2022, 126, 17997–18005. doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcc.2c04303” 

with the permission from the American Chemical Society.) 

 
4.1 Background 

 

Figure 4.1. Near-field intensity maps in (a) the xy plane located outside of a dielectric 

sphere at z=0 and (b) the xz plane near the positive z pole. The sphere does not absorb light, 
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and it has a diameter of 10 μm and a refractive index of 1.9. The wavelength of incident 

light was 781.91084 nm. Adapted with permission from Ref. 22. Copyright 2008 American 

Institute of Physics. 

 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we have introduced the synthesis of ultrafine metal or metal 

oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on the surface of silica spheres. The improved synthesis allows 

us to study the optical behavior of the composite particles using more kinds of light 

absorbers. However, a detailed analysis of the optical absorption spectra of the composite 

particles is necessary to better design the material for optical energy conversions.  

Light absorption in metal nanoparticles originating from surface plasmon resonances 

has been extensively studied for photoenergy conversion, including photothermal effect1-6 

and hot-carrier chemistry.7-11 The conversion efficiency of the photoenergy absorbed in 

metal nanoparticles usually increases with the decrease of the size of the nanoparticles 

below 10 nm due to surface damping and/or chemical interface damping.12-14 However, 

size reduction significantly weakens light absorption power in individual metal 

nanoparticles, in particular, metal nanoparticles lacking surface plasmon resonances in the 

visible spectral region. The weak light absorption power prevents efficient harvesting of 

the incident light, deteriorating the overall energy conversion efficiency of the incident 

light. Light antennae can spatially concentrate the energy of incident light to increase the 

photoenergy absorbed in individual small metal nanoparticles even when the incident light 

is constant. Integrating small metal nanoparticles with appropriate light antennae 

represents a powerful strategy to amplify light absorption power in individual metal 

nanoparticles. For example, plasmonic nanostructures near which exhibit enhanced electric 
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fields in light have been evaluated as light antennae to improve light absorption in small 

metal nanoparticles that are carefully placed near the plasmonic nanostructures with 

desirable dielectric spacings.15-19 Controlling the composition and thickness of the 

dielectric spacers is not trivial because the electric fields decay exponentially with the 

distance from the plasmonic antennae surface. When the dielectric spacers are too thick, 

the enhancement of electric fields becomes too weak to support strong light absorption in 

the small metal nanoparticles.20, 21 Thin dielectric spacers may cause an electric crossover 

(i.e., charge transfer) between the plasmonic antennae and the small metal nanoparticles, 

changing the properties of the metal nanoparticles. The plasmonic antennae absorb light to 

support the enhanced local electric fields, but the absorbed light eventually decays to heat 

in the antennae and cannot be absorbed by the small metal nanoparticles. On the other hand, 

dielectric structures with appropriate geometries can also generate enhanced electric fields 

near their surfaces due to Fabry-Perot or Whispering Gallery resonances (Figure 4.1), 

making them suitable for a class of light antennae.22-25 Because of the insulating nature of 

dielectric antennae, small metal nanoparticles can be directly loaded onto the surfaces of 

the antennae to benefit from the enhanced electric fields. We have synthesized composite 

materials made of ultrafine metal nanoparticles (with size < 10 nm) dispersed on submicron 

silica spheres (with sizes of 200-450 nm).26-29 The presence of the ultrafine metal 

nanoparticles does not diminish the strong surface scattering resonances on the silica 

spheres, resulting in the observation of significantly enhanced light absorption in the metal 

nanoparticles (Figure 4.2).26 
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Figure 4.2. Theoretical calculation results using Mie theory showing the scattering and 

absorption spectra of Pt-ufMNPs loaded on SiOx-SPs with the diameter of 255 nm. The 

composite particle was modeled using the multilayer sphere geometry with an effective 

medium layer. Adapted with permission from Ref. 26. Copyright 2016 Macmillan 

Publishers Limited. 

 

The promise of submicron silica spheres as light antennae to enhance light absorption 

in small metal nanoparticles has motivated us to explore metal/silica composites in 

photocatalysis.27-28, 30-31 The light scattering resonances near the surface of silica spheres 

(SiOx-SPs) under light irradiation depend on their sizes. The size-dependent resonant 

spectra can directly translate to enhanced light absorption in ultrafine metal nanoparticles 

(ufMNPs) loaded on the SiOx-SPs. The light scattering resonances represent localized 

phenomena near the surface of individual SiOx-SPs, and the correspondingly enhanced 
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optical absorption in the ufMNPs is independent of the number and packing condition of 

the ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles. On the other hand, the light scattering by the 

submicron SiOx-SPs influences light propagation in powder samples of packed 

ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles (e.g., fixed-bed catalysts), affecting light absorption 

in the buried particles. Herein, we systematically study the optical absorption of 

ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powders at varying packing densities to distinguish the 

contributions of localized light scattering resonances near the SiOx-SP’s surfaces and the 

diffuse light penetrated the packed powder ensembles. The former contribution locally 

intensifies the electric fields near the SiOx-SP’s surfaces compared to the electric field of 

the incident light, enhancing light absorption in ufMNPs with characteristic peaks 

determined by the scattering resonance bands of SiOx-SPs. This portion is referred to as 

localized absorption (with enhancement). The latter light contribution with random 

propagation directions diffuses in the powder samples to be absorbed in the supported 

ufMNPs without localized enhancement. This portion is referred to as (globalized) diffuse 

absorption.  

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Synthesis of Ultrafine Pt Nanoparticles  

Pt nanoparticles were synthesized to evaluate their optical absorption upon being 

loaded on SiOx-SPs because the freestanding Pt nanoparticles with ultrafine sizes exhibited 

only broadband and peakless spectra. At room temperature, 26 mL aqueous solution of 2.8 

mM sodium citrate (Alfa Aesar) was added to 50 mL aqueous solution of 0.4 mM 
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hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid (Sigma-Aldrich) under vigorous stirring. After one minute, to 

this solution was added 5 mL of freshly prepared 12 mM sodium boron hydride (Alfa Aesar) 

aqueous solution dropwise at the rate of 1 mL‧min–1. The solution became dark brown in 5 

minutes and continued aging for 2 hours. The resulting colloidal Pt ufMNPs were stored 

and used without further purification.  

4.2.2 Synthesis and Surface Functionalization of SiOx-SPs 

Table 4.1. Reaction conditions for synthesizing SiOx-SPs 

 

Solvent 

Solvent 

volume 

(mL) 

H2O 

(mL) 

NH3‧

H2O 

(mL) 

 

TEOS 
Temper

ature 

(°C) 

TEOS 

addition 

rate 

(mL/min) 

Diameter 

(nm) 

Ethanol 50 4 9 12.77 mL 

in 28 mL 

EtOH 

25 0.15 1089 ± 32 

Ethanol 65 6.75 9 4.20 mL in 

33.3 mL 

EtOH 

25 0.15 864 ± 46 

Isoprop

anol 

80 15.2 16.4 10.88 mL 25 Single 

injection 

680 ± 25 

Isoprop

anol 

80 30.4 16.4 10.88 mL 25 Single 

injection 

561 ± 19 

Isoprop

anol 

120 45.6 24.6 10.88 mL 25 Single 

injection 

441 ± 10 

Isoprop

anol 

120 45.6 24.6 10.88 mL 32.5 Single 

injection 

353 ± 12 

Isoprop

anol 

120 45.6 24.6 10.88 mL 50.8 Single 

injection 

262 ± 10 

Isoprop

anol 

120 45.6 24.6 10.88 mL 73 Single 

injection 

173 ± 8 

Isoprop

anol 

146 102 36.9 10.88 mL 73 Single 

injection 

112 ± 7 
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Monodisperse SiOx-SPs were synthesized through a modified Stöber method based on 

controlled hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich). In a typical 

synthesis of SiOx-SPs with an average diameter of 353 nm, 10.88 mL of TEOS was added 

to a solution containing 120 mL of isopropyl alcohol (Fisher Scientific), 45.60 mL of 

deionized (DI) water, and 24.60 mL of ammonia hydroxide (28-30 wt.% in water, Fisher 

Scientific) under magnetic stirring at 40 °C. The solution turned milky-white in one minute 

due to the hydrolysis of TEOS and condensation of hydrolysates into silica nanoparticles. 

The hydrolysis reaction continued for 2 hours, completing the growth of SiOx-SPs. The 

resulting SiOx-SPs were collected from centrifugation and washing with ethanol, which 

was repeated two times. The collected SiOx-SPs were then dried overnight in an oven at 

60 °C. SiOx-SPs with different diameters ranging from 100 to 1100 nm were synthesized 

by slightly adjusting the reaction conditions, including the volume of solvent, the volume 

of TEOS, and temperature. The reaction conditions and the average diameters of the 

synthesized SiOx-SPs are summarized in Table 4.1 (Supporting Information). The as-

synthesized SiOx-SPs exhibited negatively charged surfaces. Surface modification with (3-

aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES, Acros Organics) was performed to change their 

surfaces to be positively charged. In a typical modification process, 400 mg of dried SiOx-

SPs were dispersed in 200 mL of ethanol (190 proof, Pharmco-Aaper) with the assistance 

of ultrasonication. To this dispersion was added dropwise 2 mL of APTES at 60 °C. The 

reaction continuously proceeded for 8 hours to conjugate APTES to the surface of the SiOx-

SPs. The powders were washed with ethanol twice and collected via centrifugation. The 

APTES-modified SiOx-SPs were dried in an oven at 60 °C for 2 hours. The obtained 

powder is stored in the air for further use. 
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4.2.3 Loading of Pt ufMNPs onto SiOx-SPs 

In a typical process of loading 2 wt.% Pt ufMNPs onto SiOx-SPs, 41.52 mL dispersion 

of the synthesized Pt ufMNPs was slowly added to 100 mL aqueous dispersion containing 

100 mg APTES-functionalized SiOx-SPs under vigorous stirring. The mixture was 

continuously stirred for 1 hour to fully load the Pt ufMNPs to the SiOx surface through 

electrostatic attraction. The resulting ufMNPs/SiOx-SPs composite particles were collected 

through centrifugation. The collected composite particles were washed with water/ethanol 

2 times, followed by drying at 60 °C in the oven. The colorless and transparent supernatant 

indicated that the ufMNPs were completely attached to the surface of SiOx-SPs.  

4.2.4 Synthesis of Composite Particles Composed of Pt ufMNPs on Mesoporous Silica 

Nanoparticles 

Mesoporous silica nanoparticles were synthesized by following the procedure. In a 

typical synthesis, 43.5 mmol NaOH (Alfa Aesar), 75 mmol potassium phosphate 

monobasic (Fisher Scientific), and 1.5 L of DI H2O were mixed well to form an aqueous 

solution. To this solution was added 51 mmol cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, 

Chem-Impex). The mixture was stirred for one hour until CTAB was dissolved completely. 

The liquid TEOS of an appropriate volume (i.e., 9.25 mL) was swiftly added to the mixture, 

followed by continuous stirring for 12 hours at room temperature. The obtained product 

was collected by ethanol and then redispersed in 1 vol.% HCl/ethanol solution under 

stirring for 12 hours at 60 °C. Several cycles of centrifuge by water and ethanol were used 

to remove the surfactant from the product. The resulting powders were further 

functionalized by APTES. 140 mg of mesoporous silica nanoparticles were dispersed in 

270 mL of ethanol by sonication, followed by adding 0.7 mL of APTES dropwise. The 
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reaction lasted three days at 30 °C. The APTES-functionalized mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles were washed twice via the cycle of centrifugation and formation of ethanol 

dispersion. Adding an appropriate amount of the APTES-functionalized mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles to the aqueous dispersion of Pt ufMNPs led to the load of the Pt ufMNPs 

onto the silica nanoparticles after slow evaporation of water. The resulting powders were 

dried in the oven without further purification. 

4.2.5 Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded with a microscope (FEI 

Quanta FEG 450) operated in high-vacuum mode with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. 

A transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM-1400) was used to image the 

synthesized samples. The diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) study was performed 

with a commercial ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, 

Evolution 220) equipped with an integrating sphere. The light source in the 

spectrophotometer is a built-in xenon flash lamp. The setup configuration of sample 

placement is highlighted in Figure 4.3. The extinction spectra were measured with the 

traditional transmission mode by placing samples between the light source and the 

traditional photodetector. 

4.2.6 Calculation of the Absorption Cross-Section of Freestanding Pt ufMNPs 

Due to the ultra-small size of as-synthesized Pt ufMNPs (3.9 nm in average diameter) 

and low concentration of Pt ufMNPs in the aqueous dispersion (0.04817 mg/mL), light 

scattering was negligible. The extinction spectrum was essentially ascribed to the 

absorption of the Pt ufMNPs. The absorption cross-section of individual Pt ufMNPs was 
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calculated from the measured absorption spectrum (Aλ). The absorption cross-section Cabs 

is given by: 

𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 2303 ×
𝜀𝜆

𝑁𝐴
 (cm2),                                                                                              (4.1) 

 

Figure 4.3. (a) Photo of the setup configuration for DRS measurement in a UV-vis 

spectrophotometer. The inset shows the powder sample cell, in which thick enough sample 

powders were loaded to ensure no light passing through the powders. The powders were 

sealed in the sample cell with a quartz window. (b) Schematic diagram of the working 

principle of the integrating sphere. The powder sample is placed facing the incident light. 

If light-absorption constituents exist in the sample, a portion of incident light is absorbed, 

and the rest is diffusely reflected in the sphere and collected by the detector. Comparing 

the signal with the reference signal collected from the white reference sample that does not 

absorb light provides the actual optical absorption in the powder sample.  
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where ελ (M–1‧cm–1) and NA are wavelength-dependent extinction coefficient and 

Avogadro’s number. According to the Beer-Lambert’s law: 

𝐴𝜆 = 𝜀𝜆 × 𝑙 × 𝑐,                                                                                                             (4.2) 

where l (cm) is the length of the light path in the cuvette and c (M) is the molar 

concentration of Pt ufMNPs in the aqueous dispersion. Cabs is transformed into: 

𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 2303 ×
𝐴𝜆

𝑐×𝑙×𝑁𝐴
= 2303 ×

𝐴𝜆

𝑁𝑃𝑡/(𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠×𝑁𝐴)×𝑙×𝑁𝐴
= 2303 ×

𝐴𝜆×𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠

𝑁𝑃𝑡×𝑙
 (cm2) =

2.303 × 1014 ×
𝐴𝜆

𝑁𝑃𝑡
 (nm2),                                                                                          (4.3) 

where Vdis is the volume of tested dispersion (1 × 10–3 L) and l is 1 cm. NPt is the number 

of Pt ufMNPs in the solution, which can be calculated by: 

𝑁𝑃𝑡 =
𝑚𝑃𝑡

𝜌𝑃𝑡×4/3×𝜋×𝑟𝑃𝑡
3 = 7.24 × 1013,                                                                          (4.4) 

Then, the above equation can be simplified into:  

𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 (nm2) = 3.18 × 𝐴𝜆,                                                                                              (4.5) 

4.2.7 Calculation of Photonic Crystal Stop Bands 

The Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particle was modeled as a spherical core-shell 

structure, where the core was a SiO2-SP (with sizes determined from SEM) and the shell 

was an effective uniform layer averaged from the permittivity of both Pt ufMNPs and air 

(the background medium). The Pt-air effective medium was modeled using the Maxwell-

Garnett theory. A similar approach was successful in reproducing the experimental and 

theoretical spectra of spherical SiO2 structures decorated with Pt ufMNPs32. The schematic 
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diagram of this model is shown in Figure 4.3. Within Maxwell-Garnett theory, the effective 

dielectric function is given by: 

𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝜔) = 𝜖𝐷
2𝑓×[𝜖𝑚(𝜔)−𝜖𝐷]+𝜖𝑚(𝜔)+2𝜖𝐷

2𝜖𝐷+𝜖𝑚(𝜔)+𝑓×[(𝜖𝐷−𝜖𝑚(𝜔))]
,                                                                        (4.6) 

where 𝜖𝐷 is the dielectric constant of the background medium, i.e., air with the dielectric 

constant of 1. 𝜖𝑚(𝜔) is the complex dielectric function of the metal inclusions (data by 

Palik33), and 𝑓 is the volume fraction of the metal inclusions. The 𝑓 value is calculated 

based on assuming the diameter of each Pt ufMNP is 4 nm and is dependent on the size of 

SiOx-SPs for the same Pt loading. In a typical calculation for 2.5 wt.% Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-

SP composite particles with a core size of 680 nm, the number of 4 nm Pt ufMNPs loaded 

on each SiOx-SP is calculated by: 

𝑁 = 𝑁𝑃𝑡/𝑁𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥 = (
0.025×𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥

𝜌𝑃𝑡×
4

3
𝜋𝑟𝑃𝑡

3 )/(
𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥

𝜌𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥×
4

3
𝜋𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥

3 ) = 15176;                                          (4.7) 

The volume fraction of Pt ufMNPs in the shell can be then calculated by: 

𝑓𝑃𝑡 = 𝑉𝑃𝑡/𝑉𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 = (𝑁 ×
4

3
𝜋𝑟𝑃𝑡

3 )/
4

3
𝜋[(𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥 + 2𝑟𝑃𝑡)3 − 𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥

3 ] = 0.0865;   

Inserting 𝑓Pt, 𝜖𝑚(𝜔), and 𝜖𝐷 (for air is 1) into 𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝜔)gives the wavelength-dependent 

dielectric function 𝜖shell, representing the medium in which the SiOx-SPs are immersed. 

Assuming all composite particles are packed in face-center-cubic (fcc) lattice, the volume 

fraction of the SiOx-SPs in the powder is: 

𝑓𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥 = 0.74 × 𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥
3 /(𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥 + 2𝑟𝑃𝑡)3 = 0.714;                                                             (4.8) 

Inserting 𝑓SiOx, 𝜖SiOx (herein is 1.452) and 𝜖shell into 𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝜔) gives the wavelength-

dependent effective refractive index of the composite particle neff. The value of neff has only 
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minor variations in the third decimal place in the spectral range of interest in this work 

(300-1100 nm). It is reasonable to use the neff value at 500 nm for later calculations. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 4.4. SEM images of SiOx-SPs with different diameters: (a) 1089 ± 32 nm, (b) 864 

± 46 nm, (c) 680 ± 25 nm, (d) 561 ± 19 nm, (e) 441 ± 10 nm, (f) 353 ± 12 nm, (g) 262 ± 

10 nm, (h) 173 ± 8 nm, and (i) 112 ± 7 nm. The synthesis conditions are summarized in 

Table 4.1. 

 

Optical absorption of powder samples can be characterized by diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy (DRS) that can exclude the size-dependent scattering to provide accurate light 
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absorption in samples containing light-absorbing constituents. DRS becomes suitable for 

evaluating the light absorption of ufMNPs loaded on SiOx-SPs of different sizes that do 

 

Figure 4.5. (a) TEM image of the as-synthesized Pt ufMNPs with an average diameter of 

3.9 nm and a statistic size deviation of 0.6 nm. (b) TEM image of the composite containing 

2.5 wt.% Pt ufMNPs on mesoporous silica nanoparticles. (c-j) TEM image of the Pt-

ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles containing 2.5 wt.% Pt ufMNPs on the SiOx-SPs 

with different diameters: (c) 112 nm, (d) 173 nm, (e) 262 nm, (f) 353 nm, (g) 441 nm, (h) 

561 nm, (i) 680 nm. (j, k) TEM image of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles 

containing 1.0 wt.% Pt ufMNPs on the SiOx-SPs with different diameters: (j) 864 nm and 

(k) 1089 nm. 
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not absorb light but exhibit different scattering behaviors. Highly uniform SiOx-SPs with 

different diameters (112-1089 nm) have been synthesized (Figure 4.4), and Pt ufMNPs 

have been attached to the surfaces of the SiOx-SPs at controlled loadings (i.e., 1.0 and 2.5 

wt.%) (Figure 4.5). The narrow size distributions (i.e., < 5% except for the 112 nm sample) 

of the SiOx-SPs confirm that the differences in optical absorption spectra of the 

ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles originate from the size difference of the SiOx-SPs 

rather than size distributions.  

 

Figure 4.6. TEM images of (a) freestanding Pt ufMNPs with an average diameter of 3.9 

(±0.6) nm, and (b-c) individual Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles composed of 2.5 

wt.% Pt ufMNPs on SiOx-SPs with diameters of (b) 112 and (c) 441 nm. (d) Blown-up 
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image of a partial composite particle shown in (c), highlighting the good dispersion of Pt 

ufMNPs on the SiOx-SP surface and the absence of agglomeration of the Pt ufMNPs. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. (a) Optical absorption spectrum of the aqueous dispersion of Pt ufMNPs shown 

in Figure 4.6a. The value of y-axis represents the averaged absorption cross-section of a 

single freestanding Pt ufMNP dispersed in water. (b) Typical DRS spectra of the SiOx-SPs 

before and after surface functionalization with APTES. The SiOx-SPs with an average 

diameter of 262 nm were used as an example to highlight the negligible optical absorption 

in the SiOx-SPs.  
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Figure 4.6 presents the Pt ufMNPs synthesized through the reduction of 

hexachloroplatinic acid in the presence of citrate that stabilizes the Pt ufMNPs with 

negatively charged surfaces. The Pt ufMNPs exhibit an average size of 3.9 nm and a 

standard deviation of 0.6 nm, and their aqueous dispersion exhibits weak broadband 

absorption without characteristic peaks in the visible spectral region (Figure 4.7a). The 

powder SiOx-SPs exhibit almost no optical absorption in the UV-vis spectral region 

regardless of the surface modification (Figure 4.7b). The SiOx-SPs modified with APTES 

exhibit positively charged surfaces, which attract the negatively charged Pt ufMNPs coated 

with citrate through electrostatic attractions upon mixing. The spontaneous self-assembly 

results in uniform dispersion of Pt ufMNPs on the SiOx-SPs (Figure 4.6b-d). The high 

dispersion of the Pt ufMNPs on the SiOx surfaces excludes the possible influence of 

interparticle coupling on the optical absorption in the supported Pt ufMNPs. The difference 

in optical absorption between the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles and 

freestanding Pt ufMNPs is therefore ascribed to the unique scattering properties of packed 

SiOx-SPs.  

Rayleigh scattering dominates the scattering of particles with sizes below ~100 nm, 

exhibiting peakless spectra with an inverse proportionality of light wavelength () to the 

4th power (i.e.,  −4) and proportionality of the particle size to the 6th power.34 The 

monotonic decrease of Rayleigh scattering intensity as a function of light wavelength can 

be translated to a monotonic increase of diffuse light in the packed particle powders, 

resulting in an uphill spectral curve in the visible region. Figure 4.8a presents the DRS 

spectrum of the Pt ufMNPs supported on mesoporous silica nanoparticles with irregular 

morphologies and sizes smaller than 40 nm (Figure 4.5b), showing the increase of 
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Figure 4.8. (a) DRS spectrum of the powder composed of 2.5 wt.% Pt ufMNPs on 

mesoporous silica nanoparticles with irregular morphologies. The inset is a photo of the 

powder showing a dark gray color. (b-c) DRS spectra of the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

powders containing SiOx-SPs with different sizes ranging from 112 to 1089 nm. The Pt 

ufMNPs loading was 2.5 wt.% for the powders containing SiOx-SPs with sizes from 112 

nm to 680 nm. The powders containing 864-nm and 1089-nm SiOx-SPs had 1.0 wt.% 

loading of Pt ufMNPs because of the lower mass-specific surface area of the large SiOx-

SPs. (d) Schematic diagram highlighting various optical scattering processes in Pt-

ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles under light illumination. Due to the surface 

roughness of the powder, diffuse-reflectance (pink arrows) happens on the powder surfaces 

and has minor interaction with the composite particles. Scattered lights into the powder are 

divided into three portions. Strong localized surface scattering resonances (portion I) occur 
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near the surfaces of individual SiOx-SPs in the few top layers of composite particles, which 

is indicated by the glowing orange color. The strength of localized surface scattering 

resonance decreases for the buried particles, which is indicated by the diluted glowing 

intensity. The green arrows indicate the diffuse light (portion II) penetrating the powder 

due to forward Mie scattering of SiOx-SPs. The diffuse light can reach the buried particles 

to be absorbed in the Pt ufMNPs. The photonic reflection of light of specific wavelengths 

(portion III) happens due to the self-assembly of uniform-sized SiOx-SPs into ordered 

superlattices (or photonic crystals). The presence of portion III indicated by the light blue 

arrows weakens the portion II. 

 

absorbance with wavelength. The absence of peaks and high absorbance make the powder 

a dark gray appearance (inset, Figure 4.8a). Weak Rayleigh scattering of small silica 

nanoparticles allows a large portion of incident light to penetrate the powder samples, 

resulting in a large number of Pt ufMNPs interacting with the penetrated light to absorb 

the optical energy. Increasing the size of silica particles intensifies Rayleigh scattering, 

lowering the percentage of incident light penetrating the powder samples. For example, 

when SiOx-SPs are larger than 100 nm, the dominating scattering will transit from the 

peakless Rayleigh scattering to Mie scattering with the increased particle size in the studied 

spectral range. Since Mie scattering is not strongly wavelength dependent, the 

corresponding absorption of the Pt ufMNPs supported on the SiOx-SPs exhibit weak 

wavelength dependence for large SiOx-SPs (Figure 4.8b and 4.8c). The broadband uphill 

absorption exists for the SiOx-SPs with sizes up to 353 nm (Figure 4.8b), and the uphill 

profile disappears for the larger SiOx-SPs (Figure 4.8c). It is worth pointing out that 
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absorption peaks can be observed in these samples except for the SiOx-SPs with a size of 

112 nm. The number of absorption peaks increases with the size of the SiOx-SPs. The direct 

incident light interacts with the top layers of SiOx-SPs to generate strong surface scattering 

resonances (portion I, Figure 4.8d) because of the highly symmetric geometry of the SiOx-

SPs and the coherent phase of the direct incident light near the individual SiOx-SPs, 

resulting in enhanced electric fields at resonant wavelengths near the surfaces of individual 

top-layer SiOx-SPs. It is worth pointing out that the total output of the xenon lamp is not 

entirely coherent in phase. However, the incident light near an individual SiOx-SP could 

be considered to exhibit the same phase because its size is comparable to the light 

wavelength and much smaller than the xenon lamp. The SiOx-SPs behave as light antennae 

to concentrate the incident light at specific resonant bands and thus enhance optical 

absorption in the supported Pt ufMNPs. Therefore, the Pt ufMNPs attached to the surface 

of the top layers of SiOx-SPs exhibit optical absorption with peaks consistent with the 

scattering resonance bands.26 These absorption peaks are localized absorption with 

enhancement. The light scattered off the incident direction behaves differently from the 

direct incident light to interact with the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles, showing 

diffuse absorption with uphill profiles.  

According to Mie theory,35 extinction spectra of the freestanding single Pt nanoparticle 

and SiOx-SPs of different sizes can be calculated (Figure 4.9). The optical extinction of Pt 

ufMNPs with a size of 4.0 nm originates only from absorption, while the extinction of 

SiOx-SPs is solely ascribed to scattering in the UV-vis-NIR spectral region (300-1100 nm) 

that we have experimentally studied. The absorption spectrum of a Pt ufMNP exhibits a 

downhill-tailed profile without any characteristic peaks (dashed curve, Figure 4.9a). The 
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Figure 4.9. Calculated scattering spectra of individual SiOx-SPs with different diameters 

(i.e., the values highlighted in the legends with unit of nm). (a) The scattering spectra 

plotted by normalizing the spectra against the highest scattering intensity of each spectrum 

in the spectral range of 200-1200 nm. The maxima of the spectra for small SiOx-SPs are in 

the spectral range below 300 nm and are not shown in the figure. The intensity 

normalization makes it easy to compare the characteristic peaks of differently-sized 

particles. (b) The scattering spectra plotted as scattering cross-section of the differently 
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sized SiOx-SPs, highlighting the significant dependence of scattering intensity on the 

particle size. The calculated absorption spectrum of a Pt ufMNP with 4 nm in size is also 

plotted for easy comparison (see the right y axes). The calculations were performed using 

the Mie theory. Scattering or absorption efficiency can be converted to cross-section 

according to 𝐶(nm2) = 𝑄 × 𝜋𝑑2/4, where d is the diameter of the particle. 

 

scattering spectra of small SiOx-SPs (e.g., 112 nm and 173 nm in diameter) exhibit similar 

long-tail profiles without apparent peaks, indicating the lack of scattering resonances near 

the surfaces of small SiOx-SPs. When the SiOx-SPs are large enough (e.g., 262 nm in 

diameter), localized light scattering resonances become strong enough to exhibit apparent 

scattering peaks.  

Table 4.2. Peak positions of the calculated scattering resonance peaks of single SiOx-SPs 

and the measured DRS spectral peaks of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powders  

Diameter of 

SiOx-SPs 
Calculated scattering peaks (nm) DRS spectral peaks (nm) 

1089 nm 411; 455; 508; 572; 659; 763; 

921 

426; 471; 530; 584; 678; 802; 934 

864 nm 362; 404; 456; 521; 608; 719; 

932 

381; 420; 466; 543; 645; 746; 977 

680 nm 288; 321; 362; 412; 479; 570; 

728 

288; 322; 351; 408; 483; 562; 754 

561 nm 266; 301; 343; 397; 471; 614; 

823 

271; 316; 366; 433; 499; 660; 851; 

1062 

441 nm 273; 315; 371; 467; 665 283; 333; 377; 503; 664; 791 

353 nm 257; 302 375; 539 269; 311; 399; 531; 626 

262 nm 289; 403 312; 421; 488 

173 nm N.A. 335 

112 nm N.A. N.A. 

Note: Red numbers represent the peak positions in DRS spectra that do not match with the 

peaks of the calculated scattering spectra. Green numbers represent the positions of the 

first-order scattering resonance peaks that are embedded in the left sides of asymmetric 

peaks. 
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of the measured (single line curves) and theoretically calculated 

(double line curves) extinction spectra of SiOx-SPs with diameters of 353 nm (red curves) 

and 1089 nm (blue curves). The dispersions of SiOx-SPs in isopropanol were drop-casted 

onto a glass slide and fully dried in a fume hood to form films. We applied the sample 

configuration of the transmission mode to record the scattering spectra of SiOx-SPs. In this 

configuration, a thin layer of SiOx-SPs was deposited on a glass slide, which was placed at 

the sample holder between the light source and detector. The scattering of the SiOx-SPs 

modulated the incident light transmitted through the sample film. The stronger scattering 

at a wavelength leads to weaker transmission at this wavelength, corresponding to a higher 

extinction signal. Therefore, we used the spectrometer to record the extinction spectra of 

the SiOx-SP films, which could be approximately consistent with the scattering spectral 
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profiles of the SiOx-SPs. The film thickness (corresponding to the number of SiOx-SPs) on 

the glass slide was carefully controlled to be thick enough to provide decent signal-to-noise 

ratios and thin enough to allow the appropriate light transmission to the detector. The 

measured extinction spectra of ensembled SiOx-SPs (single line curves) agree with the 

calculated scattering spectra of single SiOx-SPs (double line curves) at high levels in terms 

of resonance peaks. The slight differences in peak positions might be ascribed to the 

dielectric constant of silica used in calculations different from that of the real SiOx-SPs. 

The peaking broadening in the measured extinction spectra is due to the size distributions 

of the SiOx-SPs in the film samples. 

 

The scattering resonance peak for the 262-nm SiOx-SP is embedded in the 

predominant diffuse profile and displays as a shoulder peak at ~400 nm (green curve, 

Figure 4.9a). Further increasing the size of the SiOx-SPs increases the strength of scattering 

resonances and the number of resonance peaks, which agrees with the measured scattering 

spectra of the SiOx-SP powders (Figure 4.10). Comparing the theoretically calculated 

scattering spectra of the SiOx-SPs with the measured absorption spectra of Pt-

ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles reveals two aspects: (i) the absorption peaks of the 

composite particles with large SiOx-SPs agree well with the theoretically calculated 

scattering spectra of the corresponding SiOx-SPs (Figure 4.8 versus Figure 4.11, Figure 4.9, 

Table 4.2), highlighting that the localized scattering resonances near individual SiOx-SPs 

of large sizes dominate the light absorption in the supported Pt ufMNPs; and (ii) an 

additional strong and broad absorption peak at longer wavelength is observed for each 

composite sample with SiOx-SPs of 561 nm in diameter and smaller ones compared to the 
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calculated scattering spectra of the corresponding SiOx-SPs (Figure 4.8b versus Figure 

4.11a and Figure 4.9, Table 4.2), indicating that the diffuse absorption in the supported Pt 

ufMNPs is influenced by the packing of ensembled Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

particles.  

 

Figure 4.11 (a) Comparison of the calculated scattering spectra (solid curves) of individual 

SiOx-SPs and the experimental DRS spectra (dashed curves) of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP 

composite powders containing the same sized SiOx-SPs. The samples containing the SiOx-

SPs with diameters of 173 nm (red curves) and 1089 nm (blue curves) were chosen to 

highlight the characteristic features of small and large SiOx-SPs, respectively. The DRS 
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spectrum of the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powder containing large SiOx-SPs 

matches well with the calculated scattering spectrum of the single SiOx-SP, indicating that 

the optical absorption in the supported Pt ufMNPs is dominated by the localized scattering 

resonances of the large SiOx-SPs. The significant difference between the DRS spectrum of 

the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powder containing small SiOx-SPs and the calculated 

scattering spectrum of the single SiOx-SP indicates that the optical absorption in the 

supported Pt ufMNPs is dominated by the collective scattering of the particle ensembles 

(including penetrated diffuse light and photonic reflection). The comparison for samples 

containing SiOx-SPs with different sizes is summarized in Table 4.2. (b) Comparison of 

positions of the measured DRS spectral peaks for the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

powder with 1089-nm SiOx-SPs and the calculated scattering peak of a single 1089-nm 

SiOx-SP. The diagonal orange line represents the same x and y values, providing a guide to 

easily visualize the consistency between the experimental DRS peak positions and the 

calculated scattering resonance peak positions. 

 

Light scattering by the top layers of SiOx-SPs attenuates the light that can diffuse into 

the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powders. The diffuse light (portion II, Figure 4.8d) 

lacks phase coherence near the surface of individual SiOx-SPs due to the non-unidirectional 

feature of light scattering. The diffuse light weakens surface scattering resonances near the 

buried SiOx-SPs in the composite powders. Therefore, the diffuse light is expected to give 

peakless absorption spectra with uphill tails in the supported Pt ufMNPs similar to the 

absorption spectrum of the Pt ufMNPs supported on mesopore silica nanoparticles shown 
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in Figure 4.8a. The contribution of diffuse light to the absorption in the supported Pt 

ufMNPs decreases with the size of SiOx-SPs.  

 

Figure 4.12. SEM images of the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powders dried in oven. 

The composite powders contain SiOx-SPs with different average diameters: (a) 1089 nm, 

(b) 864 nm, (c) 680 nm, (d) 561 nm, (e) 441 nm, (f) 353 nm, (g) 262 nm, (h) 173 nm, and 

(i) 112 nm. The short-range ordered hexagonal packing in 2D space and face-centered 

cubic packing in 3D space highlight that the composite particles self-assembled into 

ordered superlattices (or photonic crystals). 

 

In addition, the high size uniformity of the SiOx-SPs favors the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP 

composite particles to self-assemble into ordered superlattices (or photonic crystals, Figure 

4.12), which exhibit size-dependent characteristic stop bands in the reflection spectra 
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Figure 4.13. Pt-air effective medium model for calculating the effective refractive index of 

the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles based on the Maxwell-Garnett approximation. 

In the first step (a), SiOx-SPs are embedded into an effective Pt-air shell, and its dielectric 

function 𝜖shell can be calculated. In the second step (b), all composite particles are assumed 

to be packed as face-centered cubic structure to form photonic crystals. The effective air-

metal shell is mixed with air gaps between SiOx-SPs to form a uniform effective medium. 

SiOx-SPs are assumed to be immersed in this effective medium to give an overall effective 

refractive index of neff. 

 

 (portion III, Figure 4.8a). The photonic reflection of a sample reduces the overall intensity 

of diffuse light, and the photonic reflection peak determined by the stop band is translated 
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to a valley in the spectrum of diffuse light and the absorption spectrum of the corresponding 

Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powder. The valley in an uphill-tailed absorption spectrum 

creates a peak right before the valley. Therefore, the broad peak at the long wavelength in 

the DRS spectrum of a Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite sample is ascribed to the photonic 

effect. For example, the photonic crystal formed from the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

particles containing 262-nm SiOx-SPs is predicted to exhibit the first-order reflection peak 

at 578 nm by using the averaged medium model (Figure 4.13). The details of modeling and 

calculations are described in Section 4.2.7. The DRS spectrum of the corresponding 

composite powder shows a broad peak at 488 nm accompanied by a valley at 585 nm, 

which agrees well with the predicted position (578 nm) of the photonic reflection peak. A 

similar broader peak is also observed in the DRS spectrum of composite powder containing 

SiOx-SPs with a diameter up to 441 nm. The peak position shifts to the red as the size of 

SiOx-SPs increases because the photonic reflection peak redshifts with the size of SiOx-

SPs. 

The valley positions of the DRS spectra also agree well with the calculated peak 

positions of first-order photonic reflection (Table 4.3, Figure 4.14). The absorption peak 

originated from the diffuse light with attenuation of photonic effect is asymmetric with a 

fronting profile. A careful comparison of the calculated scattering resonance peaks and the 

measured DRS peaks reveals that the absorption of the supported Pt ufMNPs originating 

from the first-order scattering resonance peak of the SiOx-SPs (green numbers in Table 4.2) 

is embedded in the left side of the asymmetric peak with fronting profile.  
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Figure 4.14. (a) An enlarged SEM image of an oven-dried Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

powders containing SiOx-SPs with an average diameter of 262 nm. (b) Comparison of 

positions of the measured DRS spectral valley of the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

powders and the calculated first-order reflection peak of orderly packed composite particles. 

The diagonal orange line represents the same x and y values, providing a guide to easily 

visualize the consistency between the experimental and calculated values.  
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Table 4.3. First-order of photonic (reflection) stop band of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

powders 

Diameter of  

SiOx-SPs (nm) 

Pt loading 

(wt.%) 
neff 1st order stop band 

position (nm) 

Valley position in 

DRS spectra (nm) 

1089 1.0 1.315 2356 N.A. 

864 1.0 1.314 1870 N.A. 

680 2.5 1.358 1526 N.A. 

561 2.5 1.348 1252 N.A. 

441 2.5 1.336 980 967 

353 2.5 1.326 782 769 

262 2.5 1.312 578 585 

173 2.5 1.292 382 413 

112 2.5 1.267 248 N.A. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. (a, b) DRS spectra of Pt-ufMNP/SiOx-SP composite powders containing (a) 

262-nm and (b) 1089-nm SiOx-SPs and different Pt loadings. (c, d) DRS intensity as a 

function of Pt loading for (c) the peak at 312 nm and an uphill point at 900 nm presented 
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in (a), and (d) average of all peaks presented in (b). The dependences are plotted in log-log 

function, and the insets represent the normal-normal plots. The linear log-log plots show a 

linear dependence of DRS intensity on Pt loading (slope = 1) or superlinear dependence 

(slope > 1). 

 

In the studied spectral region of 300-1100 nm, optical absorption in Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-

SP composite powders originates from absorption by the Pt ufMNPs but is significantly 

modulated by the scattering of SiOx-SPs. The scattered light by the SiOx-SPs is classified 

into two categories: localized scattering resonances near the surface of individual SiOx-SPs 

(portion I, Figure 4.8d) and diffuse light into the composite powders (portion II, Figure 

4.8d) attenuated by photonic reflections (portion III, Figure 4.8d). The localized surface 

scattering resonances mainly occur near the SiOx-SPs of the few top layers that can interact 

with the direct incident light or slightly tuned incident light, resulting in enhanced optical 

absorption in the supported Pt ufMNPs with the appearance of narrow peaks determined 

by the scattering resonance bands. The contribution of localized absorption increases with 

the size of SiOx-SPs. The attenuated diffuse light leads to optical absorption with an uphill-

tailed profile and a broad asymmetric peak overlapping a localized absorption peak on the 

fronting side. The contribution of diffuse light to optical absorption becomes weak as the 

size of SiOx-SPs increases. The Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powders with SiOx-SPs 

smaller than 500 nm exhibit both localized absorption peaks and diffuse absorption, 

whereas those with larger SiOx-SPs exhibit localized absorption peaks only (Figure 4.8b 

versus Figure 4.8c; Figure 4.15a versus Figure 4.15b). The diffuse absorption shows a 

linear dependence on the loading of Pt ufMNPs (Figure 4.15c, open circles and dashed 
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line), indicating the uniform electric fields of the diffuse light around individual SiOx-SPs. 

In contrast, the localized absorption peaks show a superlinear dependence on the loading 

of Pt ufMNPs regardless of the size of SiOx-SPs (Figure 4.15c-d, diamond symbols and 

solid lines), confirming that the scattering resonances generate enhanced electric fields 

with non-uniform distributions near the surface of individual SiOx-SPs. With increased 

coverage of Pt ufMNPs on the SiOx-SPs, more local “hot spots” of enhanced electric fields 

near the SiOx surface are occupied with the Pt ufMNPs to contribute to the overall optical 

absorption of the composite powders. The power exponent of the superlinear dependence 

increases with the size of SiOx-SPs. For instance, the power exponent is 1.41 for the 

localized absorption peak (at 312 nm) of the composite powder with 262-nm SiOx-SPs, 

and it increases to 1.62 for the averaged absorbance of all peaks of the sample with 1089-

nm SiOx-SPs.  

The scattering behavior of SiOx-SPs in the composite powders is also influenced by 

the packing density of composite particles, thus affecting the optical absorption of the Pt-

ufMNPs/SiOx-NS composite powders (Figure 4.16). For example, when 2.5 wt.% Pt 

ufMNPs are loaded on the SiOx-SPs with a diameter of 262 nm and dried in an oven (Figure 

4.16a). The powder exhibits absorption peaks originating from both localized absorption 

(at 312 nm) and photonic-reflection-attenuated diffuse absorption (at 488 nm) and the 

uphill tail at longer wavelengths (Figure 4.16c, dotted curve). When an aqueous dispersion 

of the composite particles is freeze-dried, more and large voids are left in the dried sample 

with a much lower packing density (Figure 4.16b). The presence of a larger void volume 

does not change the number and positions of the absorption peaks determined by the 

localized scattering resonances of individual SiOx-SPs and the photonic stop band of the 
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self-assembled superlattices (Figure 4.16c, dashed curve). The large voids in the freeze-

dried 

 

Figure 4.16. SEM images of (a) oven-dried and (b) freeze-dried Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP 

composite particles composed of 2.5 wt.% Pt ufMNPs and 262-nm SiOx-SPs. (c) DRS 

spectra of the composite particles presented in (a) and (b), displayed by the dotted and 

dashed curves, respectively. (d) DRS spectra of oven-dried powders (dotted curves) and 

pressed pellets (solid curves) of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles composed of 2.5 

wt.% Pt ufMNPs on 112-nm (red curves) and 353-nm (green curves) SiOx-SPs. 
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powder sample only reduce the sizes of individual domains of photonic superlattices, 

whereas the periodicity of the superlattices is still the same to maintain the photonic stop 

band. The reduced packing density lowers the diffuse absorbance but not the localized 

absorption, indicating that the larger voids generated from freeze-drying are mainly located 

within the powders rather than on the sample surface compared to the sample dried in oven.  

 

Figure 4.17. SEM image of the pressurized pellet of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite 

powder containing 2.5 wt.% Pt ufMNPs on 112-nm SiOx-SPs. The insets show photos of 

the oven-dried powder (left) and the pellet (right). The color of the sample became 

darkened after the compression. The DRS spectrum of the pellet is presented as the solid 

red curve in Figure 4.16d. 
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On the other hand, compressing the powders dried in the oven to form pellets can 

squeeze out voids to increase the packing density and darken the appearance (Figure 4.17). 

Forming the condensed pellets increases both the localized absorption peaks and the diffuse 

absorption (Figure 4.16d). The exclusion of voids in the pellets restricts the diffusion of 

gas (or liquid) to access the Pt ufMNPs buried in the pellets, deteriorating their performance 

in applications such as photocatalysis. 

The electric fields of the diffuse light interacting with the ufMNPs are usually weaker 

than the incident light, whereas the electric fields contributing to the localized absorption 

are much stronger than the incident light because of light scattering resonances near the 

SiOx-SP’s surfaces. Such differences in electric fields originating from different scattering 

mechanisms can influence the processes sensitive to electric fields. The absorbance of a 

sample is usually linearly dependent on the number of Pt ufMNPs that interact with and 

absorb light. When a Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powder sample containing small 

SiOx-SP exhibits the same absorbance as a sample containing large SiOx-SPs, more Pt 

ufMNPs are involved in the former sample to absorb the diffuse light while fewer Pt 

ufMNPs are involved in the latter sample to absorb the locally enhanced light. Under this 

condition, the light-matter interactions in single Pt ufMNPs supported on differently sized 

SiOx-SPs may behave differently. For example, hot-electron photocatalysis may exhibit a 

superlinear dependence of reaction kinetics on high illumination power density (or square 

of the electric field),9, 19, 36-37, implying that at high enough power density to generate 

superlinear dependence, the Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite particles with dominating 

localized absorption may favor hot-electron photocatalysis.38  
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4.4. Summary and Outlook 

Optical absorption of ufMNPs dispersed on dielectric SiOx-SPs of different sizes has 

been systematically studied with the absorption-sensitive DRS and theoretical calculations, 

revealing that the SiOx-SPs in the composite powder samples exhibit three types of 

scattering to determine optical absorption of the ufMNPs in the UV-vis-NIR spectral range 

(i.e., 300-1100 nm). The localized scattering resonances near the surface of SiOx-SPs 

support the observation of well-defined (sharp) peaks in the DRS spectra, and the number 

and position of the absorption peaks depend on the size of the SiOx-SPs. The intensity 

shows a superlinear dependence on the loading of ufMNPs, highlighting the non-uniform 

distribution of “hot spots”, i.e., strong electric fields enhanced by the localized scattering 

resonances. The non-unidirectional diffuse scattering allows a portion of the light to 

penetrate the composite powder to be absorbed by the supported ufMNPs. The 

corresponding optical absorbance is linearly proportional to the loading of ufMNPs, 

indicating that electric fields of the diffuse light are uniform near the surface of individual 

ufMNPs. Diffuse light is dominant in the sample containing small SiOx-SPs because of the 

primary contribution from Rayleigh scattering that exhibits strong wavelength dependence. 

Light of a longer wavelength penetrates deeper than the light of a shorter wavelength, 

resulting in a peakless uphill absorption profile as a function of wavelength. Such 

wavelength-dependent uphill profile becomes less profound for the samples containing 

large SiOx-SPs because scattering transits to less-wavelength-dependent Mie scattering 

with the increase of particle size. Moreover, the high dimensional uniformity of SiOx-SPs 

makes a ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite sample to self-assemble into ordered superlattices (or 

small photonic crystals) to modulate the diffuse light, exhibiting a reflection peak at the 
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stop band where the diffuse light is reduced to show a valley in the DRS spectrum of the 

composite powder. The appearance of the valley in the DRS spectrum results in an 

asymmetric and broad peak, which is different from the narrow and symmetric peaks 

originating from the localized scattering resonances. Differentiating the origins of different 

optical absorption peaks is important to understanding and rationally controlling the optical 

absorption of ufMNPs/SiOx-SP composite powders, which will benefit the exploration of 

their applications requiring different electric fields. For example, the applications relying 

on the nonlinearity of electric fields could benefit from the composite particles with large 

SiOx-SPs that are dominated by localized (enhanced) optical absorption. 

The above analysis of the optical properties of the composite particles provides a 

protocol for analyzing the DRS spectra of noble metal nanoparticles anchored on dielectric 

spheres, which can be applied but not limited to SiOx-SPs. By combining with the synthesis 

protocol as described in Chapters 2 and 3, one can prepare various metal/metal 

oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on the surface of SiOx-SPs and reveal their optical properties 

(for example, the DRS spectra shown in Figure 3.12). Since the composite particles also 

exhibit photonic crystal band reflection, more efforts can be made to preparing more 

uniform photonic crystals using composite particles containing different metal species, 

which can be utilized in preparing novel surface coating or in other optical devices. On the 

other hand, since the optical absorption of the composite particles is highly dependent on 

the packing density of the powders (Figure 4.16 and 4.17), one can utilize these different 

absorption values to realize high or low reflection on the surface of powders by introducing 

different amounts of air to employ these samples in more optical applications. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ENHANCEMENT OF LIGHT ABSORPTION OF PLATINUM ULTRAFINE 

METAL NANOPARTICLES USING DIELECTRIC ZINC SULFIDE 

NANOSPHERES 

 
5.1 Background 

In Chapters 2, 3, and 4, systematic studies have been made on the synthesis and optical 

characterization of ultrafine metal/metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on the surface of 

silica nano/submicron-spheres. However, some limitations in using silica spheres as light 

antenna materials will narrow the application scope of these composite particles. Thus, it 

is desired to broaden the scope of the dielectric spheres to accommodate the use of these 

materials in various conditions. 

In the past decades, light-matter interaction in metal nanoparticles has been of great 

interest in the field of photothermal,1-3 photocatalytic,4-6 and photoacoustic conversions.7 

These energy conversion processes essentially rely on the absorption of incident photons 

followed by electron excitation to higher energy levels. The conversion efficiency of the 

absorbed photon in metal nanoparticles is inversely proportional to the particle sizes, which 

means it is preferred to utilize nanoparticles with ultrasmall sizes for high-efficiency 

energy conversions.8, 9 However, the optical power absorbed by an individual nanoparticle 

is lower in smaller particles, which brings an obstacle of using ultrafine metal nanoparticles 

(ufMNPs)for optical applications.10 Utilizing light antenna materials can greatly improve 

the light absorption of ufMNPs. A light antenna can be either plasmonic nanoparticles on 

which strong electric fields can be generated by surface plasmon resonances11-13 or can be 
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dielectric spheres that possess Mie scattering resonances in the ultraviolet-to-visible light 

(UV-vis) region.14-16 The spherical dielectric antennae are outstanding candidates since the 

material is usually transparent in nature in the tested wavelength range, which prevents 

waste of light due to light absorption in the antennae themselves. The strong Mie scattering 

resonances in highly spherical dielectric particles can generate strong electromagnetic 

fields around their surfaces, which can greatly increase the absorption of ufMNPs anchored 

on the spheres’ surface.17 Essentially, the absorption enhancement is determined by the 

difference in refractive index between the dielectric sphere and its surrounding media. 

Greater enhancement can be realized by a larger refractive index difference.18 So far, most 

studies on using dielectric spheres as light antennae employ SiOx nanospheres (NSs) that 

are readily synthesized through the hydrolysis of silicon alkoxides. The composite particles 

present several absorption peaks based on the Mie scattering resonances of the SiOx NSs, 

and the light absorption of anchored ufMNPs is improved in air.17, 19 However, such 

enhancement is very weak in surrounding media with higher refractive index, i.e., the 

refractive index of most of the organic solvents are higher than 1.3 versus that of SiOx NSs 

of ~1.45. The small difference in refractive index limits the use of the composite particles 

in media with higher refractive index, e.g., photocatalysis in organic solvents. 

Utilizing dielectric spherical antennae materials with a higher refractive index than 

that of silica is a promising strategy to overcome this challenge. Over the past decades, 

synthetic routes of various kinds of dielectric spheres have been developed, e.g., 

polystyrene,20-22 TiO2,
23, 24 ZnS,25, 26 ZnO,27, 28 and so on. Among these candidate materials, 

ZnS NSs have been used in studies of their optical scattering properties in higher refractive 

index media in the visible light region. Pure ZnS possesses band gap energy of ~3.6 eV, 
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which is in the UV region. Hence, their Mie scattering properties in the visible light region 

are deconvoluted with their band gap absorption in the optical studies. ZnS NSs with 

different sizes have been synthesized by Scholz et al. and exhibit scattering peaks in the 

visible light region.25 The light scattering properties of ZnS NSs have been utilized for light 

filtering purposes. In this work, ZnS NSs with different average diameters are synthesized 

by a modified seed-growth method. The obtained ZnS NSs possess good size distribution. 

An amorphous SiOx thin layer is coated on the ZnS surface, followed by the loading of Pt 

ufMNPs. The obtained Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles exhibit several 

absorption peaks in both air and higher refractive-index media. Furthermore, the photo-to-

thermal conversion properties of Pt-ufMNPs loaded on SiOx NSs and ZnS@SiOx NSs are 

evaluated to reveal the higher absorption enhancement originating from the higher 

refractive index of ZnS NSs. 

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Synthesis of Ultrafine Pt Nanoparticles  

Pt nanoparticles were synthesized to evaluate their optical absorption upon being 

loaded on ZnS@SiOx NSs because the freestanding Pt nanoparticles with ultrafine sizes 

exhibited only broadband and peakless spectra. At room temperature, 26 mL aqueous 

solution of 2.8 mM sodium citrate (Alfa Aesar) was added to 50 mL aqueous solution of 

0.4 mM hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid (Sigma-Aldrich) under vigorous stirring. After one 

minute, to this solution was added 5 mL of freshly prepared 12 mM sodium boron hydride 

(Alfa Aesar) aqueous solution dropwise at the rate of 1 mL‧min–1. The solution became 
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dark brown in 5 minutes and continued aging for 2 hours. The resulting colloidal Pt 

ufMNPs were stored and used without further purification.  

5.2.2 Synthesis of ZnS NSs 

The synthesis of ZnS NSs is realized by controlled decomposition of thioacetamide 

(TAA, Alfa Aesar) in an acidic aqueous solution followed by precipitation with Zn2+ ions.29, 

30 In a typical synthesis of spherical ZnS seeds, 3 g of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW 

~55000, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in 75 mL of deionized water (DI H2O) in a 250-

mL two-neck round bottom flask. The solution was heated to 70 °C by a heating mantle 

followed by the addition of 2.254 g of TAA powder under vigorous stirring (600 rpm). 

After 10 min, 100 μL of concentrated nitric acid was added into the flask, and the solution 

was stirred for another 10 min. 2.975 g Zn(NO3)2‧6H2O (Alfa-Aesar) pre-dissolved in 5 

mL of DI H2O was then injected into the reaction solution. The reaction solution was 

vigorously stirred for 2 min followed by gentle stirring for another 3 h. The obtained 

spherical ZnS seeds were separated by centrifuge and were washed three times in DI H2O. 

The obtained white powder was dried in an oven at 60 °C and stored for further use.  

The larger ZnS NSs were synthesized by depositing ZnS layers over the spherical ZnS 

seeds in a similar process. In a typical synthesis of ZnS NSs with an average diameter of 

341 nm, 70 mg spherical ZnS seeds were dispersed in 200 mL of DI H2O with the assistance 

of ultrasonication followed by heating to 70 °C. Under vigorous stirring (600 rpm), 0.36 g 

TAA powder was added to the reaction solution. After 10 min stirring, 800 μL concentrated 

nitric acid was injected into the reaction solution followed by stirring for another 10 min. 

1.6 g Zn(NO3)2‧6H2O pre-dissolved in 10 mL of DI H2O was added dropwise through a 

syringe pump with the addition rate of 2 mL‧min–1. After the addition of Zn(NO3)2, the 
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reaction solution was gently stirred (400 rpm) for another 3 h. The obtained ZnS NSs are 

separated by centrifuge followed by washing with DI H2O for 3 times. ZnS NSs with the 

average diameter of 441 and 532 nm were synthesized in the same protocol except for 

changes in the amount of reactants. The mass of seeds, TAA, and Zn(NO3)2‧6H2O were 50 

mg, 0.45 g, and 2 g for the synthesis of 441-nm sample and 100 mg, 1.8 g, and 6 g for the 

synthesis of 532-nm sample, respectively. All obtained ZnS NSs are then purified in sizes 

by alternative centrifuge at the speed of 1500 and 200 rpm to remove the small amount of 

larger and smaller undesired spheres. All samples are then dried in an oven at 60 °C and 

stored for further use.  

5.2.3 Synthesis of ZnS@SiOx NSs 

The SiOx thin layer is coated on the surface of ZnS NSs through a modified Stöber 

method based on controlled hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich). 

In a typical coating on 341-nm ZnS NSs, 160 mg ZnS NSs were dispersed in 64 mL of 

ethanol (190 proof, Pharmco-Aaper), 4.8 mL of DI H2O, and 2.4 mL of ammonia 

hydroxide (28-30 wt.% in water, Fisher Scientific) under magnetic stirring at room 

temperature. After 30 min, 49.5 μL of TEOS was injected into the reaction solution 

followed by continuous stirring overnight to complete the growth of the SiOx thin layer. 

The resulting ZnS@SiOx NSs were collected from centrifugation and washing with ethanol, 

which was repeated two times. The collected ZnS@SiOx NSs were then dried in an oven 

at 60 °C. ZnS NSs with different diameters were coated with a similar thickness of SiOx 

layer by slightly adjusting the volume of TEOS (38 and 32 μL for 441 and 532-nm samples, 

respectively). Surface modification with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES, Acros 

Organics) was performed to change their surfaces to be positively charged. In a typical 
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modification process, 60 mg of dried ZnS@SiOx NSs were dispersed in 30 mL of ethanol 

with the assistance of ultrasonication. To this dispersion was added dropwise 0.6 mL of 

APTES at 60 °C under vigorous stirring (1500 rpm). The reaction continuously proceeded 

for 8 hours to conjugate APTES to the surface of the ZnS@SiOx NSs. The powders were 

washed with ethanol twice and collected via centrifugation. The APTES-modified 

ZnS@SiOx NSs were dried in an oven at 60 °C for 2 hours. 

5.2.4 Loading of Pt ufMNPs onto ZnS@SiOx NSs 

In a typical process of loading 3 wt.% Pt ufMNPs onto ZnS@SiOx NSs, 62.27 mL 

dispersion of the synthesized Pt ufMNPs was slowly added to 100 mL aqueous dispersion 

containing 100 mg APTES-functionalized ZnS@SiOx NSs under vigorous stirring. The 

mixture was continuously stirred for 1 hour to fully load the Pt ufMNPs to the ZnS@SiOx 

surface through electrostatic attraction. The resulting Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS 

composite particles were collected through centrifugation. The collected composite 

particles were washed with water/ethanol 2 times, followed by drying at 60 °C in the oven. 

The colorless and transparent supernatant indicated that the Pt ufMNPs were completely 

attached to the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs. 

5.2.5 Encapsulation of Powder Samples into Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Matrices 

In all encapsulation experiments of SiOx and ZnS samples with and without Pt loading, 

30 mg of powder were dispersed in 200 μL of isopropanol (Fisher Scientific) containing 

100 μL of PDMS curing agent (Sigma-Aldrich) with the assistance of ultrasonication. The 

isopropanol was removed by rotary evaporation. Then, 1 g of PDMS pre-polymer was 

added to the vial followed by full mixing using a plastic spatula. The bubbles generated in 
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the gel were removed by placing the vial in a fume hood for 30 min. The obtained gel was 

placed in an oven at 60 °C for overnight to complete the curing of PMDS gel. The obtained 

PDMS matrices with powder encapsulated were taken out by breaking the glass vial 

followed by washing their surfaces with isopropanol and drying in air. 

5.2.6 Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded with a microscope (FEI 

Quanta FEG 450) operated at a high-vacuum mode with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. 

A transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM-1400) was used to image the 

synthesized samples. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8 X-

ray diffractometer with a Cu K ( = 0.154 nm) source. The diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy (DRS) study was performed with a commercial ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Evolution 220) equipped with an integrating sphere. 

The light source in the spectrophotometer is a built-in xenon flash lamp. The extinction 

spectra were measured with the traditional transmission mode by placing samples between 

the light source and the traditional photodetector. The photothermal properties of tested 

composite particles are evaluated by using a xenon light source with tunable intensity 

(Asahi Spectra, MAX-303). The actual light intensity was verified with an optical energy 

meter console (Thorlabs, PM100D) coupled with a thermal sensor head (Thorlabs, S305 

C). The sample temperature is monitored by an infrared camera (FLIR T400). The camera 

is focused on the top surface of the tested sample, and the emissivities are set to be 0.88 

and 0.99 for the sample deposited on glass slides and sealed in PDMS matrices, 

respectively. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 5.1 SEM images of synthesized ZnS NSs with various diameters. The 110-nm ZnS 

NSs are used as the seed for further growth reactions to obtain larger ZnS NSs. The 

statistical average sizes of ZnS NSs are shown in each figure, indicating the good size 

uniformity of ZnS NSs. 

 

The synthesis of ZnS NSs is realized by controlled thermal decomposition of TAA in 

acidic media to yield sulfide anions (S2–) followed by precipitation of ZnS particles. The 
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synthesized small ZnS NSs with an average diameter of 110 nm exhibit decent size 

distribution (1.91 % of standard deviation) and stability, which is in accordance with 

reported literature.25 However, ZnS NSs presenting strong Mie scattering resonance peaks 

in the visible light region should be larger than 300 nm in diameter. Thus, the as-

synthesized 110-nm ZnS NSs are utilized as seeds for the further growth of ZnS NSs with 

larger diameters. Using the similar synthesis protocol, ZnS layers can be grown on the 

surface of the seeds gradually by slowly adding the zinc source into the reaction mixture 

containing S2– ions. ZnS NSs with varied sizes can be obtained by the addition of various 

amounts of zinc and sulfur sources. The obtained ZnS samples may possess different 

amounts of smaller sphere impurities that are caused by secondary nucleation during the 

growth step, which can be easily removed by alternative centrifuge and wash in water. The 

SEM images of ZnS NSs after size purifications are shown in Figure 5.1b-d. ZnS NSs with 

average diameters of 341, 441, and 532 nm are obtained with good size distributions 

(2.58 %, 2.81 %, and 2.39 % variation in size, respectively). 

The individual ZnS NS in each size exhibit spherical shape without aggregation 

between particles. The ZnS surfaces are rougher compared to SiOx NSs (Figure 4.5). 

Different from the hydrolysis of silicon alkoxides based on cross-linking of SiOx networks, 

the formation of ZnS NSs is relied on the controlled precipitation between Zn2+ and S2–. 

The precipitation reaction yields small crystallites with a size below 10 nm, which are 

assembled into larger spherical particles with the assistance of surfactants (i.e., PVP in this 

work), causing higher surface roughness. 

The composition of synthesized ZnS NSs is analyzed by XRD. 532-nm ZnS NS is 

employed as the representative of synthesized ZnS NSs through the seed-growth method. 
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As can be seen in Figure 5.3, the ZnS NSs exhibit several diffraction peaks that can be 

assigned to ZnS. The peaks located at 28.9°, 33.1°, 47.8°, 56.7°, 59.3°, 69.8°, 77.0°, and 

79.3° correspond to the diffraction of (111), (200), (220), (311), (222), (400), (331) and 

(420) facets of ZnS. Only peaks related to ZnS are observed in the XRD patter, which 

indicates the success removal of extra impurities from the reaction solution. 

 

Figure 5.2 TEM images of ZnS NSs with average sizes of (a) 341, (b) 441, and (c) 532 nm. 

The blown-up images of each sphere at higher magnifications are shown in (d-f). 

 

The synthesized ZnS NSs as candidate materials for high-performance light antennae 

materials. However, when ufMNPs are loaded directly to their surfaces and are illuminated 

by light, the photo-excited electrons may be injected into the conduction band of ZnS NSs 

due to their semiconductor nature. Furthermore, even though ZnS possesses a 
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Figure 5.3 XRD pattern of 532-nm ZnS NSs. The observed diffraction peaks are marked 

by star signs. 

 

band gap excitation in the UV region, semiconductor nanoparticles synthesized by sol-gel 

methods are possibly doped by impurities during the synthesis, which can lower the band 

gap excitation energy by insertion of impurity energy levels in the band gap. To prevent 

the possible electronic communication between the ZnS NSs and ufMNPs, a SiOx thin layer 

is thus coated over the surface of ZnS NSs to play the role of an electronic insulation layer. 

The coating can be easily realized by the controlled hydrolysis of TEOS, for which the 

volume is carefully controlled for each size of ZnS NSs to yield similar 
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Figure 5.4 TEM images of ZnS@SiOx NSs synthesized by using ZnS NSs with average 

sizes of (a) 341, (b) 441, and (c) 532 nm. The blown-up images of each sphere at higher 

magnifications are shown in (d-f). 

 

coating thickness. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the hydrolysis of TEOS yields a uniform 

coating of SiOx layer over the surface of ZnS NSs. The surfaces of the ZnS@SiOx NSs are 

also rough due to the rough surface of the ZnS substrates. The thickness of the SiOx thin 

layer is ~12-15 nm. The thickness of the coating should be thick enough to prevent 

electronic communications between the ZnS NSs and ufMNPs and thin enough to take 

advantage of the enhanced electromagnetic field around the surface of ZnS NSs. 
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Figure 5.5 TEM images of 3 wt.% Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles 

synthesized by using ZnS NSs with average sizes of (a) 341, (b) 441, and (c) 532 nm. The 

blown-up images of each sphere at higher magnifications are shown in (d-f). 

 

The surfaces of the ZnS@SiOx NSs are functionalized by silane to change the surface 

terminal group from hydroxyl groups to amino groups. The amines are easily protonated 

in water to exhibit positive charges that can attract the negative charges on the surface of 

citrate-capped Pt ufMNPs. The TEM images of 3 wt % Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS 

composite particles are shown in Figure 5.5. It can be observed that Pt ufMNPs are well-

dispersed on the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs, indicating the successful functionalization of 

the SiOx thin layer surface with amino groups and the electrostatic interaction. 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Digital camera picture of SiOx NSs with/without Pt loading dispersed in 

isopropanol. The dispersion concentrations are 1 mg‧mL–1. (b) UV-vis extinction spectrum 

of 1 mg‧mL–1 isopropanol dispersion of 3 wt.% Pt/SiOx synthesized using 560-nm SiOx 

NSs. The spectrum exhibits broadband absorption in the tested wavelength. The intensity 

changes at wavelengths of 430 and 620 nm are artifacts originating from the detector. (c) 

Digital camera picture of ZnS NSs with/without Pt loading dispersed in isopropanol. The 

dispersion concentrations are 1 mg‧mL–1. (d) UV-vis extinction spectra of 0.05 mg‧mL–1 

isopropanol dispersion of 3 wt.% Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles. The 

spectra exhibit several peaks in the tested wavelengths that are directly related to the Mie 

scattering of ZnS NSs. 
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Isopropanol with a refractive index of 1.37 is employed as the media to evaluate the 

scattering properties of the samples. SiOx NS with a refractive index of 1.45 is close to the 

refractive index of the surrounding media, leading to poor scattering ability. As can be seen 

from the picture in Figure 5.6a (left vial), the isopropanol dispersion of SiOx NSs is 

semitransparent. The dispersion of 3 wt.% Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particle with 

the same concentration (Figure 5.6a, right vial) also exhibits the same light transparency. 

The UV-vis extinction spectrum of this dispersion can verify the lack of strong scattering. 

As can be seen from Figure 5.6b, the dispersion exhibits broadband absorption in the tested 

wavelength. The absorption profile is mainly contributed by the Pt ufMNPs loaded on the 

surface of SiOx NSs, whereas the scattering resonance peaks are not observed. This 

contrasts the DRS spectra of Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles taken in the air 

(Figure 4.8). The lack of scattering resonance peak is directly due to the weak scattering 

ability of SiOx NSs in surrounding media with higher refractive index, i.e., 1.37 of 

isopropanol. Using ZnS with a refractive index of 2.36 (bulk) is expected to overcome this 

challenge. The real refractive index of the ZnS NSs might be slightly lower than the bulk 

value due to the presence of small pores in the body of the sphere.31 As is shown in Figure 

5.6c (left vial), the isopropanol dispersion of ZnS NSs is opaque, which contrasts with the 

transparency of dispersion of SiOx NSs at the same concentration. The dispersion exhibits 

a white color that is due to the lack of band gap absorption in the visible light region. 

Loading Pt ufMNPs to the surface of these ZnS@SiOx NSs results in the change of 

dispersion color from white to brown, which is directly related to the absorption by Pt 

ufMNPs (Figure 5.6c, right vial). The opaque property of the dispersion is kept. Such 

comparison in colors between using SiOx NSs and ZnS@SiOx NSs as the support reveals 
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that the ZnS NSs are promising in enhancing the absorption of Pt ufMNPs in high-

refractive-index solvents. The UV-vis extinction spectra of ZnS NSs are shown in Figure 

5.6d. Since ZnS NSs without doping do not have band gap absorption in the visible light 

region, the observed extinction in the spectra can be assigned to the scattering of ZnS NSs. 

Several scattering peaks are observed in the scattering spectra of ZnS NSs, and the 

locations of which are recorded in Table 5.1. The scattering intensity of the ZnS NS 

dispersions is influenced by both the scattering intensity of individual spheres and the 

number of spheres in the light pathway. Since the concentration of the tested dispersion is 

the same for all ZnS NSs (0.05 mg‧mL–1), the dispersion with large sizes of ZnS NSs 

contains fewer spheres. Even though the scattering intensity is usually stronger in 

individual spheres (Figure 4.9), the multiplied value for the total scattering intensity may 

lead to the result of lower total scattering intensity of larger ZnS NSs, which is the reason 

that 532-nm ZnS NSs present the lowest scattering intensities in the tested dispersion.  

Table 5.1. Peak positions of the measured UV-vis extinction spectral peaks of ZnS NSs 

Diameter of ZnS NSs UV-vis extinction spectral peaks (nm) 

532 nm 383; 422; 478; 552; 651 

441 nm 415; 474; 558; 688 

341 nm 387; 446; 554 
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Figure 5.7 Sketch of light pathways in the UV-vis extinction measurement of (a) real 

solution, (b) ZnS NSs, and (c) Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles, where I0 is 

the intensity of the incident light, I1, I1' and I1" are the intensity of light reaching the detector, 

IA and IA' represent the absorption of the solution/dispersion, IS and IS' are the scattering 

intensity of the dispersion. The equations on the right side are the theoretical light intensity 

observed by the UV-vis detector. 

 

The light absorption abilities of the nanoparticle dispersions are usually measured by 

UV-vis extinction spectra. Traditionally, when real solutions and nanoparticles with very 

small sizes (< 10 nm) are tested in the UV-vis spectroscopy, the scattering of the 

nanoparticles can be ignored since the scattering of such small particles usually falls into 

Rayleigh scattering region. The scattering intensity of Rayleigh scattering is proportional 
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to the 6th order of nanoparticle sizes. Thus, when a light beam is illuminating on such 

solution/dispersion, the light intensity attenuation can be assigned solely to the absorption 

of the molecules/nanoparticles in the sample. The absorption value can be calculated based 

on the measurement of light intensity reaching the detector on the other side of the sample 

(Figure 5.7a). In this work, when ZnS NSs are measured by UV-vis extinction, the loss of 

light intensity is mainly due to the scattering of ZnS NSs since the absorption of such NSs 

can be ignored. When using ZnS NSs with large sizes, e.g., > 200 nm, the scattering is Mie 

scattering instead of Rayleigh scattering (Figure 5.7b). Mie scattering is usually much 

stronger, so its intensity cannot be ignored even though the dispersion is diluted to a very 

low concentration, e.g., 0.05 mg‧mL–1 in Figure 5.6d. By measuring the light intensity 

reaching the detector, the scattering profile of ZnS NSs can be shown, which is presented 

in Figure 5.6d. However, when Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles are tested 

in the UV-vis extinction, both strong Mie scattering and the absorption of Pt ufMNPs are 

present when being illuminated (Figure 5.7c). Such a mixture of optical processes can bring 

challenges in obtaining accurate absorption of the dispersion. Due to the larger refractive 

index (~ 2.36) and the strong Mie scattering properties of ZnS NSs, the residue of light 

after the incident light is partially absorbed by the light absorbers (Pt ufMNPs) may also 

be scattered to other directions without reaching the detector. Furthermore, studies have 

shown that loading metal nanoparticles to the surface of light antennae can also alter the 

scattering properties of the antennae themselves. For example, Sugimoto et al. have studied 

the scattering spectra of Si nanoparticle light antennae with Au nanoparticles loaded on 

their side. It is shown that the loading of Au nanoparticles to the antennae obviously 

changes the scattering property of Si nanoparticles. With Au nanoparticles loading, the 
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forward scattering intensity of Si nanoparticles is increased, whereas that of back scattering 

is decreased. This coupling effect between the light absorber and the light antennae support 

also brings challenges in obtaining the absorption of Pt ufMNPs when being loaded onto 

the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs since the scattering profile in the composite particles may 

not be comparable with the bare ZnS NSs. 

 

Figure 5.8 UV-vis extinction spectra of ZnS NSs, ZnS@SiOx NSs, and 3 wt.% Pt-

ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles. Samples with ZnS NS diameter of 532 nm 

are used. Isopropanol dispersions with the concentration of 0.2 mg‧mL–1 are employed for 

all measurements. 
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Such claim is confirmed by taking the UV-vis extinction spectra of the composite 

particle dispersions. As can be seen in Figure 5.8, after coating the 532-nm ZnS NSs with 

SiOx thin layer, the extinction spectrum exhibits similar peak profiles with a slight decrease 

in the intensities due to the larger mass of each sphere compared to bare ZnS NSs. The 

extinction spectrum of the 3 wt.% Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles exhibits 

even lower intensities with showing similar peak profiles except for higher intensities at 

longer wavelengths. Such lower extinction intensities indicate the stronger forward 

scattering to the detector, according to the equation in Figure 5.7c. The stronger forward 

scattering is also in accordance with the results reported in the literature that the loading of 

light-absorbing metal nanoparticles on the light antennae can alter the ratio between 

forward/back scattering. Thus, the UV-vis extinction cannot effectively reveal the 

absorption given by Pt ufMNPs loaded on ZnS@SiOx NSs. 

The limitation of using UV-vis spectroscopy to measure the absorption of composite 

particles consisting of dielectric spheres with higher refractive index indicates that an 

alternative testing setup is required to overcome the challenges of the instrument setup. 

DRS is a powerful tool to obtain the absorption properties of powder samples by collecting 

all diffuse-reflected light back to the incident direction. The testing setup and principle are 

shown in Figure 4.3. A powder sample is usually sealed in the testing cell and is illuminated 

with light. After part of the light is absorbed by the packed material, all other diffuse-

reflected lights reach the integration sphere where the absorbed light is calculated. 

However, only solid samples can be tested using DRS. Thus, to obtain the absorption 

property of the Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles in higher refractive index 

media, the composite particles are encapsulated into a PDMS matrix, which has a refractive 
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index of 1.43 and is comparable to most organic solvents. The obtained PDMS samples are 

shown in Figure 5.9. It can be obviously seen that the SiOx NS samples with and without 

loading of Pt ufMNPs are almost transparent due to the comparable of the refractive index 

between PDMS and SiOx NSs (1.43 versus 1.45). The dark color of the sample with the 

addition of Pt ufMNPs is the result of the absorption of the Pt itself. In this sample, the 

scattering from the SiOx NSs is trivial. All PDMS samples with the loading of ZnS NSs 

are opaque. This is directly due to the higher refractive index of ZnS NSs (2.36 in bulk). 

The ZnS NSs samples are in white color whereas those with Pt ufMNPs are in grey/brown. 

 

Figure 5.9 Digital camera picture of SiOx NSs and ZnS NSs with/without Pt loading sealed 

in PDMS matrices. SiOx NS samples are almost transparent whereas those of ZnS NSs are 

opaque. 
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Figure 5.10 DRS spectra of ZnS NSs and Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles 

in the air and encapsulated in PDMS matrices. The extinction spectra of ZnS NSs dispersed 

in isopropanol (black line) are provided for comparison. For PDMS samples, the amount 

of powder loaded inside the matrix is enough to exclude the loss of incident light through 

transmission. 
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The DRS spectra of these PDMS containing different powder samples can then be 

obtained. All obtained spectra in IPA, air, and PDMS matrix are shown in Figure 5.9 for 

comparison. Bare ZnS NSs in either powder form or sealed in the PDMS matrix present 

trivial absorption due to the lack of band gap absorption in the visible light region. The 

negligible absorption values in the obtained spectra are mainly due to the leak of light 

through scattering to the bottom or the side of the sample holder. Loading Pt ufMNPs to 

the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs results in an increase in the absorption value of the samples. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.10 (blue and purple lines), the Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS 

composite particles in both air and PDMS matrices exhibit several peaks in the tested 

region (380-800 nm). Since Pt ufMNPs do not have plasmonic absorption in this region 

(Figure 4.7a), these peaks are assigned to the absorption of Pt ufMNPs enhanced by the 

scattering resonance of ZnS NSs based on Mie theory. 

Table 5.2. Peak positions of the measured DRS spectral peaks of Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx 

NS composite particles 

Diameter of ZnS 

NSs 
DRS spectral peaks (nm) 

in air 

DRS spectral peaks (nm) in 

PDMS 

532 nm 383; 418; 475; 522; 646 426; 491; 578; 691 

441 nm 419; 450; 558; 735 416; 499; 572; 741 

341 nm 442; 582 401; 464; 598 

 

The absorption peaks resulting from the scattering resonance of ZnS NSs are located 

at different positions when the samples are in the air and sealed in PDMS matrices, which 

are summarized in Table 5.2. It should be noted that the profile of the scattering resonance 

peak is highly dependent on the quality of the Mie scattering. Such quality (Q-factor) is 

influenced by factors including the perfectness of the scatterer, the relative refractive index 
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between the sphere and the surrounding medium, the sphere-medium interface, and so on.32 

The much higher refractive index (1.43) of PDMS than the air (~1.00) will lead to a lower 

Q-factor of the scattering resonance and cause the broadening of peaks for PDMS samples. 

Furthermore, the positions of the scattering resonance peaks are also dependent on the 

refractive index of the surrounding medium since the scattering cross-section is the 

function of the relative refractive index m = N1/N, where N1 and N are the refractive index 

of the sphere and the surrounding medium.33 The effect of these factors on the scattering 

behavior of ZnS NSs is shown in the DRS spectra. For example, it is clearly shown in 

Figure 5.10c and Table 5.2 that the peaks of the sample in PDMS are shifted to higher 

wavelengths and are broadened compared to those obtained in air. Overall, the DRS 

spectral peaks observed in samples sealed in the PDMS matrices clearly indicate that the 

ZnS NSs with higher refractive index are able to enhance the absorption of Pt ufMNPs 

loaded on their surface in high refractive index medium through scattering resonances. 

The obtained scattering resonance peaks of Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite 

particles in both air and PDMS matrices allow us to further study their photo-to-thermal 

conversion properties. As shown in Figure 5.11, an IR camera is employed to record the 

temperature of the sample when being illuminated with incident light. The photo-to-

thermal conversions using the obtained PDMS matrices containing different powder 

samples are monitored by an IR camera. Since the incident light can also deliver thermal 

radiation to the material, the temperature changes of samples without loading of Pt ufMNPs 

are recorded for reference. As can be seen in Figure 5.12, the temperatures of samples only 

containing SiOx and ZnS NSs are increased by 8.8 and 12.2 °C, respectively, under the 
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illumination of light. Samples with the loading of Pt ufMNPs are obviously heated to even 

higher temperatures at the same light power compared with blank control. The temperature 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Digital camera picture showing the measurement setup for the photothermal 

test. The tested samples were placed on a quartz slide and were illuminated with white light. 

A camera was focused on the upper surface of the sample where the temperature was 

recorded. The emissivities of the background were set to be 0.99 for PDMS and 0.88 for 

powders deposited directly on the quartz slide. 
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Figure 5.12 IR camera pictures of PDMS matrices shown in Figure 5.9 after being 

illuminated at 1.5 W for 10 min. The powder sample sealed in the matrices are (a) SiOx 

NSs, (b) Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles, (c) ZnS NSs, (d-f) Pt-

ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles with the ZnS NSs’ diameters of 341, 441 and 

532 nm. The room temperature is recorded as 22.4 °C. 
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increase resulted from Pt ufMNPs loaded on SiOx NSs is 49.7 °C, while those from Pt 

ufMNPs loaded on 341, 441, and 532-nm ZnS@SiOx NSs are 42.5, 51.0, and 39.4 °C, 

respectively. The difference in the temperature increases between samples made of ZnS 

NSs with different sizes originates from the extent of spectral overlap between the 

scattering spectra of the Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS and the light source. From the obtained 

data, it can be seen that even though the PDMS matrix containing Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS 

composite particles is almost transparent with no scattering from SiOx NSs, the temperature 

increase is still higher than some samples with ZnS NSs. Such observation is assigned to 

the different penetration depths of light into the PDMS sample. The transparent nature of 

Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles in PDMS allows more photons to penetrate the 

top layer of the sample and reach more Pt ufMNPs sealed inside the matrix. Since the light 

intensity is high enough to fully penetrate the sample, it is expected that most of the Pt 

ufMNPs contribute to the temperature increase. However, as for PDMS samples containing 

Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles, the high refractive index of ZnS NSs 

results in high scattering of the incident light, indicating a higher portion of the light is 

diffusely reflected at the interface between the top layer of PDMS sample and air. Thus, it 

is expected that only the top layer of the sample absorbs incident light and converts it to 

heat. Such incomparable light penetration depth brings challenges to directly compare the 

light absorption enhancement brought by the spherical light antennae. 

Since it is assumed that only the Pt ufMNPs on the top layer of ZnS@SiOx NSs can 

be illuminated effectively, the above challenge can be overcome by using a thin layer of 

samples for comparison. Thus, 1 mg of powder samples are deposited onto cover slips to 

obtain a very thin layer of composite particles. The thickness of samples (h) can be simply 
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Figure 5.13 Digital camera pictures of (a) 1 mg of SiOx and ZnS NSs with or without 

loading of Pt ufMNPs deposited on cover slips, and (b) 1 mg of Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS 

composite particles made of 341, 441 and 532-nm ZnS NSs deposited on cover slips. (c-h) 

IR camera pictures of powder samples deposited on cover slips shown in (a) and (b) after 

being illuminated at 1.5 W for 10 min. The powder sample herein are (c) SiOx NSs, (b) Pt-

ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles, (e) ZnS NSs, (f-h) Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS 

composite particles with the ZnS NSs’ diameters of 341, 441 and 532 nm. The room 

temperature is recorded as 22.4 °C. 
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calculated by assuming the density (ρ) of the composite particles is approximately equal to 

the spherical core materials ℎ =
𝑉

𝑆
=

𝑚/𝜌

𝑙2 , where V and m are the volume and the mass of 

the deposited powders, S and l are the area and the edge length of the cover slip. By 

inserting 1 mg, 4.09 mg/cm3, 2.65 g/cm3, and 22 cm for m, ρZnS, ρSiO2 and l, the thickness 

of samples can be calculated as 1.39 layers for SiOx samples consisting of NSs with the 

diameter of 560 nm and 1.48, 1.15 and 0.95 for ZnS samples consist of NSs with diameter 

of 341, 441 and 532 nm. Since the amount of Pt ufMNPs loaded onto the cover slips are 

the same, and their thicknesses are comparable, the temperature difference between 

samples under light illumination can better illustrate the effect of spherical supporting 

materials on the absorption of Pt ufMNPs. As can be seen in Figure 5.13, the thermal 

radiation delivered by the light source resulted in 8.9 and 8.4 °C of temperature changes in 

SiOx and ZnS NSs. However, all ZnS@SiOx NSs containing Pt ufMNPs exhibit higher 

temperature changes than those on SiOx NSs, i.e., the net temperature increase of 6.2 °C 

for Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles and 10.5, 12.1 and 9.0 °C for Pt-

ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles with the ZnS NSs’ diameters of 341, 441 and 

532 nm, respectively. 

Such differences in temperature change using different spherical light antennae are 

also shown in the temperature change profiles in Figure 5.14. With similar/overlapped 

profiles in bare spheres, the Pt ufMNPs loaded on SiOx NSs exhibit the lowest temperature 

changes whereas those on the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs present higher temperature 

changes. Such observations indicate that ZnS NSs as the light antennae can better improve 

the light absorption of ufMNPs loaded on their surfaces than using SiOx NSs. 
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Figure 5.14 Temperature change profiles of different sample powders deposited on the 

cover slip (samples shown in Figure 5.12a-b) under the illumination of light with the power 

of 1.5 W. The total illumination time is 10 min for all samples. The temperature values are 

recorded at certain time points in the recorded videos. 

 

5.4 Summary and Outlook 

In this work, ZnS NSs with three different sizes are synthesized by a controlled seed-

growth method, which exhibit strong Mie scattering profiles in isopropanol in the visible 

light region. The peak positions are dependent on the size of ZnS NSs. After coating a thin 

layer of amorphous SiOx to the surface of ZnS NSs followed by surface functionalization, 

Pt ufMNPs can be uniformly loaded onto the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs. The high 
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refractive index of ZnS NSs results in strong light scattering behavior in the composite 

particles, which exhibit brown colors when being dispersed into higher refractive index 

media. By contrast, Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles with similar sphere sizes are 

almost transparent in the dispersion. By sealing powder samples into PDMS matrices, the 

DRS spectra of the composite particles can be obtained when the media possess higher 

refractive indices. Scattering resonance peaks originating from the Mie scattering of ZnS 

NSs can be observed in Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles in PDMS matrices. 

The light absorption properties of these composite particles are tested with photothermal 

experiments. By directly comparing the temperature changes of a thin layer of sample 

deposited on a glass slide, the Pt ufMNPs loaded onto the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs 

present higher temperature increases than those on SiOx NSs, indicating ZnS NSs with 

stronger Mie scattering properties can benefit the absorption of Pt ufMNPs loaded on their 

surfaces. 

The synthesis protocol of Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles can be 

utilized for synthesizing composite particles containing other metal/metal oxyhydroxide 

nanoparticles based on the procedure from Chapters 2 and 3. Comprehensive optical 

properties of these composite particles can be conducted based on the method in Chapter 

4. Since the light absorption of Pt ufMNPs on the surface of ZnS@SiOx NSs is higher than 

that on SiOx NSs, further studies can be conducted on using these composite particles in 

photocatalytic reactions to illustrate the beneficial effects of dielectric spheres with a higher 

refractive index on the generation of hot electrons in ufMNPs. Furthermore, extra efforts 

can also be made to design better gas and liquid phase reactor using these composite 

particles as the photocatalyst. For gas phase reactions at high temperatures, it is expected 
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that using a thin layer of catalyst is preferred since the light can only penetrate several 

layers of the particles. The principle could also be applied to liquid phase reactions since 

plenty of photons may be reflected and lost when using the dispersion of composite 

particles with a higher refractive index with high concentration. Thus, a continuous-flow 

reactor using capillary thin tubes could be developed for better absorbing the incident light. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS, RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
6.1 Conclusion 

This chapter summarizes the research findings and research significance in this 

dissertation and guides future works. This dissertation focuses on developing a facile 

synthesis method of ultrafine metal and metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on the surface 

of spherical dielectric light nanoantennae and studying their optical absorption and optical 

energy conversion properties. The purpose of utilizing dielectric nanospheres as the 

support for these ultrafine nanoparticles is to mitigate the weak light absorption ability of 

the loaded nanoparticles, especially for those without localized surface plasmonic 

resonances. However, the comprehensive study of this kind of novel material is still 

challenging in terms of the synthesis and deconvolution of their optical absorption spectra. 

Efforts have been made in this dissertation to solve these problems to broaden the 

application of this composite material in optical energy conversion processes. 

Chapter 2 introduces a simple method of loading RuOOH nanoparticles (NPs) onto 

the surface of SiOx NSs through a controlled hydrolysis of Ru3+ ions. When injecting the 

aqueous solution of ruthenium chloride into a dispersion of SiOx NSs with their surface 

functionalized with amine, the free-standing Ru3+ ions can be attracted by the basic SiOx 

NSs’ surface and hydrolyzed, which is the nuclei of forming larger ruthenium 

oxyhydroxide NPs. The as-synthesized NPs possess diameters of 2-3 nm. After analysis of 

their structure and composition using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman 

spectroscopy, it is concluded that the NPs are RuOOH NPs. Diffuse-reflectance 
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spectroscopy (DRS) spectra reveal the absorption of RuOOH NPs has been enhanced by 

SiOx NSs based on their Mie scattering resonances. When shining visible light on the 

dispersion of the RuOOH NPs/SiOx NS composite particles, it is observed that the 

dispersion temperature is increased, and the temperature change is dependent on the light 

intensity. The generated heat can be utilized to catalyze the selective oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol to benzaldehyde by molecular oxygen. It is observed that the reaction rate is 

increased when the reaction dispersion is illuminated with light with 100% selectivity. 

Through calculations, it is shown that the reaction rate improvement is exclusively 

originated from the heat generated on the surface of RuOOH NPs. Due to the small size of 

RuOOH NPs, the scattering of light is suppressed, resulting in high photo-to-thermal 

conversion efficiency. Furthermore, the surface kinetic study has shown that the molecular 

oxygen can be activated by RuOOH NP surfaces, which is not observed in bulk 

oxyhydroxide and RuO2 NPs. 

In Chapter 3, a more general synthesis protocol of ultrafine metal or metal 

oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on the surface of SiOx NSs is introduced, inspired by the 

hydrolysis of Ru3+ in Chapter 2. Since the hydrolysis of metal ions heterogeneously on the 

surface of SiOx NSs requires a relatively basic condition, the bare SiOx NS surfaces are not 

basic enough to support the metal oxyhydroxide (MOy(OH)z) nuclei. Thus, the SiOx NS 

surfaces are treated with the base at elevated temperatures to selectively etch their surfaces 

and yield a large number of surface hydroxyl groups. The hydroxyl-rich SiOx NSs (HR-

SiOx NSs) are able to support MOy(OH)z nuclei, on which more metal ions are hydrolyzed 

heterogeneously can form larger MOy(OH)z NPs. In this work, more than 10 metal ions are 

loaded on HR-SiOx NSs, forming MOy(OH)z NPs with sizes below 5 nm or nanosheets 
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covering the surface of HR-SiOx NSs. The successful hydrolysis happens at a suitable pH 

value and reaction temperature, depending on the acidity of the metal ion and their affinity 

to the HR-SiOx NS surfaces. These MOy(OH)z NPs can be reduced by 5% H2/N2 at elevated 

temperatures, forming ultrafine metal nanoparticles (ufMNPs). The ultrasmall sizes of 

these ufMNPs are maintained after reduction, with average sizes less than 8 nm. 

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the obtained composite particles reveal 

that the reduction of metal at suitable temperatures can effectively reduce them to metallic 

states. Such a synthesis route can also be employed for synthesizing composite particles 

containing two metal species, forming alloy ufMNPs. CuNi and RuPd samples are 

demonstrated as miscible and partially miscible examples. All of the obtained composite 

particles, including ultrafine MOy(OH)z NPs and ufMNPs, exhibit several light absorption 

peaks in the DRS spectra, which is highly dependent on the Mie scattering resonance of 

HR-SiOx NSs and the absorption of loaded nanoparticles themselves. 

Chapter 4 studies the light absorption of the ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles in 

detail. The composite particles in powder form are usually analyzed with DRS spectra to 

illustrate their optical absorption properties that can guide the further design of 

photocatalytic reactions. However, several peaks are usually present in the DRS spectra of 

ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles with part of them hard to explain only by Mie 

scattering resonances. Thus, SiOx spherical particles (SiOx-SPs) with various sizes ranging 

from 100 to 1100 nm are synthesized, to which Pt ufMNPs are loaded through electrostatic 

interactions. The obtained DRS spectra of these composite particles exhibit various 

absorption peaks, depending on the size of SiOx-SPs. By combining Mie theory 

calculations and the obtained DRS spectra, the Mie scattering peaks are successfully 
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located in each spectrum. It is shown that larger SiOx-SPs exhibit more peaks assigned to 

the scattering resonance. Regarding the higher absorption at high wavelengths, analysis 

reveals the contribution of both the photonic crystal reflection in the composite particles 

and the general absorption of Pt ufMNPs themselves due to the transmitted light into the 

powder. The position of the photonic crystal reflection band is also dependent on the size 

of SiOx-SPs and results in a peak valley in the DRS spectra. The general absorption is more 

pronounced in samples with smaller SiOx-SPs due to the higher contribution from Rayleigh 

scattering. Furthermore, it is found that the relative intensities of DRS spectra are also 

dependent on the packing density of the composite particles. Higher amounts of air in the 

sample usually result in lower absorption at higher wavelengths by influencing the general 

absorption of Pt ufMNPs. 

Chapter 5 further studies the optical properties of Pt ufMNPs when being loaded on 

ZnS NSs with higher refractive index. The application of SiOx NSs as light nanoantennae 

is limited by their low refractive index. When the refractive index difference between SiOx 

NSs and the surrounding medium is low, the scattering resonance is suppressed compared 

to that in the air. Thus, three different sizes of ZnS NSs with higher refractive index are 

synthesized, to which a SiOx thin layer is coated to prevent the electronic communication 

between the NSs and loaded Pt ufMNPs. After loading Pt ufMNPs to the surface of these 

ZnS@SiOx NSs, yellow/brown powders are obtained. The UV-vis transmission spectra of 

ZnS NSs dispersed in isopropanol exhibit several peaks with positions depending on the 

size of ZnS NSs, which are assigned to the scattering resonance of ZnS NSs. The powder 

DRS spectra of the composite powders also exhibit these scattering resonance peaks, 

indicating the light absorption of Pt ufMNPs can be enhanced by the resonances in ZnS 
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NSs. However, the high scattering intensity of the ZnS NSs also brings challenges to the 

measurement of the light absorption of the composite particles in liquid media. Hence, the 

composite particles are sealed in PDMS matrices, which can be integrated into the DRS 

cell for spectra measurement. It is successfully shown that the composite particles also 

present scattering resonance peaks in PDMS with high refractive index, which is not 

possible when using SiOx NSs as the light nanoantenna. The light absorption properties of 

these composite particles are further studied in photo-to-thermal conversion tests. It is 

found that in high refractive index media, the incident light can easily penetrate the 

composite particles consisting of SiOx NSs whereas only a thin layer of sample absorbs 

light when using ZnS NSs as the light antennae. Thus, it is preferable to use a thin layer of 

Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles for high-efficiency photoconversions. This 

is confirmed in the photothermal test that a thin layer of Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS 

composite particles gives higher temperature changes than Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite 

particles. 

 

6.2 Research Significance 

The studies shown in this work aim at broadening the understanding and application 

of ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide on dielectric spheres. Since the concept of 

increasing the light absorption of Pt ufMNPs by using the Mie scattering resonance in SiOx 

NSs in the year of 2016, most of the studies are based on synthesizing ufMNPs in liquid 

phase followed by loading to SiOx NSs through electrostatic interactions, and the detailed 

optical properties analysis of these composite particles are lacking. Moreover, only SiOx 
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NSs have been used as dielectric spherical nanoantennae, which also limits the use of these 

materials in broader application conditions. 

Firstly, in Chapters 2 and 3, we have developed a facile and reliable method for loading 

ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide NPs to the surface of dielectric spheres, in which 

the use of silane reagents and surfactants can be avoided. By using the developed method, 

one can easily obtain the desired composite particles by choosing suitable aqueous metal 

salts and adjusting the pH value. The composition of the NPs can be tuned by processing 

the sample in different atmospheres and temperatures. The workload of synthesizing the 

composite particles is greatly reduced since it is not required to synthesize ufMNPs 

separately in the solution phase first. Thus, further developments of photocatalytic 

applications using these composite particles are facilitated. 

Secondly, in Chapter 4, the optical absorption spectra of the composite particles are 

comprehensively studied. The successful deconvolution of the DRS spectra can facilitate 

the understanding of the origin of the peaks appearing in the spectra. Previously, it was 

generally perceived that all the peaks were related to the scattering resonance of the silica 

spheres. However, by careful analysis of the calculated results and the DRS spectra of 

composite particles consisting of silica spheres with various sizes, it is found that the 

contribution of photonic crystal reflection and the general absorption of Pt ufMNPs should 

also be considered. This conclusion leads us to better design the material according to the 

application of the composite particles. For example, to better utilize the scattering 

resonance to drive photocatalytic reactions, one can use SiOx SPs with larger diameters 

since most of the peaks appearing in the DRS spectrum are assigned to scattering resonance. 
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On the other hand, if the photonic crystal reflection or when the contribution of scattering 

resonance is preferably excluded, smaller SiOx SPs are preferred. 

Thirdly, in Chapter 5, the scope of the dielectric sphere is extended from silica to ZnS 

spheres. The use of dielectric spheres with higher refractive index can solve the problem 

of weak scattering resonance of silica spheres in organic media. Since the high refractive 

index spheres also have high scattering efficiency, the scattering can also complicate the 

measurement of the light absorption spectra of the composite particles. To obtain the 

correct light absorption spectra of the composite particles in organic media, the polymeric 

matrices are utilized in this work, which can offer a high refractive index as other liquid 

organic solvents, and their solid nature makes the DRS measurement feasible as other 

powder samples. This work can inspire researchers to utilize even more dielectric spheres 

to obtain different optical properties. 

 

6.3 Future Research 

(i) In Chapter 2, it is shown that RuOOH NPs are able to activate molecular oxygen. 

The kinetics data have shown that the reaction rate is dependent on the partial pressure of 

molecular oxygen. Further experiments should be done to illustrate the activation 

mechanism of oxygen molecules on the surface of RuOOH NPs. Such as the adsorption 

configuration of oxygen on the RuOOH surface, the activated oxygen reactivity with other 

alcohols, and the reaction selectivities when two or more reaction sites are present in the 

molecule. 
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(ii) In Chapter 3, even though the results have shown that plenty of metal ions can be 

anchored on the surface of HR-SiOx NSs, the detailed mechanism is still not fully 

understood. Firstly, when the first layer of the metal ion is loaded, it is necessary to analyze 

the surface complex structure between surface hydroxyl groups and metal ions. 

Specifically, the number of hydroxyl groups involved in each complex and the relationship 

between the valence or the acidity of metal ions and loading pH/temperature. Once the first 

layer of the metal ion is stabilized, the following growth of oxyhydroxide NPs is perceived 

to be conducted smoothly. Secondly, more bimetallic or trimetallic samples should be 

synthesized and further broaden the application of this method. Specifically, more efforts 

should be made to load multi-metallic samples that are assumed to be loaded at different 

pH values. The multi-step synthesis is suggested. Thirdly, synchrotron XRD patterns of 

the composite particles should be analyzed more carefully. The relatively low loading of 

metals (~1 wt.%) brings challenges to the analysis of synchrotron XRD patterns since most 

of the peaks from metals overlap with those from silica. Especially for amorphous samples, 

the broad peaks may be fully buried by silica peaks. Thus, a better background removal 

process is preferred, or one can employ silica spheres with smaller sizes that can 

accommodate higher amounts of metals to increase the XRD peak intensities. 

(iii) In the synthesis protocol introduced in Chapter 3, it is also found that the quality 

of the synthesized NPs is highly dependent on the pH values. Too low or high pH values 

will cause homogeneous nucleation of NPs or aggregation of NPs on silica surfaces. The 

challenge herein is to accurately measure the dispersion pH before the injection of metal 

ion precursors. For some metal ions, the experimental pH value window is very narrow. 

For example, loading Ni2+ ions at the pH value of 10.10, 10.15, and 10.20 can yield NPs 
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with different morphologies; also, the ruthenium oxyhydroxide NPs loaded at pH values 

of 8.8, 8.9, and 9.0 will exhibit totally different catalytic activities, even though they are 

looked almost the same under the transmission electron microscope (TEM). Researchers 

must have high standards for the quality of the pH probe and the measurement skills of pH 

values. Thus, extra efforts can be made to modify this method to broaden the pH value 

window. For example, the silica spheres can be etched at lower pH values than 11.10 to 

give enough surface hydroxyl groups, but the surface basicity is not strong enough to cause 

a drastic hydrolysis reaction of metal ions. 

Alternatively, inspired by the traditional preparation of metal catalysts using the 

impregnation method, another mesoporous silica layer with a thickness of < 5 nm can be 

coated on the surface of bare silica spheres. The pores can thus allow the loading of metal 

ions through capillary forces, and thus the loading of metals is independent on the pH 

values. 

(iv) In Chapter 4, it is shown that the DRS spectra profile is highly dependent on the 

packing density of the powders. A higher amount of air contained inside the powder 

samples will lead to lower absorption at higher wavelengths. More detailed studies should 

be conducted to better illustrate the physical reaction causing the change. It is preferred to 

combine further experimental results with modeling and calculations to reveal the function 

of air in the DRS spectra. 

(v) In Chapter 5, it has been shown that the ZnS NSs can better enhance the light 

absorption of Pt nanoparticles loaded on their surfaces than those on silica sphere surfaces. 

Thus, further photocatalytic experiments should be conducted to illustrate the effect of 

higher absorption enhancement on the generation of hot electrons in the Pt nanoparticles. 
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The Pt-ufMNPs/ZnS@SiOx NS composite particles will be the possible candidate for 

comparison with Pt-ufMNPs/SiOx NS composite particles since the Pt nanoparticles are 

loaded directly on silica in both samples. 

Besides, further experiments can be done by using other dielectric spheres. ZnS NSs 

used in this work do not show visible light absorption, and thus all peaks in the visible light 

region can be assigned to the scattering resonances. By using other spheres, one may 

combine both the scattering resonance and the plasmonic effect outside the spheres. For 

example, one can dope semiconductor materials with impurity elements to render them 

absorption in the visible light region. The absorption can be attributed to the localized 

surface plasmon resonances (LSPR). LSPR can also generate enhanced electromagnetic 

fields in the near field to enhance the absorption of light in loaded nanoparticles. The 

combined effect from both of these enhancement mechanisms may produce more 

outstanding optical effects. 

(vii) During the experiments of using composite particles in liquid phases, it is 

observed that the incident light may be seriously reflected on the wall of reaction vials. 

This is more pronounced when using higher refractive index spheres, e.g., ZnS NSs. Such 

observation is in accordance with the conclusion in Chapter 5 that only a thin layer of 

sample absorbs light whereas most of the composite particles are not directly illuminated. 

Hence, the light usage efficiency in these samples may be even lower compared with using 

silica spheres. The design of a special reactor is necessary. It is preferred that the reactor 

can collect the reflected light in time to send it back to the reaction vial instead of releasing 

them back to the environment. Moreover, since only a thin layer of the sample can absorb 

light, a flow reactor can be designed wherein capillaries can be employed to accommodate 
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the composite particle dispersion. The capillaries can be wrapped with LED light strips so 

that the dispersion can be fully illuminated with light. A good design of the reactor can 

facilitate the studies of using light antenna particles with higher refractive index. 

(viii) The purpose of this dissertation is to improve the synthesis and understanding of 

ultrafine metal or metal oxyhydroxide nanoparticles on dielectric spheres. One of the 

motivations for studying this material is to obtain high-performance photocatalysts. Thus, 

it is worth utilizing the samples obtained in this work for driving photocatalytic reactions 

with high yield and preferred selectivities. Specifically, one can fully utilize the synthesis 

protocol in Chapters 2 and 3 to obtain desired composite particles containing different 

metal nanoparticles. Then, analyze their optical absorption properties following the 

procedure described in Chapter 4 and choose the preferred wavelengths to be studied. 

Moreover, dielectric spheres other than silica spheres can be synthesized and used as the 

light antenna to get higher light absorption enhancement. It should be noted that the 

synthetic protocol can also be accommodated in other dielectric spheres. With better 

designs of suitable reactors, it is expected that more fantastic results can be obtained by 

using high-quality composite particles. 
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